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Abstract
One of the most important and enduring problems in programming languages research
involves verification of programs that construct, manipulate and dispose of complex heap-
allocated data structures. Over the last several years, great progress has been made on
this problem by using substructural logics to specify the shape of heap-allocated data
structures. These logics can capture aliasing properties in a concise notation.

In this dissertation, we present our work on using an extension of Girard’s intu-
itionistic linear logic (a substructural logic) with classical constraints as the base logic
to reason about the memory safety and shape invariants of programs that manipulate
complex heap-allocated data structures. To be more precise, we have defined formal
proof rules for an intuitionistic linear logic with constraints, ILC, which modularly com-
bines substructural reasoning with general constraint-based reasoning. We have also
defined a formal semantics for our logic – program heaps – with recursively defined
predicates. Next, we developed verification systems using different fragments of ILC to
verify pointer programs. In particular, we developed a set of sound verification generation
rules that are used to statically verify pointer programs. We also demonstrated how to
interpret the logical formulas as run-time assertions. In the end, we developed a new
imperative language that allows programmers to define and manipulate heap-allocated
data structures using ILC formulas.

The main contributions of this thesis are that (1) the development of a substructural
logic that is capable of general constraint-based reasoning; and (2) the idea of incorpo-
rating high-level logical formulas into imperative languages; either as dynamic contract
specifications, which allow clear, compact and semantically well-defined documentation
of heap-shape properties; or as language constructs, which drive safe construction and
manipulation of sophisticated heap-allocated data structures.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Computers have penetrated every aspect of our lives and changed the way information is
processed. One consequence is that we are increasingly relying on software to be reliable
to carry out normal daily activities. Software bugs can cause significant inconvenience
to our lives. For instance, we rely on airline check-in software to work properly to board
an airplane. In March 2006, thousands of US Airways passengers were stranded at the
airports due to a computer glitch in the check-in system. To give another example,
nowadays even car control components are software as well. In 2005, Toyota had to
recall 75,000 Prius cars, because of a software bug that caused the car to stall at highway
speeds. Software errors are costing the economy dearly. According to a 2002 study
carried out by National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST), software bugs
are costing US economy nearly 60 billion dollars per year. This is why increasing the
security and reliability of software has been one of the most important research areas in
computer science.

One common kind of software error is memory errors caused by improper pointer
operations in imperative programs such as those written in C. Even though many strongly-
typed and memory-safe languages such as Java are gaining popularity, it is unlikely that
the software developed in imperative languages will disappear completely in the near
future. Safe languages such as Java do not expose low-level pointers to the programmers.
Hence, programmers cannot reclaim program memory by themselves; instead, the task
is left to run-time garbage collection, which introduces implicit run-time overhead that
may be beyond the control of the programmers. One of the main reasons why C is still
one of the most popular programming languages is that C allows programmers to have
direct control over low-level memory allocation and deallocation. When using pointer
operations correctly, a competent C programmer is likely to produce highly efficient code
that has very low memory overhead, which is a desirable feature for many applications.
Efficient memory use is also crucial for application running on resource-scarce systems,
for instance, embedded systems.

1
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Lots of research has been done to improve the reliability of programs that allow
programmers to deallocate and manipulate data structures on the heap at a low-level.
Most efforts fall into two categories: one is to develop technology and tools to check
that existing imperative programs behave properly, and the other is to develop new safe
imperative languages that only allow safe programs to compile. The goal of the first
approach is to discover errors that are present in existing software. This approach often
has immediate impact on improving the reliability of software. The goal of the second
approach is to prevent errors from happening in the future by providing language support
for strong safety guarantees. It takes a long time to develop a new language and reach a
stage where the language is widely adopted by programmers, so this approach invests in
the future. These two approaches complement each other, and both are needed to increase
the reliability of imperative programs in the long run.

This thesis is a collection of our research efforts towards increasing the reliability of
imperative programs [38, 39, 61] by checking the memory safety and the invariants of
data structures. For the rest of this section, I will review the background of research that
leads up to this thesis work, and then give an outline of this thesis.

1.1 Background
Researchers have been trying to formally prove properties about programs since the
1960s. In 1967, Floyd developed a framework to reason about the correctness of pro-
grams by annotating the effect of basic commands such as assignment on the edges
of programs’ flowcharts [21]. Hoare furthered Floyd’s work by using a triple notation
(P {s} Q) to describe that if the assertion P is true before the execution of a program s,
then the assertion Q will be true on its completion [32, 33]. Floyd and Hoare’s original
systems did not fully address the issue of verifying the correctness of programs that
manipulate complex linked data structures. The main difficulty of the verification of such
programs is aliasing: different program variables pointing to the same heap location. An
update to one heap location affects the assertions related to all the variables that may
point to this location.

In 1972, Burstall presented correctness proofs for imperative programs that manipu-
late heap allocated data structures by introducing assertions of “distinct nonrepeating tree
systems” [10]. Burstall’s distinct nonrepeating tree systems describe list or tree shaped
data structures in unique disjoint pieces so that the effect of updating data structures can
be localized.

Almost thirty years later, building on the insight of Burstall’s work, Reynolds, O’Hearn
and Yang developed separation logic as an assertion language for imperative programs [65,
58, 35, 66]. Instead of trying to describe the program heap and the invariants of linked
data structures in first-order logic, and then specify properties such as two predicates
describe disjoint part of the heap on the side, Reynolds et al. proposed to use a specialized
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logic whose connectives and proof rules internalize the idea of dissecting the program
heap into disjoint pieces. In separation logic, certain kinds of assumptions are viewed as
consumable resources. These assumptions cannot be duplicated or discarded; they have to
be used exactly once in the construction of a proof. This unusual proof mechanism allows
separation logic to have a special conjunction “*”, which is also referred to as “spatial
conjunction”. The formula A ∗B in general describes the idea of having two different
resources A and B simultaneously. When used to describe program memory, the formula
F1 ∗F2 describes two disjoint pieces of the heap, one of which can be described by F1
and the other by F2.

Separation logic can describe aliasing and shape invariants of the program store el-
egantly when compared to conventional logic. For example, if we wish to use a con-
ventional logic to state that the heap can be divided into two pieces and one piece can be
described by F1 and one by F2, then we would need to say F1(S1) ∧ F2(S2) ∧ (S1∩S2 =
/0) where S1 and S2 are the sets of memory locations that F1 and F2 respectively depend
upon. As the number of disjoint memory chunks increases, the separation logic formula
remains relatively simple: F1 ∗F2 ∗F3 ∗F4 represents four separate pieces of the store.
On the other hand, the related classical formula becomes increasingly complex:

F1(S1)∧F2(S2)∧F3(S3)∧F4(S4)∧ (S1∩S2 = /0)∧ (S1∩S3 = /0)∧ (S1∩S4 = /0)
∧(S2∩S3 = /0)∧ (S2∩S4 = /0)∧ (S3∩S4 = /0)

As we can see, the specifications written in separation logic are much cleaner and
easier for people to read and understand. Within the few years of its emergence, sepa-
ration logic has already been used to prove the correctness of programs that manipulate
complex recursive data structures. One of the most impressive results is that Birkedal et
al. have proven the correctness of a copying garbage collector algorithm [8] by hand.

In the late 1980s, programming language researchers discovered linear logic [24].
Similarly to separation logic, linear logic tracks the consumption of linear assumptions,
and requires these assumptions to be used once and exactly once in proofs. Linear logic
has a conjunction, written ⊗, that is equivalent to the spatial conjunction ∗ in separation
logic. Researchers realized that linear logic can also reason about resource consumption
and state changes concisely. Since then, various linear type systems have been developed
via the Curry-Howard isomorphism [44, 1, 74, 46, 12, 72, 71, 75]. These type systems
are used to control programs’ memory consumption. In these type systems, constructs
that have linear types are deallocated immediately after use.

To grant programmers more control over deallocation and reuse of memory, other
researchers have drawn intuitions from linear type systems and developed type systems
to guarantee the memory-safety of languages with explicit deallocation of heap-allocated
objects [69, 77, 76, 78, 26, 14, 19, 54]. The essence of these type systems is to include
descriptions of the heap object in the types for heap pointers. These descriptions are
referred to as “capabilities”, which have the same properties as linear assumptions: they
cannot be duplicated or discarded. Each capability is a unique description for an object
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on the heap. Capabilities for different store objects are put together in a context using an
operator similar to the spatial conjunction ⊗ from linear logic.

Researchers from program verification and type theory have taken two different ap-
proaches to tackle the problem of checking the memory-safety properties of imperative
programs. In the end, they arrived at the same observation: the key to reasoning about
programs that alter and deallocate memory objects is to assign a unique predicate or type
to represent individual memory objects, and use a program logic that does not allow
the descriptions to be duplicated or discarded during reasoning. Logics that bear such
characteristics are called substructural logics. Both linear logic and separation logics are
substructural logics.

This thesis is built upon the results from previous work on verification of imperative
programs, and presents a collection of our research efforts towards automated verification
of imperative programs. The core of this thesis is the development of a new variant of
linear logic: intuitionistic logic with constraints (ILC). We propose to use ILC as the base
logic for program verification.

ILC vs Separation Logic. When reasoning about the behaviors of imperative pro-
grams, we not only need the connectives of substructural logic to describe program
memory, but also need to use first-order theories such as Presburger Arithmetic to de-
scribe general arithmetic constraints over data stored in memory. The constraint domains
needed depend on the kind of properties to be verified. It is desirable for the base logic
used for verification to be flexible enough to accommodate all possible combinations of
theories.

ILC’s major advantage over separation logic is that ILC modularly combines sub-
structural reasoning with general constraint-based reasoning. ILC’s modularity over
constraint domains has two consequences. First, we do not need to reinvent the wheel
to develop decision procedures for solving constraints. Over the years, researchers have
developed specialized decision procedures to efficiently reason about different theories,
and to combine these theories in principled ways [56, 15, 70]. ILC’s proof rules separate
the substructural reasoning and constraint-based reasoning in such a way that we can
plug in off-the-shelf decision procedures for constraint domains as the constraint-solving
modules in developing theorem provers for ILC. Second, the implementations of the
constraint-solving modules are independent from the substructural reasoning module.
We only need to develop the infrastructure of ILC’s theorem prover once. When dealing
with different constraint-domains, we can swap in the corresponding decision procedures
without changing the underlying infrastructure of the theorem prover.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no formal presentation of proof theories for sep-
aration logic that has similar modularity to ILC. For example, the fragment of separation
logic used in Smallfoot, a verification tool for pointer programs, requires the specification
of the program invariants to be written in a very restrictive form: the only permitted
constraints are equality and inequality of integers, and the heap formulas are only the
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spatial conjunctions of a special set of predicates that describe heap cells, lists and trees.
The proof rules for this fragment of separation logic have hard-coded axioms concerning
equality, inequality, and lists and trees. Consequently, we cannot specify constraints such
as partial order of data stored in a binary tree in this fragment of separation logic; nor
can we specify a heap with two possible descriptions, which would require disjunction.
Furthermore, without the modularity, it is not obvious if theorem provers for richer
fragments of separation logic could be built on top of the implementation of the theorem
prover for this fragment. In comparison, ILC’s theorem prover is modular: each time
a different constraint domain is considered, we only need to plug in the right decision
procedure module.

1.2 Outline of This Thesis
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows.

In Chapter 2, we will give a brief tutorial to intuitionistic linear logic. In Chapter 3,
we present ILC, intuitionistic linear logic with constrains. We introduce formal proof
rules and semantics for ILC. Along the way, we will compare the connectives of ILC and
separation logic. We will also explain ILC’s modularity in greater detail.

In Chapter 4, we develop a static verification system for simple imperative programs,
and prove the soundness of the system. Due to the cost of verification, which includes
annotating pre- and post-conditions and loop invariants and discharging complex proof
obligations, sometimes it is not feasible to use static verification on its own. Many
successful verification systems such as Spec# [4] use a combination of static verification
and dynamic verification. In Chapter 5, we demonstrate how to use our logic as the
specification language for a dynamic verification system for heap shapes. By using ILC
as the unified specification language for describing program invariants for both the static
and the dynamic verification systems, we can efficiently combine these two systems. In
the last section of Chapter 5, we will illustrate how to take advantage of such a combined
system through an example.

In Chapter 6, we take ideas from the verification systems introduced in the previous
chapters and develop a new imperative language in which logical formulas are used
directly as language constructs to define and manipulate heap-allocated data structures.
In our language, programmers can explicitly specify complex invariants of data structures
by using logical formulas. For instance, we will show how to specify the invariants of
red-black trees. The type system of our language incorporates the verification techniques
needed to check the memory safety of programs and ensure that data structures have the
expected shapes.

In Chapter 7, we discuss related work. Finally, in Chapter 8, we summarize the
contributions of this thesis and outline future research directions.



Chapter 2

Brief Introduction to Linear Logic

Linear logic was first proposed by French logician Jean-Yves Girard in 1987. It is a type
of substructural logic. We begin this section by explaining what the structural rules are
in the context of a familiar logic (intuitionistic propositional logic); we then introduce the
connectives and sequent calculus rules of linear logic, in which certain structural rules
are absent.

2.1 Basics
Hypothetical Judgment. A logical judgment states what is known to be true. All the
logical deduction systems introduced in this thesis use hypothetical judgments which
conclude what is true under a set of hypothesis. A hypothetical judgment has the form
Γ ` A, meaning we can derive that A is true assuming all the hypotheses in context Γ are
true.

Γ ` A
Γ,B ` A

weakening
Γ,B,B ` A
Γ,B ` A contraction

Γ1,C,B,Γ2 ` A
Γ1,B,C,Γ2 ` A

exchange

Figure 2.1: Structural rules

Structural Rules. We list all the structural rules in Figure 2.1. The weakening rule
states that if A can be derived from the context Γ, then A can be derived from any context
that contains more assumptions than Γ. Contraction states that only one of the many
identical hypotheses is needed in constructing proofs. Finally, the exchange rule states
that the order in which the assumptions appear in the context is irrelevant to reasoning.

6
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2.2 Proof Rules of Linear Logic
Linear logic is a substructural logic because it allows only a subset of the structural rules
from Figure 2.1 to be applied on certain assumptions, which we call linear assumptions.
The only structural rule allowed to be applied to linear assumptions is the exchange rule.
The other two structural rules, weakening and contraction, are absent. In linear logic,
each linear assumption is treated as a consumable resource. It can not be duplicated or
discarded. Each linear assumption has to be used exactly once in proof construction. Be-
cause of this use-once property of the linear assumptions, the logical context containing
such assumptions is called linear context.

To accommodate both resource-conscious reasoning and unrestricted reasoning in one
logic, the context is divided into two zones: an unrestricted context containing hypotheses
that can be used any number of times, and one linear context containing hypothesis that
have to be used exactly once. Now the hypothetical judgment has the form: Γ;∆ ` A
where Γ is the unrestricted context and ∆ is the linear context.

The basic sequent rule of linear logic is the init rule.

Γ;A ` A init

Notice that the init rule allows only the conclusion A to be in the linear context. Let us
assume the predicate A represents five dollars. If weakening were allowed, then Γ;A,A `
A would have been a valid derivation. In this derivation, two five-dollar bills turned into
only one five-dollar bill – we lost resources in this derivation. Due to the nonweakening,
noncontraction properties, linear logic can reason about resource consumption elegantly.

From the init rule, we can see the difference between the two contexts. To derive A,
the only linear assumption we are allowed to consume is A, but the unrestricted context
Γ can contain any assumptions.

Next we introduce the connectives of linear logic and explain the proof rules. For
each connective, we will give examples to explain its intuitive meaning, followed by its
sequent calculus rules. For each logical connective, there is often a right rule and a left
rule. The right rule is read top down and tells us how to prove the connective. The left
rule is often read bottom up, and tells us how to use (decompose) a logical connective in
the logical context.

Multiplicative Conjunction. The multiplicative conjunction is written A⊗ B. The
formula A⊗B describes the idea of having resource A and resource B simultaneously.
For example, we can use the formula ($5⊗ $5) to describe that we have two five-dollar
bills. Contraction is not allowed: $5⊗$5 is not the same as $5. The former means twice
five dollars, while the latter means only five dollars.

The sequent calculus rules for multiplicative conjunction are below.
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Γ;∆1 =⇒ F1 Γ;∆2 =⇒ F2
Γ;∆1,∆2 =⇒ F1⊗F2

⊗R
Γ;∆,F1,F2 =⇒ F

Γ;∆,F1⊗F2 =⇒ F ⊗L

In order to prove F1⊗F2 (the right rule), we have to divide the linear context into two
disjoint parts ∆1 and ∆2 such that F1 can be derived from ∆1 and F2 can be derived from
∆2. The left rule for ⊗ tells us that the comma in the linear context has the same logical
meaning as multiplicative conjunction.

Linear Implication. We write A ( B to denote that A linearly implies B. The formula
A ( B describes the idea that from a state described by A we can transition to a state
described by B, or that by consuming resource A we produce resource B. For example,
we can describe that we can buy a salad for five dollars using the formula ($5 ( salad).
The sequent rules for linear implication are below.

Γ;∆,F1 =⇒ F2
Γ;∆ =⇒ F1 ( F2

( R
Γ;∆ =⇒ F1 Γ;∆′,F2 =⇒ F

Γ;∆,∆′,F1 ( F2 =⇒ F
( L

If we can derive F2 from linear context ∆ and F1, then we can derive F1 ( F2 from
∆. To use F1 ( F2 in a proof, we use one part of the linear context to prove F1, and use
the other part together with F2 to prove the conclusion.

One. The connective 1 describes a state of no resources. It is the unit of multiplicative
conjunction; A⊗1 describes the same state as A.

Γ; ·=⇒ 1 1R
Γ;∆ =⇒ F

Γ;∆,1 =⇒ F 1L

We can derive 1 from an empty linear context. We can also freely eliminate 1 from
the linear context since it does not contain any resources.

Additive Conjunction. Additive conjunction, written A&B, describes the idea that we
have the choice of either A or B, but we cannot have them at the same time. For instance,
we can describe that for five dollars, we can buy either a salad or a sandwich using
$5 ( (sandwich & salad). Given five dollars, we have the choice of buying a sandwich
or a salad, but not both. In contrast, $5 ( (sandwich⊗salad) means that the total cost
of a sandwich and a salad is five dollars.

Γ;∆ =⇒ F1 Γ;∆ =⇒ F2
Γ;∆ =⇒ F1&F2

&R
Γ;∆,F1 =⇒ F

Γ;∆,F1&F2 =⇒ F &L1
Γ;∆,F2 =⇒ F

Γ;∆,F1&F2 =⇒ F &L2

To derive F1&F2 from linear context ∆, we have to derive both F1 and F2 using the
same linear context ∆. To use F1&F2 in a proof, we have to pick either A or B to use
ahead of time.
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Top. The connective top, written >, describes any state. It is the unit of additive
conjunction. A&> describes the same state as A. We can derive > from any linear
context. There is no left rule for >.

Γ;∆ =⇒> >R

Additive Disjunction. We write A⊕B for additive disjunction. It describes a state that
can be described by either A or B. For example >⊕A is always true.

Γ;∆ =⇒ F1
Γ;∆ =⇒ F1⊕F2

⊕R1
Γ;∆ =⇒ F2

Γ;∆ =⇒ F1⊕F2
⊕R2

Γ;∆,F1 =⇒ F Γ;∆,F2 =⇒ F
Γ;∆,F1⊕F2 =⇒ F ⊕L

There are two right rules for additive disjunction. To derive F1 ⊕ F2, we need to
derive either F1 or F2. To construct a proof using F1⊕F2, we have to derive the same
conclusion using F1, and using F2, since we do not know which one is true.

Falsehood. Falsehood in linear logic is 0. The left rule for 0 states that from 0 we can
derive anything. There is no right rule for 0.

Γ;∆,0 =⇒ F 0L

Unrestricted Modality. We use the modality ! to indicate that certain assumptions
are unrestricted. These assumptions do not contain linear resources, and can be used
any number of times. However, the assumption !F itself is linear, even though F is
unrestricted. For instance, the formula ($5 ( salad) describes that a salad costs five
dollars, and this rule can be used as many times as one chooses. Therefore, we can write
!($5 ( salad). The sequent rules for the unrestricted modality are below.

Γ; ·=⇒ F
Γ; ·=⇒!F !R

Γ,F;∆ =⇒ F′

Γ;∆, !F =⇒ F′
!L

We can derive !F if we can derive F without using any linear resources. To use !F in
a proof, we put F in the unrestricted context Γ.

Another sequent calculus rule related to unrestricted resources is the copy rule.

Γ,F;∆,F =⇒ F′

Γ,F;∆ =⇒ F′
copy

To use an assumption in the unrestricted context, we create a copy of that assumption
in the linear context first. We can then use the left rules to decompose this assumption in
the linear context.
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init
F1;$5 =⇒ $5 initF1;salad =⇒ salad

( L
F1;$5,F1 =⇒ salad copy

F1;$5 =⇒ salad
· · ·

F1;$5 =⇒ salad ⊗R
F1;$5,$5 =⇒ salad⊗salad

!L·; !F1,$5,$5 =⇒ salad⊗salad

init
F1,F2;$5 =⇒ $5 initF1,F2;salad =⇒ salad

( L
F1,F2;$5,F1 =⇒ salad copy

F1,F2;$5 =⇒ salad
· · ·

F1,F2;$5 =⇒ sandwich ⊗R
F1,F2;$5 =⇒ salad&sandwich

!L
F1; !F2,$5 =⇒ salad&sandwich

!L·; !F1, !F2,$5 =⇒ salad&sandwich

where F1 = $5 ( salad, F2 = $5 ( sandwich

Figure 2.2: Sample derivations

Existential and Universal Quantification. The existential and universal quantifica-
tions rules in linear logic are standard. We show the sequent rules below.

Γ;∆ =⇒ F[t/x]
Γ;∆ =⇒∃x.F ∃R

Γ;∆,F[a/x] =⇒ F′ a is fresh
Γ;∆,∃x.F =⇒ F′ ∃L

Γ;∆ =⇒ F[a/x] a is fresh
Γ;∆ =⇒∀x.F ∀R

Γ;∆,F[t/x] =⇒ F′

Γ;∆,∀x.F =⇒ F′ ∀L

2.3 Sample Deductions
In this section, we show a few example derivations in intuitionistic linear logic. In the first
derivation, we would like to prove that with two five-dollar bills, I can buy two salads.
The judgment is as follows:

·; !($5 ( salad),$5,$5 =⇒ salad⊗salad.

Notice that the assumption that five dollars can buy a salad is wrapped in the unre-
stricted modality !. The derivation is shown in the top part of Figure 2.2.

In the second derivation we would like to prove that from one five-dollar bill, I can
buy either a salad or a sandwich. The judgment is listed below:

·; !($5 ( salad), !($5 ( sandwich),$5 =⇒ salad&sandwich

This derivation is shown on the bottom part of Figure 2.2.



Chapter 3

Linear Logic with Constraints

In this chapter, we introduce a variant of linear logic, intuitionistic linear logic with con-
straints (ILC), which we will use as the underlying logic for the verification of imperative
programs. The constraint, such as linear integer constraints, are key to capturing certain
program invariants (e.g. x = 0). We develop ILC’s proof rules by extending intuitionistic
linear logic with a new modality © and confining constraints formulas under ©.

This chapter is organized as follows: first we explain the basic ideas of using ILC
to describe program memory; then, we introduce ILC’s formal syntax, proof rules, and
semantics; lastly, we discuss the formal properties of ILC.

3.1 Describing the Program Heap
In our brief introduction to linear logic in Chapter 2, we used intuitive examples to
demonstrate how to use linear logic to reason about resource consumption and state
changes. Our real interest is to use the connectives of linear logic to describe the invari-
ants of heap-allocated data structures. In this section, we explain the key ideas involved
in describing the program heap using the logical connectives of ILC, and show how to use
ILC to describe the invariants of data structures such as lists and trees. Since separation
logic is closely related to our logic, we will highlight the similarities and differences
between the connectives of ILC and separation logic along the way.

3.1.1 The Heap
We define the program heap to be a finite partial map from locations to tuples of integers.
Locations are themselves integers, and 0 is the special NULL pointer, which does not point
to any object on the heap. Every tuple consists of a header word followed by some data.
The header word stores the size (number of elements) of the rest of the tuple. We often
use the word heaplet to refer to a fragment of a larger heap. Two heaplets are disjoint
if their domains have no locations in common. A program heap consists of two parts:

11
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H

H1

2 3 200
100

2 5 300
200

H2

2 7   0
300

H3

$s $x

Figure 3.1: Memory containing a linked list.

allocated portions, which store program data; and un-allocated free space. A program
should always allocate space on the heap prior to using it. An allocated portion of the
heap became unallocated free space once it is freed in the program.

As a simple example, consider the heap H in Figure 3.1. We will refer to the heap H
throughout this section. Heap H is composed of three disjoint heaplets: H1, H2, and H3.
Heap H1 maps location 100 to tuple (2,3,200), where the integer 2 in the first field of the
tuple indicates the size of the rest of the tuple.

We use dom(H) to denote the set of locations in H, and dom(H) to denote the set
of starting locations of each tuple in H. We write H(l) to represent the value stored in
location l, and H(l) to represent the tuple stored at location l. For example, for H in
Figure 3.1, dom(H1) = {100,101,102}, dom(H) = {100,200,300}, H1(100) = 2, and
H1(100) = (3,200). We use H1 ]H2 to denote the union of two heaplets with disjoint
domains H1 and H2. H1]H2 is undefined if H1 and H2 do not have disjoint domains.

3.1.2 Basic Descriptions of the Heap
We describe heaps and heaplets using a collection of domain-specific predicates together
with connectives drawn from linear logic. A heap can be described by different formulas
and a formula can describe many different heaps.

Tuples. To describe individual tuples, programmers use the predicate (struct x T ),
where x is the starting address of the heaplet that stores the tuple and T is the contents of
the tuple. For example, (struct 100 (3,200)) describes heaplet H1.

Emptiness. The connective 1 describes an empty heap. The counterpart in separation
logic is usually written emp.

Separation. Multiplicative conjunction ⊗ separates a program heap into two disjoint
parts. For example, the heap H can be described by the formula F defined as follows.

F = struct 100 (3,200)⊗struct 200 (5,300)⊗struct 300 (7,0).
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The key property of multiplicative conjunction is that it does not allow weakening
or contraction. Therefore, in a formula containing multiplicative conjunctions of sub-
formulas, we can uniquely identify the subformula describing a certain part of the heap.
For instance, the only description of the heaplet H1 in the formula F is the predicate
struct 100 (3,200). Consequently, we can describe and reason about updates to each
heaplet locally. If we update the contents of H1, and we assume that the formula F′1
describes the updated heaplet, then we can describe the updated heap H using the formula:

F′1⊗struct 200 (5,300)⊗struct 300 (7,0)

Notice that the description of other parts of the heap H remains the same. The
multiplicative conjunction (∗) in separation logic has the same properties.

Update. Linear implication ( is similar to the multiplicative implication −∗ in sepa-
ration logic. The formula F1 ( F2 describes a heap H with a hole; if given another heap
H′ that can be described by F1 and is disjoint from H, then the union of H and H′ can be
described by F2. For example, heap H2 can be described by formula:

struct 100 (3,200) ( (struct 100 (3,200)⊗struct 200 (5,300)).

More interestingly, H can be described by formula:

(∃x.∃y.struct 100 (x,y)) ⊗
(struct 100 (5,0) ( (struct 100 (5,0)⊗struct 200 (5,300)

⊗ struct 300 (7,0)))

The first subformula of the multiplicative conjunction, ∃x.∃y.struct 100 (x,y), es-
tablishes that location 100 is in an allocated portion of the heap, and the size of the
tuple allocated at this location is 2. The second subformula, (struct 100 (5,0) (
(struct 100 (5,0)⊗·· ·)), states that if the tuple starting at address 100 is updated with
values 5 and 0, then the heap H can be described by

struct 100 (5,0)⊗struct 200 (5,300)⊗struct 300 (7,0).
This formula describes an update of the current heap state. In Chapter 4.3, we will use
the same combination of multiplicative conjunction ⊗ and linear implication ( in the
verification conditions of update statements in an imperative language.

No information. The unit of additive conjunction, >, describes any heap. It does
not contain any specific information about the heap it describes. For example, we can
use formula struct 100 (3,200)⊗> to describe heap H. From this formula, the only
distinguishable part of the heap H is the tuple starting at location 100. Connective > is
often used to describe a part of the heap that we do not have or need to give any specific
descriptions. The counterpart of > in separation logic is usually written true.
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Sharing. The formula F1&F2 describes a heap that can be described by both F1 and
F2. For example, H is described by:

(struct 100 (3,200)⊗>)&(struct 200 (5,300)⊗>).

The additive conjunction is useful in describing a heaplet that contains pointers that
may alias each other. For instance, we want to describe a heap that has two locations
x and y that may be aliased. The formula (∃vx.vy.struct x (vx)⊗ struct y (vy)) can
only describe heaps where x and y are two unaliased locations. Instead, we can use the
following formula to describe this may-alias situation.

∃vx.vy.(struct x (vx)⊗>)&(struct y (vy)⊗>)

The two subformulas of the additive conjunction both describe the heap. The first
subformula specifies that x points to some object on the heap; the second subformula
specifies that y points to an object on the heap. Pointers x and y could very well point to
the same location on the heap.

The additive conjunction in separation logic is written ∧. The basic sharing properties
of these two connectives are the same. However, due to the special additive conjunction
and implication, the logical contexts of separation logic are tree-shaped, which are called
“bunched contexts”. The behavior of ∧ is closely connected to the additive implication
→ and the bunched contexts, which our logic does not have. In separation logic, the
additive conjunction distributes over additive disjunction: F ∧ (G1∨G2)⇐⇒ (F ∧G1)∨
(F ∧G2) (the additive disjunction of separation logic is written ∨). In ILC, it is the case
that F&(G1⊕G2) =⇒ (F&G1)⊕ (F&G2); however, the other direction does not hold:
F&(G1⊕G2)���⇐=(F&G1)⊕ (F&G2).

Heap Free Conditions. The unrestricted modality !F describes an empty heap and
asserts F is true. For instance, !(struct x (3,0) ( ∃y.z.struct x (y,z)) is a theorem
stating that a heap containing the pair (3,0) can be viewed as a heap containing some
pair with unknown values y and z. On the other hand, !(struct x (3,0)) cannot be
satisfied by any heap.

Note that !F and F&1 describe the same heap. However, the two formulas have
different proof-theoretic properties. Formula !F indicates that F satisfies weakening and
contraction and therefore can be used multiple times in the proof; F&1 does not have
these properties. Hence, ! is used as a simple syntactic marker that informs the theorem
prover of the structural properties to apply to the underlying formula. This unrestricted
modality is unique to linear logic. There is no corresponding connective in separation
logic.
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Constraints. Arithmetic constraints play an important role in describing program in-
variants. These constraints are often represented in classical first-order logic. As we can
see, the connectives in substructural logics are quite different from those in the classical
first-order logic. At the very basic level, the arithmetic constraints talk about facts, not
resources, so it is reasonable for them to be duplicated or discarded at no cost. Further-
more, researchers have developed specialized decision procedures for solving constraints
for each constraint domain and for efficiently combining different constraint domains[56,
15, 5]. From a practical theorem-proving point of view, it is to our advantage to treat
the reasoning about constraints as a black box and use existing decision procedures to
handle it. Consequently, we confine all the constraint formulas syntactically under a
new modality © and reason about them separately from the substructural reasoning. For
example, heap H1 satisfies formula:

∃x.struct 100 (x,200)⊗©(x = 3).

The equivalent idea of constraint formulas in separation logic is that of “pure formu-
las.” In separation logic, rather than using a connective to mark the purity attribute, a
theorem prover analyzes the syntax of the formula to determine its status. In separation
logic we would write ∃x.struct 100 (x,200)∧ (x = 3). Pure formulas are specially
axiomatized in separation logic.

We will explain in more detail why we add this new modality © to isolate the
constraint formulas in Section 3.2 when we introduce the proof rules of ILC.

3.1.3 Expressing the Invariants of Data Structures
To efficiently store and process data, programmers create linked data structures such as
lists and trees. For programs that operate on complex data structures, verifying that the
invariants of these data structures are preserved contributes to ensure the safety and
correctness of the program. For example, we would like to check that an insertion
operation will not introduce a cycle into an acyclic singly linked list.

It is important to define predicates to describe the invariants of these data structures.
Often we do not know the exact content of each location on the heap, but we know the
abstract shapes of the data structures. For instance, a function that frees all nodes of a list
should operate on all lists. To describe the precondition of such a function, we need to
define the invariants that describe a list.

Here we use acyclic, singly linked lists as an example to demonstrate how to use
the primitive predicates and logical connectives to define predicates that describe the
invariants of data structures. The predicate list x describes a singly linked list with no
cycles that starts at location x. We define a list inductively, building from an empty list
to a list of length n. In the base case, x points to an empty list; in other words, x is the
NULL pointer; in the inductive case, x points to a pair of values d and y such that y is a list
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pointer. The formula that describes the base case is ©(x = 0); the formula that describes
the inductive case is ∃d:Si.y:Si.(struct x (d,y)⊗list y). In the second case, the head
and the tail of the list are separated by ⊗ to indicate that they are two disjoint pieces of
the heap. This constraint guarantees the list will be acyclic. The full definition of a list is
written below, with the two cases connected by the disjunction ⊕.

list x .=©(x = 0)⊕ (∃d∃y.struct x (d,y)⊗list y)

The above definition corresponds to two axioms in ILC:

list x o−© (x = 0)⊕ (∃d∃y.struct x (d,y)⊗list y)

list x−o© (x = 0)⊕ (∃d∃y.struct x (d,y)⊗list y).

The first axiom is strongly reminiscent of definitive clauses in logic programming [73,
48]. For the rest of the thesis, we borrow terms and technology from logic programming.
Specifically, we call the predicate being defined, the head of the clause; and the formula
defining the predicate, the body of the clause.

The first axiom alone is sufficient to generate the least fixed point semantics for lists.
Therefore the definition that we are going to use for list x is given by the following
clause:

list x o−© (x = 0)⊕ (∃d.∃y.struct x (d,y)⊗list y)

We will discuss the consequences of and remedies for omitting the second axiom as
part of the definition in Section 3.4.

A closely related definition, (listseg x y), can be used both to reason about lists
and to help us define a more complex data structure, the queue. The definition for
(listseg x y) describes an acyclic singly linked list segment starting from location x
and ending at y.

listseg x y o−(©(x = y)⊕ (∃d∃z.©¬(x = y)⊗struct x (d,z)⊗listseg z y))

The base case states that (listseg x x) is always true; the second case in the clause body
states that if x points to a pair of values d and z such that between z and y is a list segment,
then between x and y is also a list segment. The inequality of x and y together with the
disjointness of the head and tail of the list segment guarantees noncircularity.

The next example makes use of the listseg predicate to define a queue.

queue x y o−(©(x = 0)⊗©(y = 0))⊕ (∃d.listseg x y⊗struct y (d,0))
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The predicate queue x y describes a queue whose head is x and tail is y. In the clause
above, the first subformula in the disjunction describes an empty queue where both the
head and tail pointers are NULL pointer. The second subformula of disjunction in the
body describes the situation in which there is at least one element in the queue (pointed
to by the tail y). Between the head and the tail of the queue is a list segment. For
example, the heap H in Figure 3.1 can be viewed as a queue whose head pointer is 100
and tail pointer is 300 (e.g.queue 100 300).

Defining tree-shaped data is no more difficult than defining list-shaped data. As an
example, consider the following binary tree definition.

btree x o−© (x = 0)⊕ (∃d∃l∃r.struct x (d, l,r)⊗btree l⊗btree r)

Similar to the list definition, the body of the clause is composed of a disjunction of
two cases. The base case occurs when x is a NULL pointer. The second case describes a
tree whose root x points a tuple that contains a left child l and a right child r. Both l and
r also point to a binary tree as well.

3.2 Syntax, Semantics, and Proof Rules
In this section, we give the formal definitions of ILC’s syntax, semantics, and proof rules,
and give proofs for ILC’s consistency.

3.2.1 Syntax
ILC extends intuitionistic linear logic with domain-specific predicates for describing the
heap and a new modality © to incorporate constraint formulas into the logic.

A summary of the syntactic constructs of ILC is shown in Figure 3.2. We use ST
to range over the sort of terms we consider in this thesis. We use Si to denote integer
sort and Ss to denote integer set sort. We use tmi to range over integer terms, which
include integers, variables, sums and negations of integer terms. We use tms to range
over set terms. We write [ ] to denote the empty set, [n] to denote a singleton set, and
tms ∪ tm′

s denotes the union of two sets. The basic arithmetic predicates, denoted by
Pa, are equality and the less-than relation on integer terms, set membership, and the
subset relation on sets. The constraint formulas A include basic arithmetic predicates,
conjunction, negation, and disjunction of arithmetic formulas. In this thesis, we consider
only Presburger Arithmetic constraints and set constraints. It is straightforward to extend
the syntax of terms and basic arithmetic predicates to include other constraint domains as
well.

ILC formulas F include the basic predicate struct x (tm1, · · · , tmn), inductively de-
fined predicates, such as list x, and all of the formulas present in first-order intuitionistic
linear logic. In addition, a new modality © encapsulates constraint formulas.
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Sort ST : := Si | Ss
Integer Terms tmi : := n | xi | tmi + tm′

i | −tmi
Set Terms tms : := [ ] | xs | [n] | tms∪ tms
Terms tm : := tmi | tms
Arithmetic Predicates Pa : := tmi = tm′

i | tmi < tm′
i

| tmi in tms | tms <= tm′
s

Constraint Formulas A : := true | false | Pa | A1∧A2 | ¬A | A1∨A2
| ∃x:ST .A | ∀x:ST .A

Basic Intuitionistic Predicates Pb : := struct x (tm1, · · · , tmn) | P tm1 · · · tmn
Intuitionistic Formulas F : := Pb | 1 | F1⊗F2 | F1 ( F2 | > | F1&F2 | 0

| F1⊕F2 |!F | ∃x:ST .F | ∀x:ST .F | ©A

Figure 3.2: ILC syntax

Atoms G : := Pb | 1 | ©A | G1⊗G2
Clause Bodies B : := G | ∃x:ST .B
Clauses/Inductive Definitions I : := P x1 · · · xn o−B1⊕·· ·⊕Bm

and FV(B1, · · · ,Bm)⊆ {x1, · · · ,xn}

Figure 3.3: Syntax for clauses

Next we define the syntax for clauses in Figure 3.3. The clauses are simply linear
Horn clauses. First-order Horn clauses can be viewed as a set of inductive definitions [18,
2]. Similarly, the linear Horn clauses inductively define the predicates that are the heads
of the clauses. The inductive nature of the clauses become apparent in the next Section
when we define the store semantics for ILC. For the rest of the thesis, we use clause and
inductive definition interchangeably.

3.2.2 Semantics
In Section 3.1.2, we discussed how to use ILC formulas to describe a program heap.
In this section, we formally define a semantics of the formulas in ILC, including the
inductively defined predicates, in terms of the program heap.

We present the store semantics of ILC formulas without inductively defined predicates
in Figure 3.4. The model of ILC is a pair of an arithmetic model M and a program
heap H. The objects in M are integers and finite sets of integers, and the function
symbols and predicates take their usual meaning. We use M;H � F to denote that heap
H can be described by formula F under arithmetic model M. The semantics of ILC
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• M;H � struct v (v0, · · · ,vn−1) iff v 6= 0, dom(H) = {v,v + 1, · · ·v + n}, H(v) = n,
and H(v) = (v0, · · · ,vn−1).

• M;H � F1⊗F2 iff H = H1]H2 such that M;H1 � F1, and M;H2 � F2.

• M;H � F1 ( F2 iff for all heaps H′ such that H′ is disjoint with H, M;H′ � F1
implies M;H]H′ � F2.

• M;H � 1 iff dom(H) = /0.

• M;H � F1&F2 iff M;H � F1 and M;H � F2.

• M;H �> always.

• M;H � F1⊕F2 iff M;H � F1 or M;H � F2.

• M;H � 0, never.

• M;H �!F iff dom(H) = /0 and M;H � F.

• M;H � ∃x:ST .F iff when ST = Si, there exists some integer t such that M;H �
F[t/x]; and when ST = Ss, there exists some finite integer set s such that M;H �
F[s/x].

• M;H � ∀x:ST .F iff when ST = Si, for all integers t such that M;H � F[t/x]; and
when ST = Ss, for all finite integer set s such that M;H � F[s/x].

• M;H �©A iff dom(H) = /0, and M � A.

Figure 3.4: The store semantics of ILC formulas

formulas without inductively defined predicates are straightforward. We only remark that
a constraint formula ©A is valid if the heap is empty and A is valid in the arithmetic
model M.

Indexed Semantics for Inductively Defined Predicates. The semantics of inductively
defined predicates such as list x depends on their defining clauses. To properly define
the indexed semantics for inductively defined predicates, we view each subformula of the
additive disjunction in a clause body as a separate clause. For instance, the list definition
is the same as the following two clauses.

list x o− ©(x = 0)
list x o− ∃d:Si.∃y:Si.struct x (d,y)⊗list y
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• M;H � P v1 · · ·vm iff ∃n≥ 0 such that M;H �n P v1 · · ·vm.

• M;H �n P v1 · · ·vm iff exists B ∈ ϒ(P x1 · · ·xm), such that M;H �n−1

B[v1, · · ·vm/x1, · · ·xm].

• M;H �n struct v (v0, · · · ,vm−1) iff n = 0, v 6= 0, dom(H) = {v,v + 1, · · ·v + m},
H(v) = m, and H(v) = (v0, · · · ,vm−1).

• M;H �n 1 iff n = 0, and dom(H) = /0.

• M;H �n ©A iff dom(H) = /0, n = 0, and M � A.

• M;H �n G1⊗G2 iff H = H1]H2 such that M;H1 �n1 G1, M;H2 �n2 G2, and n =
max(n1,n2).

• M;H �n ∃x:ST .G iff When ST = Si, there exists some integer t such that M;H �
G[t/x]. When ST = Ss, there exists some finite integer set t such that M;H � G[s/x].

Figure 3.5: Indexed semantics for inductively defined formulas

Context ϒ contains all the inductive definitions. We write ϒ(P x1 · · ·xn) to denote the set
of formulas defining predicate P x1 · · ·xn. For example,

ϒ(list x) = {©(x = 0),(∃d:Si.∃y:Si.struct x (d,y)⊗list y)}.
We use M;H �ϒ F to denote that under arithmetic model M, heap H can be described
by formula F, given the inductive definitions in ϒ. Since ϒ is the same throughout the
judgments, we omit it from the judgments.

To properly define the semantics for inductively defined predicates, we use an indexed
model inspired by the indexed model for recursive types [3]. We use judgment M;H �n F
to denote that the model M and the heap H satisfy formula F with index n. Intuitively,
the index number indicates the number of applications of the inductive definitions. For
instance, the judgment M;H �n P v1 · · ·vk means that heap H can be described by predicate
P v1 · · ·vk by applying the inductive case at most n times starting from the heap described
by the base case. We present the formal definition of the indexed store semantics in
Figure 3.5.

When a clause body is composed exclusively of constraint formulas and struct

predicates, the index number of the predicate is 1. This is the base case from which
we start to build a recursive data structure. For list x,©(x = 0) is the base case. For the
inductive case, a recursively defined predicate P with index n describes a heap that can be
described by one of P’s clause bodies, B, and the index number of B is n−1. For example,
the NULL pointer describes an empty heap with index 1 (M;H �1 list 0). The heaplet H3
in Figure 3.1 satisfies list 300 with index 2 (M;H3 �2 list 300). The heap (H2]H3)
satisfies list 200 with index 3 (M;H2]H3 �3 list 200); and H satisfies list 100 with
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index 4 (M;H �4 list 100). Note that the indices are internal representations in defining
the semantics of recursively defined predicates. When describing the program heap for
the purpose of program verification, we often do not and need not to know about the
index number. For instance, the above heaplets are all described by list ` where ` is the
starting location of the list.

3.2.3 Proof Rules
The store semantics specify how we formally model the program heap using logical
formulas. The proof rules define how deductions are carried out in our logic. In reasoning
about the program heap, we first model a heap using logical formulas, then use the proof
rules to derive properties of the program heap from those descriptions.

Our logical judgments make use of three logical contexts. The unrestricted context
Γ and the linear context ∆ are the same as in intuitionistic linear logic. The new context
Θ is the unrestricted context for constraint formulas. Contexts Θ and Γ have contraction,
weakening, and exchange properties; while ∆ has only exchange.

Unrestricted Constraint Context Θ : := · |Θ,A
Unrestricted Context Γ : := · | Γ,F
Linear Context ∆ : := · | ∆,F

There are two sequent judgments in our logic.

Θ # Θ′ classical constraint sequent rules
Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F intuitionistic linear sequent rules

The sequent rules for reasoning about constraints have the form Θ # Θ′, where Θ is
the context for truth assumptions and Θ′ is the context for false assumptions. The sequent
Θ # Θ′ can be read as: the truth assumptions in Θ contradict one of the false assumptions
in Θ′. Alternatively, we can say that the conjunction of the formulas in Θ implies the
disjunction of the formulas in Θ′. These sequent rules define first-order classical logic
with equality. The formalization follows Gentzen’s LK formalization [23]. The complete
set of rules is shown in Figure 3.6.

To reason about equality between integers, we assume that the Θ context always
contains the following axioms about equality.

Aeq1 = ∀x:Si.x = x
Aeq2 = ∀x:Si.∀y:Si.¬(x = y)∨ ( f (x) = f (y))
Aeq3 = ∀x:Si.∀y:Si.¬(x = y)∨¬Pa(x)∨Pa(y)

In Appendix A.1 (Lemma 25 – 28), we show that we can prove reflexivity, symmetry,
and transitivity of equality using the above axioms.

The intuitionistic sequent rules have the form Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F. An intuitive reading of
the sequent is that if a state described by unrestricted assumptions in Γ, linear assumptions
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Θ,A # A,Θ′ Contra

Θ # A,A∧B,Θ′ Θ # B,A∧B,Θ′

Θ # A∧B,Θ′ ∧F

Θ,A,A∧B # Θ′

Θ,A∧B # Θ′ ∧T1
Θ,B,A∧B # Θ′

Θ,A∧B # Θ′ ∧T2

Θ # true,Θ′ trueF

Θ # A,A∨B,Θ′

Θ # A∨B,Θ′ ∨F1
Θ # B,A∨B,Θ′

Θ # A∨B,Θ′ ∨F2

Θ,A,A∨B # Θ′ Θ,B,A∨B # Θ′

Θ,A∨B # Θ′ ∨T

Θ,false # Θ′ falseT

Θ,A # ¬A,Θ′

Θ # ¬A,Θ′ ¬F
Θ,¬A # A,Θ′

Θ,¬A # Θ′ ¬T

Θ # A[t/x],∃x:ST .A,Θ′ t ∈ ST
Θ # ∃x:ST .A,Θ′ ∃F

Θ,A[a/x],∃x:ST .A # Θ′ a is fresh
Θ,∃x:ST .A # Θ′ ∃T

Θ # A[a/x],∀x:ST .A,Θ′ a is fresh
Θ # ∀x:ST .A,Θ′ ∀F

Θ,A[t/x],∀x:ST .A # Θ′ t ∈ ST
Θ,∀x:ST .A # Θ′ ∀T

Figure 3.6: LK sequent rules for classical first-order Logic

∆, and satisfies all the constraints in Θ, then this state can also be viewed as a state
described by F. The complete set of sequent rules is shown in Figure 3.7.

The sequent rules for multiplicative connectives, additive connectives, and quantifica-
tions are the same as those in intuitionistic linear logic except that the constraint context
Θ is threaded through the judgment. The interesting rules are the left and right rule for
the new modality ©, the absurdity rule, the case-split, and the ∃T rule, which illustrates
the interaction between the constraint-based reasoning and the substructural reasoning of
the logic. The right rule for © states that if Θ contradicts the assertion “A false” (which
means A is true) then we can derive ©A without using any linear resources. If we read
the left rule for © bottom up, it says that whenever we have ©A, we can put A together
with other constraints in Θ. The absurdity rule is a peculiar one. The justification for
this rule is that since Θ is not consistent, no state can meet the constraints imposed by Θ;
therefore, any statement based on the assumption that the state satisfies those constraints
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Θ # Pb′ = Pb
Θ;Γ;Pb′ =⇒ Pb

init
Θ;Γ,F;∆,F =⇒ F′

Θ;Γ,F;∆ =⇒ F′
copy

Θ;Γ;∆1 =⇒ F1 Θ;Γ;∆2 =⇒ F2
Θ;Γ;∆1,∆2 =⇒ F1⊗F2

⊗R
Θ;Γ;∆,F1,F2 =⇒ F

Θ;Γ;∆,F1⊗F2 =⇒ F ⊗L

Θ;Γ;∆,F1 =⇒ F2

Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F1 ( F2
( R

Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F1 Θ;Γ;∆′,F2 =⇒ F
Θ;Γ;∆,∆′,F1 ( F2 =⇒ F

( L

Θ;Γ; ·=⇒ 1 1R
Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F

Θ;Γ;∆,1 =⇒ F 1L

Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F1 Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F2
Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F1&F2

&R

Θ;Γ;∆,F1 =⇒ F
Θ;Γ;∆,F1&F2 =⇒ F &L1

Θ;Γ;∆,F2 =⇒ F
Θ;Γ;∆,F1&F2 =⇒ F &L2

Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒> >R
Θ;Γ;∆,0 =⇒ F 0L

Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F1
Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F1⊕F2

⊕R1
Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F2

Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F1⊕F2
⊕R2

Θ;Γ;∆,F1 =⇒ F Θ;Γ;∆,F2 =⇒ F
Θ;Γ;∆,F1⊕F2 =⇒ F ⊕L

Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F[t/x] t ∈ ST
Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒∃x:ST .F ∃R

Θ;Γ;∆,F[a/x] =⇒ F′ a is fresh
Θ;Γ;∆,∃x:ST .F =⇒ F′

∃L

Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F[a/x] a is fresh
Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒∀x:ST .F ∀R

Θ;Γ;∆,F[t/x] =⇒ F′ t ∈ ST
Θ;Γ;∆,∀x:ST .F =⇒ F′

∀L

Θ;Γ; ·=⇒ F
Θ;Γ; ·=⇒!F !R

Θ;Γ,F;∆ =⇒ F′

Θ;Γ;∆, !F =⇒ F′
!L

Θ # A
Θ;Γ; ·=⇒©A

©R
Θ,A;Γ;∆ =⇒ F

Θ;Γ;∆,©A =⇒ F
©L Θ # ·

Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F
absurdity

Θ # A1∨A2 Θ,A1;Γ;∆
a−=⇒ F Θ,A2;Γ;∆

a−=⇒ F

Θ;Γ;∆
a−=⇒ F

case-split

Θ # ∃x:ST .A Θ,A[a/x];Γ;∆
a−=⇒ F

Θ;Γ;∆
a−=⇒ F

∃T

Figure 3.7: Sequent calculus rules for ILC
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is simply true. The case-split rule splits a disjunction in the constraint domain. If Θ

entails A1∨A2, then we can split the derivation into two cases: one assumes A1 is true,
and the other assumes A2 is true. The ∃T rule makes use of the existentially quantified
formulas in the constraint domain.

3.2.4 Formal Results
In this section we present some of the formal results we have proved about our logic.
We have proved cut elimination theorems for our logic, thus proving that our logic is
consistent. By proving the cut elimination theorems, we also established the sub-formula
properties of our logic: all formulas in a (cut-free) derivation are subformulas of the
formulas in the conclusion sequent. We also proved that the proof theory of our logic
is sound with regard to its semantics, which means that any theorems we can prove
syntactically using the proof rules are valid in the memory model. However, our logic is
not complete with regard to this memory model, which means that there are some valid
formulas that we cannot prove in the proof system.

Cut Elimination Theorems Cut rules are used to prove the final result via intermediary
results. We list the four cut rules in our logic below.

Θ,A # Θ′ Θ # A,Θ′

Θ # Θ′
Θ # A Θ,A;Γ;∆ =⇒ F

Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F

Θ;Γ; ·=⇒ F Θ;Γ,F;∆ =⇒ F′

Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F′
Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F Θ;Γ;∆′,F =⇒ F′

Θ;Γ;∆,∆′ =⇒ F′

The cut elimination theorems state that the cut rules are not necessary in our logic.
Given any proof that uses the cut rules, we can always rewrite the proof to not contain any
cut rules. The cut elimination theorems consists of four theorems (Theorem 1 through
3); one for each cut rule. We use Pfenning’s structural proof technique for cut elimina-
tion [62]. We present the theorems and the proof strategy below. The detailed proofs for
selected cases can be found in Appendix A.1.

For any valid judgment J, we write D :: J when D is a derivation of J.

Theorem 1 (Law of Excluded Middle)
If E :: Θ,A # Θ′ and D :: Θ # A,Θ′ then Θ # Θ′.

Proof (sketch): By induction on the structure of the cut formula A and derivations D
and E . There are four categories of cases: (1) either D or E is the contra rule; (2) the cut
formula is the principal formula in the last rule of both D and E ; (3) the cut formula is
unchanged in D; and (4) the cut formula is unchanged in E . �
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Theorem 2 (Cut Elimination 1)
If D :: Θ # A and E :: Θ,A;Γ;∆ =⇒ F then Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F

Proof (sketch): By induction on the structure of E . For most cases, the cut formula A
is unchanged in E . We can apply the induction hypothesis on a smaller E . When the last
rule in E is the ©R rule or the absurdity rule, we apply Theorem 1. �

Theorem 3 (Cut Elimination 2)
1. If D :: Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F and E :: Θ;Γ;∆′,F =⇒ F′ then Θ;Γ;∆,∆′ =⇒ F′.

2. If D :: Θ;Γ; ·=⇒ F and E :: Θ;Γ,F;∆ =⇒ F′ then Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F′.

Proof (sketch):

1. By induction on the structure of F, and the derivations D and E . There are four
categories of cases: (1) either D or E is the init rule; (2) the cut formula is the
principal formula in the last rule of both D and E ; (3) the cut formula is unchanged
in D , and (4) the cut formula is unchanged in E . We only apply 2 when the cut
formula is strictly smaller.

2. By induction on the structure of D and E . For most cases, the principal cut formula
is unchanged in E . When the last rule in E is the copy rule, we apply 1.

�

We prove the consistency of our logic by demonstrating that we cannot prove false-
hood from empty contexts.

Lemma 4
We can never derive · # ·.

Proof (sketch): By examining all the proof rules without the cut rule,. �

Theorem 5 (Consistency)
ILC is consistent.

Proof (sketch): By examining all the proof rules without the cut rule, there is no
derivation for judgment: ·; ·; ·=⇒ 0. �
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Soundness of Logical Deduction. We also proved the soundness of our proof rules
relative to our memory model. Because the clauses defining recursive data structures
reside in the context Γ as axioms, there are two parts to the soundness of logical deduction
theorem. One is that the proof rules are sound with regard to the model (Theorem 6); the
other is that the axioms defining recursive predicates are sound with regard to the model
as well (Theorem 7).

We use the notation
N

∆ to denote the formula obtained by tensoring all the formulas
in context ∆ together. We use notation !Γ to denote the context derived from Γ by
wrapping the ! modality around each formula in Γ.

The detailed proofs of Theorem 6 and 7 can be found in Appendix A.2.

Theorem 6 (Soundness of Logical Deduction)
If Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F, σ is a ground substitution for all the free variables in the judgment,
M is a model such that M � σ(Θ), and M;H � σ(

N
!Γ⊗

N
∆) then M;H � σ(F).

Proof (sketch): By induction on the structure of the derivation D :: Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F. �

Theorem 7 (Soundness of Axioms)
For all inductive definitions I such that I ∈ ϒ, M; /0 �ϒ I.

Proof (sketch): By examining the semantics of formulas. �

3.3 A Sound Decision Procedure
One of the key steps to developing terminating verification processes based on ILC
is to develop a sound and decidable decision procedure for fragments of ILC that are
expressive enough to capture the program invariants that we would like to verify. ILC
contains intuitionistic linear logic as a sublogic, so it is clearly undecidable [47]. In this
section, we identify one fragment of ILC (ILCa−) that has a sound decision procedure,
and is expressive enough to reason about invariants of program heaps, including the
shape invariants of recursive data structures. This section is organized as follows: In
Section 3.3.1, we define ILCa−. In Section 3.3.2 we define a linear residuation calcu-
lus, which is sound with regard to ILCa−, and we prove the decidability of the linear
residuation calculus.

3.3.1 ILCa−

ILC combines constraint-based reasoning with linear reasoning; therefore, in the frag-
ments of ILC that has sound decision procedures, we need both the constraint-solving
and the linear reasoning to be decidable. There are many decidable first-order theories.
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To illustrate the techniques of our decidability proofs, we only consider Presburger Arith-
metic in the constraint domain. It is straightforward to extend the decidability results to
include other decidable theories at well.

We use the decidability results of linear logic proved by Lincoln et al. [47]. Lincoln et
al. proved that intuitionistic linear logic without the unrestricted modality ! is decidable.
Lincoln’s technique involved examining the proof rules and noticing that every premise
of each rule is strictly smaller than its consequent (by smaller we mean the number
of connectives in the sequent decreases [47]). Therefore, it is possible to enumerate
all derivation trees for a judgment; and consequently, deciding the provability in this
fragment of linear logic can be carried out by checking all possible derivation trees for at
least one valid derivation. We would like to apply this observation to identify a fragment
of ILC that has decidable decision procedures. In ILC, one of the sequent rules whose
premise has more connectives than its consequent is the copy rule:

Θ;Γ,F;∆,F =⇒ F′

Θ;Γ,F;∆ =⇒ F′
copy

We rely on the copy rule to move the assumptions from the unrestricted context Γ into
the linear context ∆, where the connectives are decomposed. One important use of the
copy rule is reasoning about recursively defined data structures such as lists. The axioms
for defining these data structures are unrestricted resources since they do not depend on
the current heap state. These axioms are placed in the unrestricted context Γ. We need to
use these axioms many times in a derivation. Each time we make use of the axioms, we
apply the copy rule first.

In order to eliminate the copy rule while retaining the ability to reason about recur-
sively defined data structures, we add new sequent rules that correspond to the axioms that
define those data structures. The resulting logic is ILCa− (a subset of ILC with axioms).
The judgment form of ILCa− is Θ;∆

a−=⇒ F. Notice that we completely eliminate the Γ

context, which means that we do not use the ! connective anymore.
We use D to denote the formulas that may appear in ILCa−. The formal definition of

D is as follows.

Forms in ILCa− D : := P tm1 · · · tmn | struct x (tm1, · · · , tmn) | 1 | D⊗D′ | D ( D
| > | D&D′ | 0 | D⊕D′ | ∃x.D | ∀x.D | ©A

We use the axioms defining listseg as an example to demonstrate how to add
sequent rules corresponding to the axioms of the recursively defined predicates in ILCa−.
This technique can be extended to other axioms, including the axioms concerning the
list predicate as well.

The following two axioms define the listseg predicate. They are equivalent to
the definitions presented in Section 3.1.3. The free variables in the clause body are
universally quantified at the outermost level.
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A1 = ∀x.∀y.listseg x y o−© (x = y)
A2 = ∀x.∀y.∀d.∀z.listseg x y o−© (¬(x = y))⊗struct x (d,z)⊗listseg z y

The corresponding sequent rules in ILCa− are:

Θ # t = s
Θ; · a−=⇒ listseg t s

empty-R

Θ # ¬(t = s) Θ;∆1
a−=⇒ struct t (d,u) Θ;∆2

a−=⇒ listseg u s

Θ;∆1,∆2
a−=⇒ listseg t s

list

The sequent rule empty-R corresponds to axiom A1 and the rule list corresponds to
axiom A2. In general, the head of the clause becomes the conclusion in the sequent rule,
and each of the conjunctive subformulas in the clause body becomes a premise in the
sequent rule.

A summary of the sequent rules of ILCa− are in Figure 3.8.
We proved the following cut-elimination theorems of ILCa−. The detailed proof is in

Appendix A.3.

Theorem 8 (Cut Elimination 1)
If Θ # A and Θ,A;∆

a−=⇒ D then E :: Θ;∆
a−=⇒ D

Proof (sketch): By induction on the structure of derivation E . �

Theorem 9 (Cut Elimination 2)
If Θ;∆

a−=⇒ D and Θ;∆′,D a−=⇒ D′ then Θ;∆,∆′
a−=⇒ D′.

We also proved the following soundness and completeness theorems to show that
ILCa− is equivalent to ILC with axioms A1 and A2. The details of the proofs are in
Appendix A.3

Theorem 10 (Soundness of ILCa−)
If Θ;∆

a−=⇒ D then Θ;A1,A2;∆ =⇒ D.

Proof (sketch): By induction on the structure of the derivation Θ;∆
a−=⇒ D. �

Theorem 11 (Completeness of ILCa−)
If Θ;A1,A2;∆ =⇒ D and all the formulas in ∆ are D, then Θ;∆

a−=⇒ D.

Proof (sketch): By induction on the derivation of Θ;A1,A2;∆ =⇒D. Most cases invoke
the induction hypothesis directly. �
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Θ # Pb′ = Pb

Θ;Pb′ a−=⇒ Pb
init

Θ;∆1
a−=⇒ D1 Θ;∆2

a−=⇒ D2

Θ;∆1,∆2
a−=⇒ D1⊗D2

⊗R
Θ;∆,D1,D2

a−=⇒ D

Θ;∆,D1⊗D2
a−=⇒ D

⊗L

Θ;∆,D1
a−=⇒ D2

Θ;∆
a−=⇒ D1 ( D2

( R
Θ;∆

a−=⇒ D1 Θ;∆′,D2
a−=⇒ D

Θ;∆,∆′,D1 ( D2
a−=⇒ D

( L

Θ; · a−=⇒ 1
1R

Θ;∆
a−=⇒ D

Θ;∆,1 a−=⇒ D
1L

Θ;∆
a−=⇒ D1 Θ;∆

a−=⇒ D2

Θ;∆
a−=⇒ D1&D2

&R
Θ;∆,D1

a−=⇒ D

Θ;∆,D1&D2
a−=⇒ D

&L1
Θ;∆,D2

a−=⇒ D

Θ;∆,D1&D2
a−=⇒ D

&L2

Θ;∆
a−=⇒ >

>R
Θ;∆,0 a−=⇒ D

0L

Θ;∆
a−=⇒ D1

Θ;∆
a−=⇒ D1⊕D2

⊕R1
Θ;∆

a−=⇒ D2

Θ;∆
a−=⇒ D1⊕D2

⊕R2
Θ;∆,D1

a−=⇒ D Θ;∆,D2
a−=⇒ D

Θ;∆,D1⊕D2
a−=⇒ D

⊕L

Θ;∆
a−=⇒ D[t/x] t ∈ ST

Θ;∆
a−=⇒ ∃x:ST .D

∃R
Θ;∆,D[a/x] a−=⇒ D′ a is fresh

Θ;∆,∃x:ST .D a−=⇒ D′
∃L

Θ;∆
a−=⇒ D[a/x] a is fresh

Θ;∆
a−=⇒ ∀x:ST .D

∀R Θ;∆,D[t/x] =⇒ D′ t ∈ ST
Θ;∆,∀x:ST .D =⇒ D′ ∀L

Θ # A

Θ; · a−=⇒ ©A
©R

Θ,A;∆
a−=⇒ D

Θ;∆,©A a−=⇒ D
©L Θ # ·

Θ;∆
a−=⇒ D

absurdity

Θ # A1∨A2 Θ,A1;∆
a−=⇒ D Θ,A2;∆

a−=⇒ D

Θ;∆
a−=⇒ D

case-split

Θ # ∃x:ST .A Θ,A[a/x];∆
a−=⇒ D

Θ;∆
a−=⇒ D

∃T

Θ # t = s

Θ; · a−=⇒ listseg t s
empty-R

Θ # ¬(t = s) Θ;∆1
a−=⇒ struct t (d,u) Θ;∆2

a−=⇒ listseg u s

Θ;∆1,∆2
a−=⇒ listseg t s

list

Figure 3.8: Sequent calculus rules for ILCa−
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3.3.2 Linear Residuation Calculus
In this section, we define the linear residuation calculus. We prove that the linear residu-
ation calculus is sound with regard to ILCa−. We then, prove that the linear residuation
calculus is decidable. Therefore the linear residuation calculus is a sound decision proce-
dure for ILCa−

Our linear residuation calculus is inspired by the residuation calculus in Pfenning’s
lecture notes [63]. Our main reason for developing the linear residuation calculus is to
separate the unification process from the rest of the reasoning. We will explain in more
detail when we explain the sequent rules of the linear residuation calculus.

The judgments of linear residuation calculus have the form: ∆
r=⇒ D\R. The for-

mula R is the residuation formula, a first-order formula that capture the unification and
arithmetic constraints for deriving D from contexts ∆. This judgment states that ∆ entails
F with the additional constraints R.

The proof rules in the Residuation Calculus is presented in Figure 3.9.
The basic idea of the residuation calculus is to accumulate constraints, including

unification constraints and arithmetic constraints, into the residuation formula. For in-
stance, in the init rule, we leave checking that P and P′ are the same predicate to the
residuation formula. The validity of the residuation formula requires that Θ implies that
P and P′ are the same. In the ∃R rule, we defer the choice of the term to instantiate
the existential variable. Instead, we substitute x with a fresh variable a, and existentially
quantify the residuation formula in the premise. Later on we find the witness for the
existentially quantified variable x, when we verify the validity of the residuation formulas.
In comparison, in ILCa−’s ∃R rule, the witness for the existentially quantified variable x
is guessed by magic. The domain of possible witnesses for x might be infinite and a
brute-force method of searching for a witness will not terminate, even though the actual
problem of finding a witness might be decidable. This nonalgorithmic nature of the ∃R
rule makes ILCa− an ill fit to reason about decidability.

There are two parts to derive D from context Θ and ∆. One is to derive judgment
∆

r=⇒ D\R; the other is to prove that Θ entails the residuation formula R.

Soundness We proved that the residuation calculus is sound with regard to ILCa−. The
proofs can be found in Appendix A.4. The soundness theorem (Theorem 12) states that
if we can derive D with a residuation formula R, and prove that Θ entails R, then we can
derive F in ILCa−.

Theorem 12 (Soundness of Residuation Caclulus)
If D :: ∆

r=⇒ D\R then given any Θ such that Θ # R, then Θ;∆
a−=⇒ D.

Proof (sketch): By induction on the structure of derivation D . �
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Pb r=⇒ Pb′\Pb .= Pb′
init

∆1
r=⇒ D1\R1 ∆2

r=⇒ D2\R2

∆1,∆2
r=⇒ D1⊗D2\R1∧R2

⊗R
∆,D1,D2

r=⇒ D\R

∆,D1⊗D2
r=⇒ D\R

⊗L

∆,D1
r=⇒ D2\R

∆
r=⇒ D1 ( D2\R

( R
∆

r=⇒ D1\R1 ∆′,D2
r=⇒ D\R2

∆,∆′,D1 ( D2
r=⇒ D\R1∧R2

( L

· r=⇒ 1\true
1R

∆
r=⇒ D\R

∆,1 r=⇒ D\R
1L

∆
r=⇒ D1\R1 ∆

r=⇒ D2\R2

∆
r=⇒ D1&D2\R1∧R2

&R
∆,D1

r=⇒ D\R

∆,D1&D2
r=⇒ D\R

&L1
∆,D2

r=⇒ D\R

∆,D1&D2
r=⇒ D\R

&L2

∆
r=⇒ >\true

>R
∆,0 r=⇒ D\true

0L

∆
r=⇒ D1\R

∆
r=⇒ D1⊕D2\R

⊕R1
∆

r=⇒ D2\R

∆
r=⇒ D1⊕D2\R

⊕R2
∆,D1

r=⇒ D\R1 ∆,D2
r=⇒ D\R2

∆,D1⊕D2
r=⇒ D\R1∧R2

⊕L

∆
r=⇒ D[a/x]\R[a/x] a is fresh

∆
r=⇒ ∃x.D\∃x.R

∃R
∆,D[a/x] r=⇒ D′\R[a/x] a is fresh

∆,∃x.D r=⇒ D′\∀x.R
∃L

∆
r=⇒ D[a/x]\R[a/x] a is fresh

∆
r=⇒ ∀x.D\∀x.R

∀R
∆,D[a/x] r=⇒ D′\R[a/x] a is fresh

∆,∀x.D r=⇒ D′\∃x.R
∀L

· r=⇒ ©A\A
©R

∆
r=⇒ D\R

∆,©A r=⇒ D\¬A∨R
©L

∆
r=⇒ D\false

absurdity

· r=⇒ listseg t s\ t = s
empty-R

∆1
r=⇒ struct t (d,next)\R1 R1 6= false ∆2

r=⇒ listseg next s\R2

∆1,∆2
r=⇒ listseg t s\R1∧R2∧¬(t = s)

list

Figure 3.9: Linear residuation calculus

Decidability. To prove that the linear residuation calculus is decidable, we have to
prove that building a residuation derivation is decidable and that checking the validity
of the residuation formulas is also decidable.
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Checking the validity of residuation formulas is a decidable process, because the
residuation formulas are Presburger Arithmetic formulas the validity of which is proven
to be decidable.

Lemma 13
Θ # R is decidable.

Proof (sketch): Presburger Arithmetic is decidable. �

Once we know the residual formulas are valid, we are left to prove that the residuation
calculus is decidable. As we mentioned earlier, if we are able to argue that every premise
of each rule in the residuation calculus is strictly smaller than its consequent, then we
can prove the decidability of the residuation calculus. By examining all the rules in
residuation calculus, the only rule whose premises are not obviously smaller than its
consequent is the following list rule.

D1 :: ∆1
r=⇒ struct t (d,next)\R1 R1 6= false D2 :: ∆2

r=⇒ listseg next s\R2

∆1,∆2
r=⇒ listseg t s\R1∧R2∧¬(t = s)

list

First we impose an ordering of predicates: the “struct” predicate is smaller than the
user-defined predicates. This makes the derivation D1 smaller than the conclusion. Next,
we prove that the side condition: R1 6= false makes ∆1 to be nonempty (the proof is
done by examining all the rules in the residuation calculus). As a result, derivation D2
contains less connectives than the conclusion.

Lemma 14
The residuation calculus is decidable.

Proof (sketch): By examination of the proof rules. The premise of each rule is strictly
smaller than its conclusion, so there is finite number of possible proof trees (a similar
proof technique was made in Lincoln’s paper on the decidability properties of proposi-
tional linear logic [47]). �

3.4 Additional Axioms
We mentioned in Section 3.1.3 that the semantic definition of a data structures has both
the if and only if directions: x is a list if and only if x is a null pointer or x points to a
pair of values d and next, such that next points to a list. However, we only use the if
direction as the defining clause of a list. The memory model contains axioms such as
(list 0 ( 1), which are currently not derivable from the proof rules. We can overcome
this incompleteness by adding more axioms about data structures to the proof system.
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In this section, we add more proof rules to strengthen the proof system. There are
two categories of these additional rules: one, to deal with list shapes; the other, to extract
inequality from separation. We have proved that these proof rules are sound with regard
to the memory model.

3.4.1 More Axioms About Shapes
As we mentioned before, the proof rules empty-R and list are not strong enough to prove
certain properties of list shapes. For instance, we cannot prove that two list segments
listseg t s and listseg s w can be combined to one list segment listseg t w. To do
this, we need to add more rules into the proof system. We list the additional rules below:

Θ # t = s Θ;∆
a−=⇒ D

Θ;∆,listseg t s a−=⇒ D
empty-L

Θ # ¬(t = s) Θ;∆,listseg t s a−=⇒ D

Θ;∆,struct t (d,w),listseg w s a−=⇒ D
list-1

Θ # ¬(t = s) Θ;∆,struct s (v1,v2),listseg t s a−=⇒ D

Θ;∆,struct s (v1,v2),listseg t w,listseg w s a−=⇒ D
list-2

Θ # ¬(t = s) Θ # ¬(s = u) Θ;∆,listseg s u,listseg t s a−=⇒ D

Θ;∆,listseg s u,listseg t w,listseg w s a−=⇒ D
list-3

Θ # s = 0 Θ;∆,listseg t s a−=⇒ D

Θ;∆,listseg t w,listseg w s a−=⇒ D
list-4

Rule Empty-L acknowledges that listseg t t is an empty heap, and therefore can
be removed from the linear context. Rule list-1 is similar to the list rule, except that
list-1 rule applies directly to the linear context. The last three rules state that we can
fold two connecting list segments, listseg t w and listseg w s, into one list segment,
listseg t s. However, since we require list segments to be acyclic, we need to ensure that
the end of the second list segment y does not point into the first segment, listseg t w.
The last three rules use three different side conditions to ensure the acyclic property.
Rules list-2 and list-3 use the semantics of separation. The basic idea is that if s is an
allocated location and disjoint from list segment listseg t w, then s cannot possibly
point into list segment listseg t w. In the list-2 rule, the witness is the predicate
struct s (v1,v2). In the list-3 rule, the evidence is that y points to a nonempty list. In the
last rule, list-4, y is NULL pointer; therefore, s cannot point into the first list segment.
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3.4.2 Inequality
Our proof rules use inequality extensively. For instance, the inequality of the head and the
tail of a list segment implies that the list segment is nonempty. Consequently, it important
to derive inequality based on the semantics of separation. We list a set of rules that derive
inequality below.

Θ,¬(t = 0);∆,struct x T a−=⇒ D

Θ;∆,struct t T a−=⇒ D
ineq-1

Θ,¬(t = s);∆,struct t T,struct s T ′ a−=⇒ D

Θ;∆,struct t T,struct s T ′ a−=⇒ D
ineq-2

Θ # ¬(s = w) Θ,¬(t = s);∆,struct t T,listseg s w a−=⇒ D

Θ;∆,struct t T,listseg s w a−=⇒ D
ineq-3

Θ # ,¬(a = b) Θ # ¬(t = s)
Θ,¬(a = t),¬(b = s);∆,listseg a b,listseg t s a−=⇒ D

Θ;∆,listseg a b,listseg t s a−=⇒ D
ineq-4

The first rule uses the fact that any allocated location cannot be a NULL pointer. The
main idea behind the rest of the rules is that if we know that locations t and s belong to
two disjoint heaplets, then we know that t 6= s. For instance, in the third rule, if we know
that t points to a tuple that is disjoint from the nonempty list segment pointed to by s,
then t cannot be equal to s.

3.4.3 Extending Residuation Calculus
In this section, we extend linear residuation calculus with new rules that correspond to
the new rules added to ILCa−. Then, we show that the additional residuation calculus
rules are sound with regard to the rules in ILCa− by proving additional cases for these
rules in the proofs of Theorem 12. Lastly, we prove that the residuation calculus is still
decidable. We list the new linear residuation calculus rules below.

Θ;∆
r=⇒ D\R

∆,listseg t s r=⇒ D\R∧ t = s
empty-L

Θ;∆,listseg t s r=⇒ D\R

∆,struct t (d,w),listseg w s r=⇒ D\R∧¬(t = s)
list-1
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Θ;∆,struct s (v1,v2),listseg t s r=⇒ D\R

∆,struct s (v1,v2),listseg t w,listseg w s r=⇒ D\R∧¬(t = s)
list-2

∆,listseg s u,listseg t s r=⇒ D\R

∆,listseg s u,listseg t w,listseg w s r=⇒ D\R∧ (¬(t = s)∧¬(s = u))
list-3

∆,struct x T r=⇒ D\R

∆,struct t T r=⇒ D\(t = 0)∨R
ineq-1

Θ,¬(t = s);∆,struct t T,struct s T ′ r=⇒ D\R

∆,struct t T,struct s T ′ r=⇒ D\(t = s)∨R
ineq-2

∆,struct t T,listseg s w r=⇒ D\R

∆,struct t T,listseg s w r=⇒ D\¬(s = w)∧ ((t = w)∨R)
ineq-3

∆,listseg a b,listseg t s r=⇒ D\R

∆,listseg a b,listseg t s r=⇒ D\¬(a = b)∧¬(t = s)∧ ((a = t)∨ (b = s)∨R)
ineq-4

We proved that with these additional rules, the linear residuation calculus is sound with
regard to ILCa− with additional rules.

We need to show that the validity of the residuation formulas is decidable and the
linear residuation calculus is decidable. The additional rules do not change the syntax
of residuation formulas, so the validity of residuation formulas is still decidable. The
rules concerning lists clearly obey the constraint that the premises are smaller than the
conclusion, therefore the linear residuation calculus is still decidable with the inclusion
of these rules. However, the premise of the rules dealing with inequality has the same
linear context as its consequent. To obtain a decidable decision procedure, we developed
a sound algorithm that only applies the rules ineq-1 to ineq-4 a finite number of times.
Algorithm A

From the goal sequence, we apply rules ineq-1 to ineq-4 until no more inequality can
be derived that is not in R. We only apply rules ineq-1 to ineq-4 after each left rule, until
no more inequality can be derived.

Theorem 15 (Termination of Algorithm A)
By using Algorithm A, we either find the valid derivation and terminate with success or
exhaust all possible derivations and terminate with failure.

Proof (sketch): The premises of the proof rules other than inequality are smaller than
their conclusions, and the inequality rules are only applied finite number of times; there-
fore, it is possible to enumerate all derivation trees. A saturation point for inequality rules
can be reached because there is a finite number of inequalities that can be derived. �
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Theorem 16 (Soundness of Algorithm A)
Algorithm A is sound with regard to the original residuation calculus.

Proof (sketch): The soundness is straightforward, since it is a restricted form of the
original residuation calculus. �

3.5 Discussion
Incompleteness of the Logic Our logic is not complete with regard to the model.
There are axioms that are valid in the model but not derivable in ILC. One source of
incompleteness comes from the additive conjunction of linear logic. For instance, even
though ©(A∧ B) and ©A&©B describe the same heaps, we can only prove ©(A∧
B) =⇒©A&©B, but not the other direction. Another source of incompleteness comes
from axioms that describe specific properties of the data structures on the heap. We do
not know if all the axioms concerning the list shapes we have are the complete set of
axioms.

Incompleteness of the Decision Procedure Our decision procedure, the linear residu-
ation calculus, is not complete with regard to ILCa−. There is no rules in the residuation
calculus that correspond to the case-split rule and the ∃T rule. The case-split and the ∃T
rule exploit the law of excluded middle in the constraint reasoning. As a result, we can
prove ©(A∨B) =⇒©A⊕©B in ILCa−. However, we can not find a derivation in the
linear residuation calculus.

We can actually prove that the residuation calculus is complete with regard to ILCa−

without the case-split rule and the ∃T rule.
To avoid running into the incompleteness when discharging proof obligations in pro-

gram verification, the stronger of the two semantically equivalent formulas is preferred
in specifying program invariants. For instance, the disjunction of two constraints ©A
or ©B is preferred to be specified as ©A⊕©B as opposed to ©(A∨B). The latter is
weaker than the former: we cannot prove ©A⊕©B from ©(A∨B).

We acknowledge that the incompleteness of the decision procedure for our logic is
less than satisfactory. However, we argue that our logic is still a good starting point
for developing substructural logics that can accommodate first-order theories. Previous
successful defect detectors such as ESC [16] have been proven to be useful yet also
incomplete. We leave it for future work to investigate the impact of the incompleteness to
using ILC for program verification. There are two aspects of this investigation: one
practical, and the other theoretical. From the practical aspect, we need to carry out
more thorough case studies and examine the usefulness of ILC by using it to verify more
complex and a wider range of examples. From the theoretical aspect, we need to develop
theorems that state what category of programs can be verified and what cannot.



Chapter 4

Static Verification Using ILC

In this chapter, we demonstrate how to verify programs with pointer operations using
our logic. We define a simple imperative language that includes all the essential pointer
operations such as allocation, deallocation, dereference and updates. This language also
allow programmers to define recursive data structures such as lists and trees. We then
define verification generation rules for statements in this language. Given a statement in
this imperative language and a postcondition the verification generation rule can generate
a verification condition (VC) that describes the required heap state before evaluating this
statement so that the statement is memory safe and that the postcondition holds after
the evaluation of the statement. The goal of the static verification system is to verify
that a program conforms with its specified pre- and post-conditions using the verification
condition generation rules. In the end, we provide proofs that the verification condition
generation rules are sound with regard to the operational semantics of the programs.

4.1 Syntax
The simple imperative language we are defining here includes control flow, functions,
mutable references, and recursive data structures. The syntactic constructs of our lan-
guage are shown in Figure 4.1.

In this language, the syntax for formulas has a few minor changes from those pre-
sented in the previous chapter: we write “,” in place of ⊗, and “;” in place of ⊕; we
write {x}F to denote ∀x.F, and [x]F to denote ∃x.F. For example, the list definition in
Section 3.1.3 is now written as:

list x o− O(x = 0); (struct x (d,y), list y)

However, we still use the notation from Chapter 3 to present the rules and examples in
this chapter, so that they are easily readable. The programmers write in the syntax shown
in Figure 4.1.

37
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Formulas F : := struct x (tm1, · · · , tmn) | P tm1 · · · tmn
| 1 | F1,F2 | F1 ( F2 | T | F1&F2 | 0
| F1;F2 | {x}F | [x]F | ©A

Types τ : := int | ptrτ | id
Struct Decl sdecl : := struct id (τ1, · · ·τn)
Type Def tdef : := typedef id = τ

Int Exps e : := n | x | e+ e | −e
Values v : := x | n
Left Values lv : := v.n
Boolean Exps B : := true | false | e1 = e2 | e1 < e2 | B1∧B2 | ¬B | B1∨B2
Condition Exps R : := B | let x = lv in R

Statement s : := skip | let x = e in s | s1 ; s2
| while[F] R do s | if B then s1 else s2

| let x = new(sizeof(τ)) in s | freev
| let x = lv in s | lv := e
| let x = f (e) in s

Function body fb : := return e | s ; fb | let x = e in fb
| let x = lv in fb
| let x = new(sizeof(τ)) in fb

Function Decl fdecl : := fun f (x:τ1 ):τ2 { fb}
Program prog : := sdecl1; · · ·sdeclk; tdef 1; · · · tdef m; fdecl1; · · · fdecln

Figure 4.1: Syntactic constructs

The types in this language include integer types (int), pointer types (ptrτ), and type
names (id). Values of pointer type (ptrτ) are addresses on the heap that point to objects
of type τ. Type names are defined either by a record type declaration or a type definition.
The declaration of record types uses the keyword struct, followed by the name of the
record type being defined, followed by the list of types of the elements of the record.

We use e to range over integer expressions and v to range over values. The values in
our language are variables and integers. We use an integer to select fields in a record: the
notation v.n denotes the nth element of the record that starts at address v. We use lv to
denote left values that represent addresses. In our language, all data are stored in heap-
allocated tuples; the first field of each tuple stores the size of the construct. For instance,
the tuple that stores an integer takes up two words on the heap, the first containing the
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Instructions ι : := s | fb
Evaluation Context C : := [ ] | [ ] ; ι

Control Stack K : := · | C [(let x = [ ] in s )].K

Code Context Ψ : := · |Ψ, f 7→ (a:τa ):τ f fb [E]{Pre}{∀ret.Post}
Type Context T : := · | T,τ 7→ τ′ | τ 7→ (τ1, · · ·τn)

Figure 4.2: Runtime syntactic constructs

size of the integer which is 1, the second containing the integer. Assuming the starting
address of the tuple is v, the left value for accessing this integer is v.1. We use B to range
over boolean expressions. We use R to denote the conditional expression in while loops.
We will explain the use of R when we explain while loops.

The statements include skip, variable binding, sequencing, while loops, if branching,
allocation, deallocation, dereference, and assignment.

A while loop while[F] R do s is annotated with loop invariant F. The conditional
expression R evaluates to a boolean that determines whether to exit or to re-enter the loop.
The variables in the loop body of the while loop are bound by the let expression in the
condition R. For example, in the statement (while[>] let x = y.1 in x > 0 do y.1 := x−1),
the variable x in the loop body is bound by the let expression. The special structure and
scoping rules for condition expressions simplify the verification condition generation.

We use sizeof(τ) to denote the size of an object of type τ. The allocation statement
uses the keyword new to allocate a tuple for an object of type τ.

We write fb to denote function bodies, which always end with a return statement.
A program contains record type declarations, type definitions, and a list of function
declarations. The entry point of the program is the main function.

In order to generate verification conditions properly from statements, we require
the statements be in A-Normal form. Naturally, an implementation would allow pro-
grammers to write ordinary expressions and then unwind them to A-Normal form for
verification.

4.2 Operational Semantics
We list all the run-time constructs needed in defining the operational semantics in Fig-
ure 4.2. We write ι to denote either a statement or a function body. We use an evaluation
context C to specify the left-to-right execution order. We also make use of a control stack
K to keep track of function calling order. A control stack is a list of evaluation contexts
waiting for the return of a function call. A code context Ψ maps function names to their
definitions and their pre- and post- conditions. For the core language, we assume all
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functions take one argument, but it is not hard to extend the language so that functions
take multiple arguments. To allocate tuples of appropriate size, we also use a context T
to map names of types to their definitions.

The evaluation of integer expressions is straightforward and we use the denotational
notation JeK to represent the integer value of expression e. The denotation of a boolean
expression B is either true or false. It uses the standard definition of the validity of the
constraint formulas.

JBK = true iff M � B JBK = false iff M 2 B

The denotation of a left value is the heap address it represents. We assume each field
of a record is exactly one word wide. Since every object is stored on the heap, and the
first field of the record stores the size of the rest of the record, the address of n.m is n+m.

J lvKH = n+m if lv = n.m,n ∈ dom(H),H(n) = k,0 < m≤ k,
{n,n+1, · · · ,n+ k} ⊆ dom(H)

A program state consists of a control stack K, a store (or a heap) H, and an instruction

ι that is being evaluated. We use (K,H, ι)
Ψ,T7−→ (K′,H′, ι′) to denote the small step

operational semantics. Since the code context Ψ and the type environment T are fixed for
each program, we sometimes omit them from the judgments. The operational semantics
rules are shown in Figure 4.3. Most rules are straightforward. We only explain a few of
the more complicated rules here.

The rule New allocates a tuple for an object of type τ and then binds the starting
address of this newly allocated tuple to variable x. We define a function sizeof(T,τ) to
determine the size of an object of type τ. The definition of the sizeof function is given
below:

When a function is called, the caller’s current evaluation context is put on top of the
control stack. The evaluation of the callee’s function body continues with the argument
substituted for the callee’s parameter.

Upon function return, one stack frame is popped off the control stack, and the evalua-
tion continues with the instruction that was just popped off the stack with the return value
substituted into the instruction.

The execution of while loops depends on the conditional expression R. If R evaluates
to true then the loop body is evaluated and the loop re-entered; otherwise control exits
the loop. We convert a while loop into an if statement when evaluating the loop. We use
while2if(s) to denote the if statement resulting from converting a while loop s. while2if(s)
is inductively defined on the structure of the while loop s.

while2if(s) ={
if B then {s1 ; s} else skip if s = while[I] B do s1
let x = lv in while2if(while[I] R′ do s1) if s = while[I] let x = lv in R′ do s1
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(K,H, ι)
Ψ,T7−→ (K′,H′, ι′)

Bind (K,H,C [let x = e in ι ])
Ψ,T7−→ (K,H,C [ι[JeK/x]])

New (K,H,C [let x = new(sizeof(τ)) in ι ])
Ψ,T7−→ (K,H]H1,C [ι[`/x]])

where n = sizeof(T,τ), H1 = ` 7→ n, `+1 7→ 0 · · · , `+n 7→ 0

Free (K,H,C [freev])
Ψ,T7−→ (K,H′,C [skip]) where H = H′]H′′

H′′(v) = n, dom(H′′) = {v,v+1, · · · ,v+n}

Deref (K,H,C [let x = lv in ι ])
Ψ,T7−→ (K,H,C [ι[v/x]]) where v = H(J lvKH)

Update (K,H,C [lv := e])
Ψ,T7−→ (K,H′,C [skip])

where J lvKH = `, and H′ = H[` := JeK ]

Call (K,H,C [let x = f (e) in s ])
Ψ,T7−→ (C [let x = [ ] in s ].K,H, fb[JeK/a])

where Ψ( f ) = (a:τa ):τ f fb [E]{Pre}{∀ret.Post}

Return (C [let x = [ ] in s ].K,H, returne)
Ψ,T7−→ (K,H,C [s[JeK/x]])

Skip (K,H,(skip ; ι))
Ψ,T7−→ (K,H, ι)

If-T (K,H,C [if B then s1 else s2])
Ψ,T7−→ (K,H,C [s1]) if JBK = true

If-F (K,H,C [if B then s1 else s2])
Ψ,T7−→ (K,H,C [s2]) if JBK = false

While (K,H,C [while[I] R do s])
Ψ,T7−→ (K,H,C [s′]) where s′ = while2if(R,s)

Figure 4.3: Operational semantics

sizeof(T, int) = 1 sizeof(T,τ) = n, if T(τ) = (τ1, · · · ,τn)
sizeof(T,ptrτ) = 1 sizeof(T,τ) = sizeof(T,τ′), if T(τ) = τ′

When the condition expression R is a boolean expression B, the true branch of the if
statement is the sequencing of the loop body and the loop itself. The false branch is
simply a skip statement. When the condition expression R dereferences the heap, we
wrap this dereferencing statement around the if statement resulting from converting the
while loop with the smaller condition expression R′.

4.3 Verification Condition Generation
In this section, we explain the verification condition generation rules for the simple
imperative language we just defined.
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4.3.1 System Setup
Each function in the program has be to annotated with its pre- and post-condition, and
loops are annotated with loop invariants. The precondition describes the required pro-
gram state before entering the function, and the postcondition describes the required
program state after executing the function body.

The verification generation happens at compile time. There are two ways to verify if
the program satisfies the specified pre- and post-conditions. One is forward reasoning,
we symbolically execute the function body against the precondition. We then examine
if the specified postcondition is satisfied at the end of the execution by proving that
the formula resulting from the symbolic execution logically entails the post-condition.
The other method is backward reasoning, we generate a verification condition (VC) by
analyzing the program backward from the postcondition. The VC has the property that if
the initial program states satisfy the VC, then the program will execute safely and if the
program terminates then the ending state will satisfy the specified postcondition. Since
we assume that the precondition holds before the execution of the function, the next step
is to examine if the verification condition is logically entailed by the precondition.

The technique we present in this section is a backward reasoning technique. The main
judgment for verification condition generation has the following form.

E `Ψ,T {P} ι {Q}.

{P} ι {Q} is a Hoare triple where P is the precondition and Q is the postcondition. The
context E maps variables to their types.

The verification condition generation rules for dereferencing and updating recursively
defined data structures depend on the invariants of individual data structures. To demon-
strate how the system works, we take acyclic singly linked lists as an example. The
system can be extended in a similar way to deal with other recursively defined data
structures as well.

We assume the programs contain the following type definitions for lists, which is
much like that in C: each list node has a data field and a field containing the pointer to
another list node.

struct node (int; ptr(node))
typedef list= ptr(node)

Auxiliary Notations. Most verification condition generation rules use the variable typ-
ing context E to determine the size of the tuple allocated for the variables in the domain
of E. Below is the BNF definition of E.

Typing Context E : := · | E,x : τ
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The judgment E `T x : τ denotes that variable x has type τ according to context E,
and the type definitions in T. Judgment T ` τ = τ′ means that τ and τ′ are equivalent given
the list of type definitions in T. We show the main judgments below.

E `T x : τ T ` τ = τ′

E `T x : τ′

T(τ′) = τ

T ` τ = τ′
T ` τ = τ′ T ` τ′ = τ′′

T ` τ = τ′′

We use T(τ,n) to denote the type of the nth field of record type τ.
For the rest of this section, we explain the key verification generation rules. A

summary of all the verification condition generation rules can be found in Appendix B.
Most of the rules that deal with simple allocation, deallocation, dereference, and updates
are identical to O’Hearn’s weakest precondition generation [35] except that ∗ is replaced
by ⊗, −∗ by ( and ∧ by &, and proper placement of the © modality. What is new in
our systems is that we also include rules for while loops, function calls, and statements
that operate on recursively defined data structures.

4.3.2 Verification Condition Generation Rules
Allocation. In generating verification condition for the allocation statement, we first
decide the size of the tuple to be allocated using the sizeof function. Next, we generate the
verification condition (P) for instruction ι. The precondition for the allocation statement
uses linear implication ( to describe a program heap waiting for a tuple to be allocated.
The forall quantifier over the starting address of the newly allocated tuple guarantees the
freshness of the variable, which in turn ensures that y denotes a location that is not yet
allocated.

sizeof(T,τ) = n E,x:ptrτ ` {P} ι {Q} x /∈ FV(Q)
E ` {∀y.struct y (0, · · · ,0) ( P[y/x]}

let x = new(sizeof(τ)) in ι

{Q}

new

Deallocation. The verification condition for the deallocation statement asserts that x
indeed is allocated on the heap (∃x1 · ∃xn.struct x (x1, · · · ,xn)). The multiplicative
conjunction ⊗ is crucial here, since it makes sure that the tuple to be freed is separate
from the rest of the heap. As a result, location x cannot be accessed again after it is freed,
which eliminates the error of double freeing.

E ` x : ptr(τ) sizeof(T,τ) = n
E ` {∃x1. · · ·∃xn.struct x (x1, · · · ,xn)⊗Q} freex {Q} free
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Dereference. There are two rules for generating the verification condition of the deref-
erencing instruction.

In the first rule, predicate struct y (v1, · · · ,vm) describes the tuple that y points to.
The verification condition is the additive conjunction of two formulas: one identifies the
tuple y points to and checks that the nth field of the tuple exists; the other is the verification
condition of instruction ι with x substituted by the value stored in y.n on the heap.

E ` y : ptr(τ) sizeof(T,τ) = m τn = T(τ,n)
E,x:τn ` {P} ι {Q} x /∈ FV(Q)

E ` {∃v1. · · ·∃vm.(struct y (v1, · · · ,vm)⊗©(0 < n≤ m)⊗>)
&P[vn/x]}

let x = y.n in ι {Q}

deref-1

The second verification generation rule is tailored to lists. Compared with the rule
above, the tuple y points to is hidden in the predicate listseg y z describing a list shape.
The verification condition specifies that in order to dereference location y, the list segment
cannot be empty (¬(y = z)). We unroll the list segment to be a tuple and the tail of the list.
Recall that the combination of ⊗ and ( effectively replaces the list segment description
by its unrolling.

E ` y : list τi = T(node,n) E,x:τi ` {P} ι {Q} x /∈ FV(Q)
E ` {∃z.∀v1.∀v2.listseg y z⊗©(¬(y = z))⊗©(0 < n≤ 2)

⊗((struct y (v1,v2)⊗listseg v2 z) ( P[vn/x])}
let x = y.n in ι {Q}

deref-2

Assignment. There are also two rules for the assignment statement. In the first case,
the precondition of this statement asserts that the heap comprises of two separate parts:
one that contains the tuple allocated at y and another that waits for the update.

E ` y : ptr(τ) sizeof(T,τ) = m
E ` {∃v1. · · ·∃vm.struct y (v1, · · · ,vm)⊗©(0 < n≤ m)

⊗(struct y (v1, · · · ,vn−1,e1,vn+1, · · ·vm) ( Q)}
y.n := e1 {Q}

assignment-1

If the tuple allocated at location y is hidden in a list predicate, we check that the list
segment is not empty, and unroll the list segment just the same as we do in the dereference
statement.

E ` y : list
{

v′1 = e1,v′2 = v2 i f n = 1
v′1 = v1,v′2 = e1 i f n = 2

E ` {∃z.∀v1.∀v2.listseg y z⊗©(¬(y = z))⊗©(0 < n≤ 2)
⊗((struct y (v′1,v

′
2)⊗listseg v′2 z) ( Q)}

y.n := e1 {Q}

assignment-2
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If Statement. The precondition for if statements specifies that if condition B is true
then the precondition of the true branch holds; otherwise the precondition of the false
branch holds. The additive conjunction in the postcondition describes the sharing of two
possible descriptions of the same heap. Before the execution of the if statement B is either
true or false, so the proof of the verification condition for the branch that is not taken is
discharged using the absurdity rule.

E ` {P1 } s1 {Q} E ` {P2 } s2 {Q}
E ` {(©B ( P1)&(©¬B ( P2)} if B then s1 else s2 {Q} if

While Loop. The conditional expression R in a while loop contains operations to deref-
erence the heap; the values read from the heap are used in the body of the while loop.
The verification generation rule for while loops has to consider the safety of the memory
accesses in the conditional expression as well. Therefore, we use a separate judgment
E ` {Fρ } R to generate verification conditions for the conditional expressions.

· ` { [ ]ρ } B
boolean exp

E ` y : ptrτ sizeof(T,τ) = n T (τ,k) = τk E,x:τk ` {Fρ } R

E ` {∃v1. · · ·∃vn.(struct y (v1, · · · ,vn)⊗©(0 < k ≤ n)⊗>)&Fρ[vk/x]}
let x = y.k in R

bind-1

E ` z : list T (node,k) = τk E,x:τk ` {Fρ } R

E ` {∃z.∀v1.∀v2.listseg y z⊗©(¬(y = z))
⊗ ((struct y (v1,v2)⊗listseg v2 z) ( Fρ[vk/x])}

let x = z.k in R

bind-2

The verification generation rules for conditional expressions are very similar to those
for dereferencing instructions. The only difference is that we leave a hole in the pre-
condition to hold the position for verification conditions generated from the loop body.
We also accumulate variable substitutions associated with the hole in ρ. The purpose of
the variable substitution is that the bound variables in R are in scope in the loop body;
therefore, we need to remember the proper substitution of heap values for these variables.

E′ = var typing(R) dom(E′)∩FV(I) = /0 dom(E′)∩FV(Q) = /0

E,E′ ` {P} s { I } E ` {Fρ } R

E ` { F[ρ((©¬B ( Q)&(©B ( P))]
⊗1&(I ( F[ρ((©¬B ( Q)&(©B ( P))]) } while[I] R do s {Q}

while

While loops are annotated with the loop invariant I. There are two parts to the
precondition of a while loop. The first part, F[ρ((©¬B ( Q)&(©B ( P))], asserts
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that (1), when we execute the loop for the first time, the precondition for evaluating
the conditional expression, F, must hold; (2), if the loop condition is not true, then the
postcondition Q must hold; and (3), otherwise we will execute the loop body, so the
precondition P for the loop body s must hold. The second part, 1&(I ( F[ρ((©¬B (
Q)&(©B ( P))]), asserts that the condition for entering the loop holds each time we
re-enter the loop. Notice that 1 describes an empty heap. This implies that this invariant
cannot depend upon the current heap state.

Function Call. The verification condition of the function call has a similar formula-
tion to the verification condition for the assignment statement, except that now we are
updating the footprint of the function.

x /∈ FV(Q) Ψ( f ) = (a:τa ):τ f fb [E f ]{Pre}{∀ret.Post}
E,x:τ f ` {P} s {Q} ∆ = dom(E f )

E ` {∃∆.Pre[e/a]⊗ (∀ret.(Post[e/a] ( P[ret/x]))}
let x = f (e) in s {Q}

fun call

The verification condition asserts that the heap consists of two disjoint heaplets. One
heaplet satisfies the precondition of the function with the parameter substituted with the
real argument, Pre[e/a]. The other heaplet will not be touched by the function. When
the second heaplet is merged with the heaplet left by the execution of the function, the
verification condition of the subsequent statement s should hold.

4.3.3 Verification Rule for Programs
Finally, to verify the entire program, we verify each function in the program. We write
`ΨOK to denote that all the functions in the domain of Ψ conform to their specified pre-
and post-conditions. For each function, a VC is generate from the function’s postcondi-
tion using the verification generation rules for function bodies. The last premise of the
rule check that the function’s precondition entails the VC.

∀ f ∈ dom(Ψ),Ψ( f ) = (a:τa ):τ f fb [E f ]{Pre}{∀ret.Post},
dom(E f )∩FV(fb) = /0 a : τa ` {V c} fb {∀ret.Post }
Θ;Pre a−=⇒ V c where Θ contains axioms for theories of concern

`ΨOK

4.4 An Example
In this section, we use a simple example to demonstrate how to verify programs using the
verification condition generation rules defined in the previous section.
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D1 D2 D3 D4 ⊗R

¬(x = 0);listseg x 0 a−=⇒

listseg x 0⊗©(¬(x = 0))
⊗© (0 < 2≤ 2)
⊗((struct x (a1,a2)
⊗listseg a2 0) ( F1[a2/y]) ∀R,

∃R(0/y)¬(x = 0);listseg x 0 a−=⇒ F2 ⊗L, ©L
·;listseg x 0⊗©(¬(x = 0)) a−=⇒ F2

Derivation of D4:

D ′
4 D ′′

4 ∃R (a1/v1, a2/ v2), ⊗R
¬(x = 0);struct x (a1,a2),listseg a2 0 a−=⇒ F1[a2/y]

( R, ⊗L
¬(x = 0); · a−=⇒ ((struct x (a1,a2)⊗listseg a2 0)

( F1[a2/y])

Figure 4.4: Derivation of Pre entails VC

The following code frees the first cell of a nonempty list. To differentiate exe-
cutable code from the annotated specifications for verification, we highlight the pre-, post-
conditions in gray. Before executing this code, we assume that x points to a nonempty
list, as indicated by the precondition Pre. The code binds y to the tail of the list, and
deallocate the head of the list. After executing this code, y points to a list.

{Pre = listseg x 0⊗©(¬(x = 0)) }
let y = x.2
in free x
{Post = listseg y 0}

We would like to verify that if the precondition holds upon executing this code, then
the execution of the code is memory safe and the postcondition holds after the execution.
There are two steps in the verification process: generate the verification condition, and
discharge the proof obligation. First, we use the verification condition generation rules
introduced in the previous section to the generate verification condition for this code. The
typing context E that we use in generating the verification condition maps variable x to
type list , (E = x:list ).

The following code is annotated with the verification conditions for each statement.
We highlight the verification conditions in the same way as we highlight the pre- and
post-conditions.
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{Pre = listseg x 0⊗©(¬(x = 0)) }

{ F2 = ∃z.∀v1.∀v2. listseg x z⊗©(¬(x = z))⊗©(0 < 2≤ 2)
⊗((struct x (v1,v2)⊗ listseg v2 z) ( F1[v2/y]) }

let y = x.2
{F1 = ∃v1.∃v2.struct x (v1,v2)⊗Post}
in free x
{Post = listseg y 0}

Next, we need to prove that the precondition Pre entails the verification condition F2. We
demonstrate the proof steps in Figure 4.4. All the derivations omitted in Figure 4.4 end
in the init rule.

4.5 Soundness of Verification
In this section, we prove the soundness of our static verification technique. The soundness
property implies that if a program passes this static check, then execution of the program
on a heap that satisfies the precondition of the main function should be memory safe; and
if the program terminates, it should leave the heap in a state that satisfies the postcondition
of the main function.

We formally define the semantics of our Hoare triples in Figure 4.5. We define
�n {P} s {Q} to denote that statement s is safe within n steps of execution with regard
to precondition P and postcondition Q. In particular, this means that if statement s is
executed on a heap, a part of which satisfies P, then either s terminates (steps to skip)
within n steps and leaves the heap in a state that satisfies Q, or s can safely execute for n
steps. We define �n {P} fb {∀ret.Q} similarly. We define � {P} ι {Q} to denote that ι

is safe for any number of steps.
We proved the following two lemmas, which state that the verification generation

rules are indeed sound with regard to the semantics of the Hoare triple.

Lemma 17 (Soundness of Verification Conditions for Statements)
If `ΨOK, E `Ψ,T {P} s {Q} then for all substitution σ for variables in dom(E), for all
n≥ 0, �n {σ(P)} σ(s) {σ(Q)} with regard to Ψ.

Proof (sketch): By induction on n. �

Lemma 18 (Soundness of Verification Conditions for Function Bodies)
If ` ΨOK, and E `Ψ,T {P} fb {∀ret.Q} then for all substitution σ for variables in
dom(E), for all n≥ 0, �n {σ(P)} σ(fb) {σ(∀ret.Q)} with regard to Ψ.
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In the formal definitions for the semantics of formulas, the model consists of an arithmetic
model M and heap H. The arithmetic model M is the same in all judgments. To simplify
the representation, we omit the arithmetic model M and just write H � F.

• �n {P} s {Q} with regard to Ψ iff for all H, such that H � P, and any heap H1 such
that H and H′ are disjoint,

– either there exists k, 0≤ k≤ n such that (K,H]H1,s)
Ψ,T k7−→ (K,H′]H1,skip),

and H′ � Q

– or there exists K′, H′, and ι, and (K,H]H1,s)
Ψ,T n7−→ (K′,H′, ι)

• �n {P} fb {∀ret.Q} with regard to Ψ iff for all H, , such that H � P, and any heap
H1 such that H and H′ are disjoint,

– either there exists k, 0 ≤ k ≤ n such that (K,H ] H1, fb)
Ψ,T k7−→ (K,H′ ]

H1, returne), and H′ � Q[JeK/ret]

– or there exists K′, H′, and ι, and (K,H]H1, fb)
Ψ,T n7−→ (K′,H′, ι)

• � {P} ι {Q} with regard to Ψ iff for all n≥ 0, �n {P} ι {Q} with regard to Ψ.

Figure 4.5: Semantics of Hoare triples

Proof (sketch): By induction on n, call upon Lemma 17. �

Finally, we proved the Safety Theorem (Theorem 19). It states that the if a program
passes static verification, then its execution on a heap that satisfies the precondition of the
main function is memory-safe; and upon termination, the heap satisfies the postcondition
of the main function.

Theorem 19 (Safety)
If `ΨOK, E `Ψ,T {P} fb {∀ret.Q}, and σ is a substitution for variables in dom(E), and
H � σ(P), then

• either for all n≥ 0, there exist K′, H′, and ι such that (·,H,σ(fb))
Ψ,T n7−→ (K′,H′, ι).

• or there exists a k ≥ 0 such that (·,H,σ(fb))
Ψ,T k7−→ (·,H′, return e),

and H′ � σ(Q)[e/ret].

Proof (sketch): Follows from Lemma 18. �
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init
¬(p = 0)¬(n = 0);listseg x 0 a−=⇒ listseg x 0

list-4
¬(p = 0)¬(n = 0);listseg x p,listseg p 0 a−=⇒ listseg x 0

list-1’
¬(p = 0)
¬(n = 0) ;

listseg x p,struct p (d p,n),
listseg n 0

a−=⇒ listseg x 0
list-1’

¬(p = 0)
¬(n = 0) ;

listseg x p,struct p (d p,n),
listseg q 0,struct n (3,q)

a−=⇒ listseg x 0
inequality

·;listseg x p,struct p (d p,n),
listseg q 0,struct n (3,q)

a−=⇒ listseg x 0

Figure 4.6: Derivation for example insertion

4.6 Further Examples
In this section, we present three examples of statically verifying programs that perform
commonly used list operations. These examples demonstrate how the predicate describ-
ing the list data structure are unrolled and how formulas describing pieces of a list are
rolled back to a list as the programs traverse the data structure using while loops and
recursive function calls. In order to roll or unroll the list descriptions, we use the proof
rules introduced in the Section 3.4.

Insertion. The following code inserts a new key into a list that starts from location x.
After insertion, the new key will be the successor of pointer p. To insert the new node after
pointer p, we allocate a tuple of node type for the new key, link the next field of p to this
new tuple, and link the next field of the new tuple to p’s old next field. The precondition
describes the shape of the list before executing the program. The postcondition specifies
that after the insertion x still points to a list.

{Pre = listseg x p⊗ struct p (dp,q)⊗ listseg q 0}
let n = new(sizeof(node))
in p.2:=n

n.1:=3;
n.2:=q

{Post = listseg x 0}

The process of verification condition generation is straightforward. We focus on how
to discharge the proof obligations. The main subgoal of the proof is that after inserting the
new tuple, x still points to a list. We present the derivation of this subgoal in Figure 4.6.
Notice that we need to fold two lists together using the list-4 rule.
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x = 0 # x = 0

D1
x = 0 # 0 = 0

init
x = 0;struct p (0) a−=⇒ struct p (0)

empty-L
x = 0;

listseg 0 0,
struct p (0)

a−=⇒ struct p (0)
eq-L

x = 0;listseg x 0,struct p (x) a−=⇒ struct p (0)
( R, ©L

·;listseg x 0,struct p (x) a−=⇒ (©(x = 0) ( Post)

Figure 4.7: Sample derivation

Free Using While Loop. The following code uses a while loop to traverse a list that
starts at location x, and frees all the heap locations in the list. The variable p holds the
pointer to the current head of the list. In the condition expression of the while loop, we
check that the pointer stored in p is not NULL. In the loop body, we free the current head
of the list and assign the tail of the list to p; we then re-enter the loop. The precondition
Pre specifies that before the execution of the program location p points to x and x points
to a list. After the execution of the program, the list is freed, so the postcondition Post
describes a heap that only contain location p, and p points to a NULL pointer.

{Pre = listseg x 0⊗ struct p (x)}
while (let tmp = p.1 in tmp 6= 0) [∃v.struct p (v)⊗ listseg v 0] do {

let q = tmp.2 in
free tmp;
p.1 := q }

{Post = struct p (0)}

The loop is annotated with the loop invariant Inv, which specifies that p points to some
pointer v, and v points to the head of a NULL-terminated list.

We show the program annotate with the verification condition before each statement
below. In Figure 4.7, we show one subderivation that corresponds to the case where x is
a NULL pointer. When x is a NULL pointer, we test the loop condition and exit the loop
right away. We use the empty-L rule to remove listseg 0 0 from the linear context.

{Pre = listseg x 0⊗ struct p (x)}

{ Vc =

∃v.(struct p (v)⊗>) & (©(¬(p = 0)) ( F3[v/tmp])
& (©(p = 0) ( F3[v/tmp])

⊗!(Inv ( ∃v.(struct p (v)⊗>) & (©(¬(p = 0)) ( F3[v/tmp])
& (©(p = 0) ( F3[v/tmp]))

}

while (let tmp = p.1 in tmp 6= 0) [∃v.struct p (v)⊗ listseg v 0] do {

{F3 =
∃y.∀v1.∀v2. listseg tmp y⊗©(¬(tmp = y))⊗©(0 < 2≤ 2)

⊗((struct tmp (v1,v2)⊗ listseg v2 y) ( F2[v2/q]) }
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let q = tmp.2 in
{F2 = ∃v1.∃v2.struct tmp (v1,v2)⊗F1}

free tmp;
{F1 = ∃vp.struct p (vp)⊗ (struct p (q) ( I)}

p.1 := q }
{Post = struct p (0)}

Deletion Involving Recursive Functions. Instead of using while loops, we can write a
recursive function to traverse the list and free all the allocated locations in the list. The
following program defines a delete function that frees the head of the list, then recursively
calls itself on the tail of the list. The function returns when the argument is an empty list,
at which point all the locations have been successfully freed. We show the delete function
below.

{Pre = listseg p 0}
fun delete(p:list) = {

if p = 0
then skip
else {

let q = p.2 in
free p;
let r = delete(q) in skip };

return 0 }
{Post = ∀ret.© (ret = 0)}

We show the function annotated with verification conditions for each statement as
follows.

{Pre = listseg p 0}
fun delete(p:list) = {
{Vc = (©(p = 0) ( F1)&(©¬(p = 0) ( F4)}

if p = 0
then skip
else {

{F4 =
∃y.∀v1.∀v2. listseg p y⊗©(¬(p = y))⊗©(0 < 2≤ 2)

⊗((struct p (v1,v2)⊗ listseg v2 y) ( F3[v2/q]) }

let q = p.2 in
{F3 = ∃v1.∃v2.struct p (v1,v2)⊗F2}
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D1 D2 D3

D4

D5

D6

¬(p = 0); · a−=⇒ ∀ret.(©(ret = 0) (©(0 = 0)
⊗R

¬(p = 0);listseg a2 0 a−=⇒
listseg a2 0
⊗(∀ret.(©(ret = 0)

( F1[ret/r]))

¬(p = 0);listseg a2 0 a−=⇒ F2[a2/q]
⊗R

¬(p = 0);
struct p (a1,a2),
listseg a2 0

a−=⇒ struct p (a1,a2)
⊗F2[a2/q]

∃R
¬(p = 0);

struct p (a1,a2),
listseg a2 0

a−=⇒ F3[a2/q]
( R, ⊗L

¬(p = 0); · a−=⇒
(struct p (a1,a2)
⊗listseg a2 0)
( F3[a2/q])

⊗R

¬(p = 0);listseg p 0 a−=⇒

listseg p 0⊗©(¬(p = 0))
⊗© (0 < 2≤ 2)
⊗((struct p (a1,a2)
⊗listseg a2 0) ( F3[a2/q])

∃R, ∀R
¬(p = 0);listseg p 0 a−=⇒ F4

( R, ©L
·;listseg p 0 a−=⇒ (©¬(p = 0) ( F4)

Figure 4.8: Sample derivation

free p;
{F2 = Pre[q/p]⊗ (∀ret.(©(ret = 0) ( F1[ret/r]))}

let r = delete(q) in skip };
{F1 =©(0 = 0)}

return 0 }
{Post = ∀ret.© (ret = 0)}

After the verification condition for the entire function is generated, a proof that shows
the precondition entails the verification condition need to be constructed.

·;listseg p 0 a−=⇒ (©(p = 0) ( F1)&(©¬(p = 0) ( F4)
We show the proof of the second subgoal of the additive conjunction & in Figure 4.8.



Chapter 5

Dynamic Heap-shape Contracts

In this chapter, we explore using contracts to dynamically check the shape properties of
the program heap (e.g. the invariants of data structures). Contracts are specifications that
programmers use to document component requirements and to clearly express guarantees.
More precisely, contracts are executable specifications that are evaluated at run time
to enforce the specified properties. People have studied and used contracts since the
1970s [60, 34, 50, 52]. In Eiffel for instance, programmers can specify the pre- and post-
condition of an object’s method. When used consistently, contracts can help improve the
clarity of code and detect programmer errors. All kinds of past and current languages
include these features, including Eiffel [51], Java [64] and Scheme [20].

We develop a contract-based dynamic verification system that uses the same logical
infrastructure as the static verification system presented in the previous chapter. When
used as contracts, logical specifications are much lighter-weight verification mechanisms
than when used in static verification. A programmer can simply place a contract wherever
she chooses in her program, employing a pay-as-you-go strategy for making her programs
more reliable. More importantly, we can seamlessly combine these two verification
methods because they use a unified specification language. The users can balance the
strengths and weaknesses of dynamic and static verification methods in one system.

5.1 Using Formal Logic as a Contract Language
Most contract systems expect programmers to use the native programming language to
express their program invariants. While this technique is most effective for many simple
invariants, expressing properties of data structures can be extremely complicated. In
fact, any naive “roll your own” function a programmer might write to check heap-shape
properties would have to set up substantial infrastructure to record and check aliasing
properties. If this infrastructure is set up in an ad hoc, verbose, and unstructured manner,
the meaning of contracts will be unclear and their value as documentation substantially
diminished.

54
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Statement s : := · · · | assert F
Runtime Statement s : := · · · | abort
Program prog : := sdecl; tdef ; I; fdecl

Figure 5.1: Syntactic construct for contracts

In our system, we use ILC as the specification language for contracts. Unlike the
ad hoc, unstructured heap-shape contracts one might write in native code, the contracts
expressed in substructural logics serve as clear, compact and semantically well-defined
documentation of heap-shape properties.

The rest of this section is organized as follows: first, we extend the simple impera-
tive language from the previous chapter with syntactic constructs to specify heap-shape
contracts; then, we define the formal operational semantics for evaluating contracts at run
time. Lastly, we demonstrate the expressiveness of our specification language by defining
the shape specifications of red-black trees and an adjacency list presentation of graphs.

5.1.1 Syntax & Operational Semantics
Syntax. A summary of the syntactic constructs for defining contracts is shown in Fig-
ure 5.1. We use the overbar notation x to denote a vector of the syntactic constructs x. We
add an assert statement to verify shape contracts at run time. The formula that describes
the shape of the heap appears after the assert keyword. At run time, a failed assertion
evaluates to an abort statement which terminates all evaluation. We use I to denote the
inductive definitions for data structures. We have seen example inductive definitions
for lists and trees in Section 3.1.3. Here, these inductive definitions are defined by the
programmers, and are declared immediately before the function definitions in a program.

Operational Semantics. At run time, when an assert statement is being evaluated, we
need to evaluate the validity of the asserted formula based on the specifications defined
at the beginning of the program. We use DP(H, I,F) to denote the decision procedure to
check if the current heap can be described by the asserted formula based on the set of
definitions I. If the decision procedure returns yes, which means the heap satisfies the
description of the asserted formula, the execution of the program continues; otherwise,
the execution aborts. We show the operational semantics of the assert statement below.

(K,H, ι)
Ψ,T7−→ (K′,H′, ι′)

(K,H,C [assert F])
Ψ,T7−→ (K,H,C [skip]) if DP(H, I,F) = yes

(K,H,C [assert F])
Ψ,T7−→ (K,H,abort) if DP(H, I,F) = no

The decision procedure can be implemented in different ways. We will explain in
more detail in Section 5.2.
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5.1.2 Example Specifications
To demonstrate the expressiveness of our specification language, we have used it to define
many commonly used data structures such as lists, circular lists, trees, B-trees, red-black
tress, and an adjacency list representation for graphs. In this section, we show how to
define two complex data structures: red-black trees and an adjacency list representation
of graphs.

Red-Black Trees. Red-black trees are balanced binary search trees. To specify the
invariants of red-black trees, we not only need to specify its tree shape, but also need to
specify that the key on the right child is less than the key on the root, that the key on the
left child is greater than the key on the root, that red nodes do not have red parents, and
that the black heights of all leaves are equal.

We define an auxiliary predicate, checkData, to describe the ordering between the
data D of the current node and the data Pd of the parent node. The checkData predicate
also takes a flag Rc to indicate whether this node is a left child (Rc = 0), a right child (Rc
= 1), or the special case, the root (Rc = 2).

checkData D Pd Rc o–
O(Rc = 0), (O(D = Pd); O(Pd >D));
O(Rc = 1), (O(D = Pd); O(D >Pd));
O(Rc = 2).

We next define the predicate rnode L Pd Rc Bh to describe a red node that starts at
address L. The argument Bh is the black height of all the leaves under this node. The
arguments Pd and Rc have the same meaning as above. The definition of the red node is
given below.

rnode L Pd Rc Bh o–
struct L (1,Data,Left,Right), checkData Data Pd Rc,
bnode Left Data 0 Bh, bnode Right Data 1 Bh.

A red node contains four data fields: the color red (represented by 1), data, and
pointers to a left child and a right child. A well-formed red node requires that the data
is appropriately related to that of its parent, that both the left and right children are black
nodes, and that the black height of the two subtrees is equal.

We now define black nodes and nodes of either color.

bnode L Pd Rc Bh o–
(O(L = 0), O(Bh = 0));
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Figure 5.2: An adjacency list.

(struct L (0,Data,Left,Right), checkData Data Pd Rc,
rbnode Left Data 0 Bh2, rbnode Right Data 1 Bh2, O(Bh = Bh2 + 1)).

rbnode L Pd Rc Bh o–bnode L Pd Rc Bh; rnode L Pd Rc Bh.

A black node is similar to a red node. The first subformula of the disjunction in the
body describes a leaf node, which is the NULL pointer, and its black height 0. The second
subformula of the disjunction describes a black node whose two children have the same
black height and can be of either color. The black height of the root node is the children’s
black hight increases by one.

The location L is a pointer to a red-black tree (rbtree L) if it is a black node of some
black height.

rbtree L o–bnode L 0 2 Bh.

Adjacency List Presentation of Graphs. Adjacency lists are one of the most com-
monly used data structures for representing graphs. In Figure 5.2, the data structure on
the left is an adjacency list representation of the directed graph on the right. Each node in
the graph is represented as a tuple composed of three fields. The first field is a data field;
the second field is a pointer to another node in the graph, and the last field is a pointer to
the adjacency list of outgoing edges. In this example, node a is represented by the tuple
starting at address 100, b is represented by the one starting at 200, and c is represented
by the one starting at 300. In this data structure, each tuple representing a graph node
is pointed to from the previous node and from the node’s incoming edges. For example,
node c (tuple starting at address 300) is pointed to by the next pointer from node b, and
from the adjacency lists of both node a and b.

We present the definitions of an adjacency list in Figure 5.3. At the bottom of
Figure 5.3, we define predicate adjlist X B. This predicate describes the list of outgoing
edges from a node. The argument X points to the beginning of the list and the argument
B represents the set of nodes contained therein.
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1 graph X o– nodelist X A B, O(B <= A).

2 nodelist X A B o– O(X = 0), O(A = [ ]), O(B = [ ]);
3 struct X (d, next, adjl), adjlist adjl G, nodelist next A1 B1,
4 O(A = [X] U A1), O(B = B1 U G).

5 adjlist X B o– O(X = 0), O(B = [ ]);
6 struct X (n, next), adjlist next B1, O(B = [n] U B1)

Figure 5.3: Definition of an adjacency list

The predicate (nodelist X A B) is valid when X points to a graph data structure in which
A is the complete set of graph nodes and B is the subset of nodes that have at least one
incoming edge. For example, the adjacency list in Figure 5.2 can be described by adjlist
100 [100,200,300] [200,300]. The base case for the definition of nodelist is trivial. In the
second case, X is a graph node that has some data d, a pointer next pointing to the next
graph node (nodelist next A1 B1), and a pointer adjl pointing to the outgoing edges of X
(adjlist adjl G). The set of graph nodes is the union of A1 and [X], and the set of nodes that
has at lease one incoming edge is the union of G and B1.

The predicate graph X is defined in terms of predicate nodelist. X points to an ad-
jacency list representation of a graph if X points to a nodelist and all the edges point
to valid graph nodes (B <= A). This last constraints guarantees that one cannot reach
dangling pointers while traversing the graph.

5.1.3 Example Assertions
After specifying the invariants of data structures, programmers can put assert statement
at places where they would like to check at run time if the invariants hold. In this section,
we assume that the programmers have specified the invariants of acyclic singly linked
lists.

The following code calls the insert and delete functions to operate on a list p. For
debugging purposes, we place an assert statement at the end of each operation to see if
the insert and delete functions preserve the invariants of the list.

· · ·
let q = insert(p, 3) in
assert (list q);
· · ·
let r = delete(q, 4) in
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assert (list r);
· · ·

In the next example, the merge function merge two disjoint lists into one. We would
like to make sure that the arguments passed to the merge function are indeed two disjoint
lists.

fun merge(p,q) = {
assert (list p, list q)
· · ·

}

Recall that the comma in formula (list p, list q) is the multiplicative conjunction. There-
fore, if the assertion succeeds, we know that list p and list q belong to two separate parts
of the heap.

5.2 Implementation
We have implemented heap-shape contracts on a fragment of ANSI-C [61], which we call
MiniC. In this section, we explain how to implement heap-shape contracts on MiniC. In
particular, first we introduce the MiniC language and describe our implementation of an
interpreter for MiniC. Then, we explain how we implemented the procedure for checking
the validity of assertions using LolliMon, a linear logic programming language; and how
we used mode-analysis to achieve efficiency. Lastly, we explain how we could implement
such a system on ANSI-C via source-to-source translation to C in the future 1.

5.2.1 The MiniC Language
MiniC is a subset of C that includes basic control flow constructs, pointers, structs,
unions, and enums with the addition of inductive definitions and assert statements.

A MiniC program begins with a set of clause definitions. The implementation auto-
matically includes some basic predicates such as struct. Next, a sequence of top level
declarations declare global variables, struct and union definitions, type definitions, func-
tion declarations, and enumerations. The final piece of every MiniC program is a main
function. We extend the syntax of the assert statement to take the logical formula to be
asserted.

Our implementation consists of a simple lexer, parser, and interpreter for the MiniC.
The MiniC interpreter is written in OCaml. It is completely standard, except for the
interpretation of assert statements. When an assert is reached, it calls the logic engine

1The interpreter for MiniC is implemented by Frances Perry. I modified LolliMon to make memory
access more efficient, and implemented the interface to link LolliMon to the interpreter.
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to verify the asserted formula. We implemented an interface to a modified version of a
linear logic programming language, LolliMon [49] to decide the validity of assertions.

5.2.2 Checking Assertions
When an assertion is encountered, LolliMon is called to check the validity of the asserted
formula. Because LolliMon is a light-weight linear logic theorem prover, the evaluation
of the validity of the asserted formula is conceptually a proof search of this asserted
formula against the logical encoding of the heap and the shape definitions. We obtain the
logical encoding of the current heap in such a way that the current program heap makes
up the linear context that consists of the basic descriptions for each location on the heap;
and the logical specifications make up the unrestricted context. The backward-chaining
operational semantics of LolliMon gives a natural interpretation of the logical connectives
as goal-directed search instructions. If we peek into the run time of LolliMon when it is
checking a list predicate, the logic engine traverses the list in almost the same way as a C
function would do. Finally, because of the soundness result (described in Theorems 6, 7),
we know that if LolliMon found a proof then the asserted formula is valid.

In our implementation, we modified LolliMon so that LolliMon uses the program’s
native heap directly instead of encoding the heap in the linear logical context.

5.2.3 Mode Analysis
We use mode analysis to guide the evaluation of the asserted formulas for efficient eval-
uation. To understand the purpose of mode analysis, consider the problem of matching
the predicate struct X (77,34) against the contents of some heap H. Logically, the goal
of the matching algorithm is to find an address l such that H( l) = (77,34). However,
without any additional information, it would seem the only possible algorithm would
involve examining the contents of every address in the entire heap H until finding one that
satisfies the constraint is found. In general however, attempting to use such an algorithm
in practice would be hopelessly inefficient.

On the other hand, suppose we are given a specific address l’ and we would like to
match the formula (struct l′ (D,X),struct X (77,34)) against some heap H. We can simply
look up l’ in H to determine values for D and X. The value of X is subsequently used to
determine whether H(X) = (77,34). We also need to ensure the value of X is not equal
to l’ (otherwise the linearity constraint that l’ and X point to disjoint heaplets would be
violated).

When a value such as l’ or X is known, it is referred to as ground. Mode declarations
specify, among other things, expectations concerning which arguments are ground in
which positions. Finally, mode analysis is a syntactic analysis, much like type checking,
that can determine whether the mode declarations are correct.
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In our system, the modes for specifying groundness conditions are the standard ones
found in many logic programming languages such as Prolog. In particular, the input
mode (+) specifies that a term in that position must be ground before evaluation of the
predicate. The output mode (-) specifies the term in that position must be ground term
after the predicate is evaluated. The last mode (*) indicates that there is no restriction
of the argument in this position. Now, to guarantee that it is possible to evaluate the
predicate struct X (...) in constant time, we give the first position (X) the input mode (+).
Once the first argument of the struct predicate has been constrained to have input mode,
other definitions that use it are constrained in turn. For example, the first argument of
list X must also be inputs.

In the specification of the invariants of data structures, programmers are also required
to declare the correct modes for predicates. LolliMon’s mode analysis will check if all
the inductive definitions are well-moded at compile time. When all the inductive defini-
tions are well-moded, the decision procedure that checks whether the asserted formulas
describe the current heap can take advantage of this information and makes checking the
predicate struct X (...) a constant-time operation.

5.2.4 Source to Source Translation
One way to implement this dynamic verification system for ANSI-C is to develop a
source-to-source translation algorithm that converts a C program with logical assertions
to an equivalent plain C program. In this section, we discuss the issues involved in
developing such a source-to-source translation algorithm.

Decision Procedures for Checking the Validity of Formulas. The main part of this
source-to-source translation algorithm is to automatically generate C code that decide the
validity of logical formulas based on user-defined logical specifications. We can convert
the clauses defining the data structures into functions that traverse the heap and keep
track of heap locations that have been visited to preserve linearity. We will explain how
to generate such a decision procedure in Chapter 6.

In the implementation of the verification system in our conference paper [61], the
asserted formula describes the entire program heap. For example, if we assert list x,
this means that x points to a list and it is the only data structure allocated on the heap.
The interpreter manages the internal state of the program heap, making it easy to verify
the validity of the formulas against the entire heap. However, this is impossible to do in
a source-to-source translation.

However, the most practical use of these dynamic assertions is to verify the invariants
governing a simple data structure instead of the shape of the entire allocated heap. In
other words, we only want to know if x points to a list. This means that given an assertion
formula F, we are verifying if H � F⊗> instead of HF. In this case, we simply invoke
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the C function automatically generated from the user-defined specifications to traverse
the heap.

Handling Exceptions. In the current implementation, LolliMon throws an exception
when the assertion fails. The interpreter catches this exception, prints out error messages
and terminates the execution of the program. ANSI-C does not support exception han-
dling directly. However, there are libraries available that implement exception handling
using the “setjump” and “longjump” commands. In a source-to-source translation, when
the assertion fails, we could either simply exit the program or use more sophisticated
exception handling libraries to handle the failure of assertions.

5.3 Combining Static and Dynamic Verification
Static verification and dynamic verification both have their advantages and disadvantages.
The costs of implementing each system also differ. In this section, we discuss the prop-
erties of each system and show how we can combine them.

The static verification method introduced in the previous chapter performs compile-
time analysis on the entire program. In addition to providing memory-safety guarantees
on all paths of execution, it ensures that the precondition holds before the execution of
each function; and that the post-condition holds after the execution of the function. Since
it is a compile time check, no run-time performance penalty is incurred. The complexity
of deploying such a system includes: (1), discovering the right set of axioms to reason
about different data structures; (2), developing complex theorem provers to discharge
proof obligations; and (3), annotating programs with proper pre- and post-conditions and
loop invariants. Because of the complexity of developing theorem provers and annotating
programs with appropriate invariants, it is often expensive to use the static verification
method only, if possible at all. We often find ourselves in situations where we do not
have access to the entire code base, or there is not a theorem prover available that can
discharge the proof obligations.

On the other hand, dynamic verification is comparatively easier to implement. There
is no complicated theorem proving involved. Programmers can place the assertions
wherever they need to. However, there is run-time cost added to the program. It is
relatively simple to check that the pre- and post-condition of functions hold by placing
assertions of the precondition at the entry point of the function and placing the post-
condition before return. However, it is hard to check certain memory-safety properties
such as no-dangling-pointer dereferencing using only dynamic assertions. Analyzing
such properties often requires information about the evaluation history of the program,
while dynamic checks typically have access only to a snapshot of the heap. Furthermore,
whenever an assertion fails, there is extra work to be done to deal with error handling.
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We can mitigate the cost of verification by combining static and dynamic verification
methods. For instance, we could dedicate more resources to statically verify a small
but critical portion of the program. In order for this method to be sound, we also need to
make sure that upon entering these statically verified functions the required preconditions
are met. We could ensure this by inserting dynamic checks at the entry points of the
functions. If the precondition does not hold at the entry point, then an exception is thrown
and no improper pointer operations will be performed.

The most effective way to develop a verification system that combines static and
dynamic verification is to use one unified specification language for both systems. Both
the static verification system from the previous chapter and the dynamic verification
system here use ILC as the specification language for describing the invariants of data
structures. Therefore, we can easily combine these two systems. If we wish to check at
run time that the precondition of a function holds upon entering the function body, we
can simply assert the precondition using the assert statement as the first statement before
entering the function.

For example, the delete function in Section 4.6 assumes that the argument passed
in is a list. If the argument passed in is not a list, the delete function will not properly
free all allocated heap cells. Assume we statically verified this delete function already.
We then only need to write a wrapper function, and add an assert statement as the first
statement of this wrapper function before calling the verified delete function. We show
the del function and the wrapper function delete below. Using this technique we know
that whenever the statically verified del function is called, it is operating on a list.

fun delete(p) = {
assert (list p);
let r = del(p) in
return r

}

{Pre = listseg p 0}
fun del(p:list) = {

if p = 0
then skip
else { let q = p.2

in free p;
let r = del(q) in

skip};
return 0}

{Post = ∀ret.© (ret = 0)}



Chapter 6

Shape Patterns

In this chapter, we present a new programming paradigm designed to incorporate verifi-
cation techniques into the language. In our language, which we call the pattern language,
programmers construct data structures by specifying the shapes they want at a high level
of abstraction, using linear logical formulas rather than low-level pointer operations.
Likewise, programmers deconstruct data structures using a new form of pattern matching,
in which the patterns are again drawn from the syntax of linear logic. Rather than
supporting a two-step program-then-verify paradigm, we support a one-step correct-by-
construction process.

Using declarative logical formulas to construct and deconstruct data structures comes
naturally from the way we study these data structures. Regardless of the language used,
the first step of coding is often to draw a sketch to represent the scenario, e.g. as is shown
below for a list insert function.

npx

In this picture, x points to the beginning of the list, and n points to the new cell to be
inserted behind p. The picture contains precise descriptions of the list before and after the
insertion operation. When using C, we discard some of the invariants described by the
picture and translate the picture into C’s pointer dereferencing and assignment, as shown
below.

n –>next = p –>next
p –>next = n

In our pattern language, the logical shape patterns match much more closely with the
descriptions of the data structures in those pictures. First, we examine the shape of the
list before the insertion using a shape pattern as follows.

64
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[root x, listseg x p, struct p (d, next), list next]

The predicate root x specifies that the starting address of this list is x. The predicate listseg
x p describes the list segment between x and p, and the predicate list next describes the
list pointed to by p’s next pointer.
Then, we update the list with another shape pattern, which is shown below. This shape
pattern describes the exact shape of the list after the insertion.

[root x, listseg x p, struct p (d, n), struct n (k, next), list next]

Most importantly, from these logical formulas the type system can verify that after
the insertion, x still points to a list. Such properties of the C counterpart have to be
verified externally. A program in our pattern language in effect contains the proofs of the
correctness of the ways in which it manipulates data structures.

6.1 System Overview
In this section, we give an informal overview of our system and explain the basic language
constructs to construct and deconstruct heap shapes.

The main idea behind our system is to give programmers the power of using formal
logics to define and manipulate recursive data structures. To be more precise, program-
mers use ILC formulas to declare the invariants of data structures in shape signatures.
In the programs, programmers also use logical formulas, which we call shape patterns,
to allocate, construct and deconstruct data structures. In this section, we first introduce
the key components of the shape signatures; we then demonstrate how shape patterns are
used in the program through examples. Lastly, we informally explain the invariants that
ensure the memory-safety of our language.

6.1.1 Logical Shape Signatures
A logical shape signature is a set of definitions that collectively defines algorithms for run-
time manipulation of complex data structures and proof rules for compile-time checking.
Each shape signature contains three basic elements: inductive definitions, which specify
the shape structure and run-time algorithms; axioms, which define relations between
shapes and are used during compile-time type checking; and type and mode declarations,
which constrain the kinds of inductive definitions allowed so as to ensure the correspond-
ing run-time algorithms are both memory-safe and well-defined.

Inductive Definitions. One of the main parts of a shape signature is the definition of
the recursive data structures. These data structures can be inductively defined using ILC
formulas as we have shown in section 3.1.3.
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Axioms. Each shape signature can contain many inductive definitions. For instance,
the listshape signature, which we will be using as a running example through this chapter
will contain the definitions of both list and listseg. In order to allow the system to reason
about the relationships between these various definitions, the programmer must write
down additional clauses, which we call axioms. For example, the following axiom relates
list to listseg.

list Y o− listseg Y Z, list Z.

Without this axiom, the type system cannot prove that one complete shape, such as (listseg
x y, list y), is related to another (list x).

Type and Mode Declarations. Programmers declare both types and modes for the
predicates. The purpose of the types is to constrain the sorts of data (e.g., either pointers
or integers) that may appear in particular fields of a data structure. The purpose of the
modes is to ensure that the heap-shape pattern-matching algorithm is safe and efficient.
Recall that it is most efficient to check if a predicate struct X (· · ·) describes a tuple on the
heap if the argument X is ground. We use the standard input/output modes to specify the
groundness conditions of arguments for the same reason.

The modes used here include the input/output modes discussed in Chapter 5.2.3 and
safety modes for pointer arguments. Ensuring pointers are ground before lookup provides
a guarantee that lookup will occur in constant time. However, that does not guarantee that
the pointer in question points to a valid heap object. For example, when the matching
algorithm attempts to match predicate struct l (...) against a heap H, l is not necessarily a
valid address in H. A second component of our mode analysis characterizes pointers as
either sf (definitely not dangling) or unsf (possibly dangling) or unsfsf (possibly dangling
before evaluation of the predicate, but definitely not dangling if the predicate is success-
fully evaluated), and thereby helps guarantee the matching algorithm does not dereference
invalid heap pointers. The last safety mode, unsf sf, is used when the evaluation of the
predicate has allowed us to learn that a particular pointer is safe. In general, we use s to
range over the safety modes.

The complete mode for arguments of pointer type is a pair (g,s), where g describes
the argument’s groundness property, and s describe its safety property. Integers are not
dereferenced and hence their modes consist only of the groundness condition g. As an
example, the combined type and mode declaration for lists follows.

list : (+,sf) t –>o.
It states that the list predicate must be supplied with a single ground, nondangling pointer
argument (we abbreviate the type of the argument to be t).

In the previous chapters, we used a built-in predicate struct to describe tuples. In
our language, each data structure will contain tuples of different sizes. For instance, the
size of each node in a singly linked list is 2, while the size of the nodes in a binary tree
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1 listshape {

2 struct node : (+,sf) ptr(node) –>(–int, (–,sf) ptr(node)) –>o.
3 listshape : (+,sf) ptr(node) –>o.
4 list : (+,sf) ptr(node) –>o.
5 listseg : (+,sf) ptr(node) –>(+,unsf sf) ptr(node) –>o.

6 listshape X o– list X.
7 list X o– O(X = 0); (node X (D,Y), list Y).
8 listseg X Y o– O(X = Y); O(not(X = Z)), node X (D,Y), listseg Y Z.

9 with

10 list Y o– listseg Y Z, list Z.
11 }

Figure 6.1: Singly linked list shape signature

is typically 3. To allow programmers to define tuples of the correct sizes for their data
structures, we use struct as a keyword for declaring predicates that describe tuples of
particular size. For instance, the following declaration defines node to describe a tuple
containing a pair of values.

struct node : (+, sf) ptr(node) –>(–int, (–, sf) ptr(node)) –>o.

Putting the Declarations Together. Figure 6.1 is the full shape signature for listshape.
The first definition defines the structure of the tuples (the struct keyword is used to
indicate that the node predicate describe a heap-allocated structure). We call predicates
such as the node predicate, struct predicates. The definition for the node predicate and the
next three definitions between lines 2 and 5 define the modes for the predicates. The next
three definitions between lines 6 and 8 are inductive definitions that are used to create
data structures. The last definition (separated from the others using the keyword with) is
an axiom for relating lists and listsegs.

6.1.2 The Shape Pattern Language
A program in our pattern language contains a list of function declarations. Program exe-
cution begins with the distinguished main function. Within each function, programmers
declare, initialize, use and update local imperative variables (also referred to as stack
variables). We precede the names of imperative variables with a $ sign. We use $s to
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range over shape variables and $x to range over integer or pointer variables. Each variable
is given a basic type, which may be an integer type, a shape type, or a pointer type. The
shape types, such as listshape, are names of the shape signatures. The pointer types, such
as ptr(node), specify the kind of tuple a location points to.

Programmers create data structures by specifying the shapes they want in ILC. These
logical formulas are interpreted as algorithms that allocate and initialize data structures
desired by the programmer. To dereference data, programmers write pattern-matching
statements, somewhat reminiscent of ML-style case statements, but in which the patterns
are again logical formulas. Another algorithm matches the pattern against the current
heap; in other words, this algorithm checks whether the current heap can be described by
the logical formula. To update data structures, programmers simply specify the structure
and contents of the new data structures they desire using logical formulas. The run-time
system reuses heap space and updates the contents of existing data structures based on
the formulas. Finally, a free command allows programmers to deallocate data structures
as they would in an imperative language like C.

For the rest of this section we will demonstrate concretely how to construct and
deconstruct data structures using logical formulas by examples.

Creating Shapes. Programmers create data structures using the shape assignment state-
ment as shown below.

$s : listshape := {a1,a2,a3}[root a1,node a1 (3, a2),node a2 (5, a3),node a3 (7, 0)]

The right-hand side of a shape assignment describes the shape to be created and the
left-hand side specifies the imperative shape variable to be assigned to. In this case,
we will assume the shape variable $s has type listshape (see Figure 6.1). Variables a1,
a2, and a3 in the braces are logical variables. Notice that they are different from the
imperative variables, which always begin with $. Each of the logical variables represents
the starting address of a new tuple to be allocated on the heap. The formula in brackets
describes a heaplet that has the shape listshape. The special root predicate indicates the
starting address of this shape and must appear in all shape descriptions.

When we evaluate this shape assignment statement, we first allocate a new tuple for
each logical variable in the braces. The size of each tuple is determined by examining
the type declaration of the node predicate in the listshape signature. Each variable is
subsequently bound to the address of the corresponding tuple. Once the new nodes have
been allocated, the integer data fields are initialized with the values that appear in the
shape description. Finally, the location specified by the root predicate is stored into the
shape variable $s.

The shape assignment statement above will create a singly linked list of length 3,
which looks exactly like the one shown in Figure 3.1.
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Deconstructing Shapes and Reusing Deconstructed Shapes. To deconstruct a shape,
we use a pattern-matching notation. For example, to deconstruct the list contained in the
imperative variable $s, we might use the following pattern:

$s:[root r, node r (d, next), list next]

This pattern, when matched against the heap pointed to by $s, may succeed and bind
r, next and d to values, or it may fail. If it succeeds, r will be bound to the pointer stored
in $s, d will be bound to integer data from the first cell of the list, and next will be bound
to a pointer to the next element in the list.

Pattern matching does not deallocate data. Consequently, it is somewhat similar to the
unrolling of a recursive ML-style datatype, during which we change our view of the heap
from an abstract shape (e.g., a listshape) to a more descriptive one (e.g., a pointer to a
pair of values d and next, where next points in turn to a list). More formally, the unrolling
corresponds to revealing that the heaplet in question satisfies the following formula:

∃r.∃d.∃next.(root r, node r (d, next), list next)

Pattern matching occurs in the context of branching statements in our language. Here
is an example of an if statement.

if $s:[root r, node r (d, next), list next]
then {

free r;
$s:listshape := [root next, list next]}

else print “list is empty”

In evaluating the if statement, first we evaluate shape pattern. If the pattern match
succeeds, then a substitution for the logical variables is returned. The substitution is
applied on the true branch, and evaluation of the true branch continues. If the pattern
matching fails, then the false branch is taken. The variables in the shape pattern are not
in scope in the false branch.

Suppose $s points to the first tuple in the heap H displayed in Figure 3.1. When the
shape pattern is evaluated, r will be bound to 100, d will be bound to 3, and next will
be bound to 200. The execution will proceed with evaluation of the true branch, where
we free the first tuple of the list, then reconstruct a list using the rest of the old list. The
predicate root next specifies the root of this new shape. Operationally, the run-time value
of next, 200, is stored in the variable $s.

When we only traverse and read from the heap, but don’t perform updates, we use
a query pattern (? [root r,F]). A deconstructive pattern (:[root r,F]) and a query pattern
(? [root r,F]) are treated the same operationally, but differently in the type system.
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1 listshape delete(listshape $s, int $k) {

2 ptr(node) $pre := 0;
3 ptr(node) $p := 0;

4 if $s?[root x, list x]
5 then {
6 $pre := x;
7 $p := x }
8 else skip;

9 while ($s?[root x, listseg x $p, node $p (key, next), list next, O(not($k = key))])
10 do {
11 $pre := $p;
12 $p := next };

13 switch $s of
14 : [root x, O(y = $p), node x (d, nxt), list nxt, O(d = $k)] –> {
15 free x;
16 $s:listshape := [root nxt, list nxt] }
17 | : [root x, O(y = $pre), O(z = $p), listseg x y,
18 node y (dy, z), node z (dz, next), list next, O(dz = $k)] –> {
19 free z;
20 $s:listshape := [root x, listseg x y, node y (dy, next), list next] }
21 | –> skip;

22 return $s;
23 }

Figure 6.2: The function delete

6.1.3 An Example Program
As an example of our language in action, consider the function delete in Figure 6.2,
which removes an integer from a list. The first argument of delete, $s, has type listshape
and holds the starting address of the list. The second argument, $k, is the integer to be
deleted. The algorithm uses the pointer $p to traverse the list until it reaches the end of
the list or the data under $p is equal to the key $k to be deleted. A second pointer $pre
points to the parent of $p. The if statement between lines 4 and 8 initializes both $p and
$pre to point to the head of the list. The while loop between lines 9 and 12 walks down
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the list maintaining the invariant expressed in the while condition through each iteration
of the loop. This invariant states that (1) the initial part of the list is a listseg ending with
the pointer $p, (2) $p points to a node that contains a key and a next pointer, (3) the next
pointer itself points to a list, and (4) key is not the key of the current node. When either
condition (2) or (4) is false, control breaks out of the loop (conditions (1) and (3) cannot
be falsified). The switch statement between lines 13 and 21 deletes node from the list (if
a node has been found). The first branch in the switch statement covers the case when
the node to be deleted is the head of the list; the second branch covers the case when the
node to be deleted is pointed to by $p; the last (default) branch covers the case when $k
is not present in the list.

6.1.4 What Could Go Wrong
Adopting a low-level view of the heap and using logic to describe recursive data structures
gives our language tremendous expressive power. However, the expressiveness calls for
an equally powerful type system to ensure the memory safety of our language. We have
already mentioned some of the elements of this type system, including mode checking
for logical declarations, and the use of inductive definitions and axioms to prove that
data structures have the appropriate shapes. In this section, we summarize several key
properties of the programming language’s overall type system: what could go wrong if
these properties are missing, and what mechanisms we use to provide the appropriate
guarantees. We will discuss these properties in more detail when we introduce the type
system for our pattern language.

Safety of Deallocation. Uncontrolled deallocation can lead to double freeing and deref-
erencing dangling pointers. We must make sure programmers do not use the deallocation
command too soon or too often. To provide this guarantee, our linear type system
keeps track of and describes (via logical formulas) the accessible heap, in much the
same way as we did earlier in this thesis (Section 3). In all cases, linearity constraints
separate the description of one data structure from another to make sure that the effect of
deconstruction and reconstruction of shapes is accurately represented.

Safety of Dereferencing Pointers. Pointers are dereferenced when a shape pattern-
matching statement is evaluated. The algorithm could potentially dereference dangling
pointers by querying ill-formed shape formulas. Consider the following pattern:

$s: [root r, node 12 (d, 0), node r (dr, 12)]
Here there is no reason to believe “12” is a valid pointer. Predicate mode and type

checking prevents programmers from writing such ill-formed statements. To ensure
that algorithms for construction, inspection and deconstruction of heap values are well-
defined and memory-safe, we analyze the programmer’s logical specifications using a
mode analysis inspired by similar analysis used in logic programs. This mode analysis is
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incorporated into a broader type system to ensure the safety of the overall programming
language.

Termination for Heap Shape Pattern Matching As we saw in the examples, during
the execution of a program, the pattern-matching procedure is invoked to check if the
current program heap satisfies certain shape formulas. It is crucial to have a tractable
and efficient algorithm for the pattern-matching procedure. In our system, this pattern-
matching procedure is generated from the inductive definitions in the shape signature,
and uses a bottom-up, depth-first algorithm. However, if the programmer defines a
predicate Q as Q X o− Q X, then the decision procedure will never terminate. To
guarantee termination, we place a well-formedness restriction on the inductive definitions
that ensures a linear resource is consumed before the decision procedure calls itself
recursively. Our restriction rules out the bad definition of Q and others like it.

6.1.5 Three Caveats
For the system as a whole to function properly, programmers are required to check the
following three properties themselves. Developing tools that could automatically check
these properties are left for future work.

Closed Shapes. A closed shape is a shape from which no dangling pointers are reach-
able. For example, lists, queues and trees are all closed shapes. On the other hand,
the listseg definition presented earlier is not closed—if one traverses a heaplet described
by a listseg, the traversal may end at a dangling pointer. Shape signatures may contain
inductive definitions like listseg, but the top-level shape they define must be closed. If
it is, then all data structures assigned to shape variables $s will also be closed and all
pattern-matching operations will operate over closed shapes. This additional invariant is
required to ensure shape pattern matching does not dereference dangling pointers.

Soundness of Axioms. For our proof system to be sound with regard to the memory
semantics, the programmer-defined axioms must be sound with respect to the semantics
generated from the inductive definitions. As in separation logic, checking properties of
different data structures requires different axioms, and programmers must satisfy them-
selves of the soundness of the axioms they write down and use. We have proven the
soundness of all the axioms that appear in this thesis (and axioms relating to other shapes
not in this thesis).

Uniqueness of Shape Matching. Given any program heap and a shape predicate with
a known root location, at most one heaplet should match the predicate. For example,
given the heap H in Figure 3.1, predicate list 200 describes exactly the portion of H that is
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reachable from location 200, ending in NULL (H2]H3). On the other hand, the predicate
listseg 100 X does not describe a unique shape on the heap H. The logic variable X can
be unified with 100, in which case the predicate listseg 100 X describes the empty heap;
200, in which case the predicate listseg 100 X describes the heap H1; and 0, in which case
the predicate listseg 100 X describes the heap H. Without this property, the operational
semantics would be nondeterministic. Programmers must verify this property themselves
by hand. Once again, it holds for all shapes described in this thesis.

These requirements are not surprising. For instance, separation logic’s specialized
axioms concerning lists and trees must be verified by hand as well. The requirement
concerning uniqueness of shapes is very similar to the precise predicates used in the
work on separation and information hiding [59].

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: in Section 6.2, we explain the details
of the algorithmic interpretations of the logical definitions for heap shapes and the mode
analysis for preventing illegal memory operations. In Section 6.3, we introduce the
formal syntax, semantics, and the type system of the overall language. In Section 6.4,
we illustrate the extent of the language’s expressive power by explaining how to define
adjacency list representation of graphs and how to program operations on data structures
in our pattern language.

6.2 Logical Shape Signatures
A shape signature contains definitions that can be used to automatically generate a proof
system used in type checking and a shape pattern matching decision procedure used at
run time. In the following subsections we define shape signatures rigorously, and explain
each of the components generated from shape signatures.

6.2.1 Syntax
The syntax of the shape signatures is shown in Figure 6.3. We have seen most of this
notation in the previous chapters. Again, we use the overbar notation x to denote a vector
of objects x. We use Ps to range over all the struct predicates such as node, P to range
over user-defined predicates such as list. A literal L can be either an arithmetic formula
or a struct predicate or a user-defined predicate. We use F to range over formulas which
are either 1 (the empty heap) or the conjunction of a literal and another formula.

The head of a clause is a user-defined predicate and the body is a formula. For the ease
of type checking, we gather the bodies of the same predicate into one definition I. The
notation F means the additive disjunction of all the Fi in F. Axioms are also clauses.
Notice that we use a more restrictive form for defining clauses than in the previous
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Integer Terms tmi : := n | xi | tmi + tm′
i | −tmi

Set Terms tms : := [ ] | xs | [n] | tms∪ tms
Terms tm : := tmi | tms
Arithmetic Predicates Pa : := tmi = tm′

i | tmi < tm′
i | tmiin tms | tms <= tm′

s
Arith Formula A : := Pa | not Pa
Literals L : := ©A | Ps tm (tm) | P tm
Formulas F : := 1 | L,F
Inductive Def / Axiom I/Ax : := (P tm o− F)

Groundness g : := + | − | ∗
Safety Qualifier s : := sf | unsf | unsfsf
Mode m : := g | (g,s)
Arg Type argtp : := g int | (g,s) ptr(P)

Pred Type pt : := o | argtp→ pt | (argtp)→ pt
Pred Type Decl pdecl : := P : pt | struct Ps : pt

Shape Signature SS : := P{ pdecl. (P x o− F). I. Ax}

Pred Typing Ctx Ξ : := · | Ξ,P:pt
SS Context Λ : := · | Λ,P:Ξ
Logical Rules Ctx ϒ : := · | ϒ, I | ϒ,Ax

Figure 6.3: Syntax of logical constructs

chapters so that we can simplify the reasoning about termination of the pattern-matching
process generated from these clauses.

A simple argument type is a mode followed by the type of the argument. Argument
types for a predicate can either be simple argument types or a tuple of the simple argument
types. A fully applied predicate has type o.

The type and mode declarations for predicates include the special struct predicate
declaration and the type declaration of other user defined predicates.

The context Ξ contains all the predicate type declarations in one shape signature.
Context Λ maps each shape name to a context Ξ. Lastly, context ϒ contains all the
inductive definitions and axioms defined in the program.
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6.2.2 Semantics, Shape Pattern Matching and Logical Deduction
The shape signatures specify the semantics of the shapes, and the logical deduction
system for proving properties about these shapes.

Store semantics. Let ϒ be the set of inductive definitions in the shape signatures. We
write H �ϒ F to mean that heap H can be described by formula F, under the inductive
definitions in ϒ. The semantics of logical formulas in the presence of inductive definitions
is the same as the one we defined in Section 3.2.2.

Shape Pattern-matching algorithm The shape pattern-matching algorithm determines
at run time if a given program heap satisfies a formula. We write MP(H;S;F;σ) to denote
the pattern-matching decision procedure. It takes four arguments: the heap H, a set of
locations S, a formula F, and a substitution σ for a subset of the free variables in F.
Because F is a linear formula, we need to keep track of the disjointness of parts of the
heap to satisfy subformulas of F. We use argument S to keep track of portions of the heap
that have already been used in the matching process. S contains heap locations that are in
the domain of H, but are not usable in the pattern matching currently.

We implement MP using an algorithm similar to Prolog’s depth-first, bottom-up proof
search strategy. When a user-defined predicate is queried, we try to match all the clause
bodies defined for this predicate. In evaluating a clause body, we evaluate the formulas
in the body in left-to-right order as they appear. MP either succeeds and returns a
substitution for all the free variables in F, and the locations used in proving F, or fails and
returns no. A complete list of the rules for pattern matching is in Figure 6.4. We can see
how to keep track of the linearity by examining the rule for the struct predicates. When
we match a struct predicate, we have to make sure that none of the locations in the tuple
has already been used. After we successfully match a tuple, we add its locations to S so
they cannot be used again.

Logical Deduction. Type checking requires logical reasoning about the shapes of user-
defined data structures. The inductive definitions and axioms defined by the user are
axioms in this logical deduction system. The logical deduction rules are the same as
the ones defined in Section 3.2.3. Recall that the judgment has the form: Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F.
Initially, Γ will be populated by the inductive definitions and axioms from the shape
signatures.

One of the key properties of the logical deduction system is its soundness. For the
logical deduction system used here to be sound, we require that the additional axioms
provided by the programmers be sound as well. Programmers are required to check the
soundness of the axioms by themselves. We proved that our logical deduction system is
sound with respect to the semantics modulo the soundness of axioms.
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FV(e1)⊂ dom(σ) FV(e2)⊂ dom(σ) σ(e1) = σ(e2)
MP(H;S,e1 = e2,σ) = (S,σ)

FV(e1)⊂ dom(σ) FV(e2)⊂ dom(σ) σ(e1) 6= σ(e2)
MP(H;S,e1 = e2,σ) = no

x /∈ dom(σ) FV(e2)⊂ dom(σ) v = σ(e2)
MP(H;S,x = e2,σ) = (S,σ∪{v/x})

FV(e1)⊂ dom(σ) FV(e2)⊂ dom(σ) σ(e1) > σ(e2)
MP(H;S,e1 > e2,σ) = (S,σ)

FV(e1)⊂ dom(σ) FV(e2)⊂ dom(σ) σ(e1)≤ σ(e2)
MP(H;S,e1 > e2,σ) = (S,σ)

MP(H;S,A,σ) = no
MP(H;S, not A,σ) = (S,σ)

MP(H;S,A,σ) = (S,σ)
MP(H;S, not A,σ) = no

{σ(tm), · · · ,σ(tm)+n}∩S 6= /0 or σ(tm) = 0
MP(H;S,Ps tm (tm1 · · · tmn),σ) = no

σ(tm) 6= 0 {σ(tm), · · · ,σ(tm)+n}∩S = /0 H(σ(tm)) = (v1, · · · ,vn)
MP(H;S; tm1 = v1;σ) = (S,σ1) · · · MP(H;S; tmk = vk;σk−1) = no

MP(H;S;Ps tm (tm1 · · · tmn);σ) = no

σ(tm) 6= 0 and {σ(tm), · · · ,σ(tm)+n}∩S = /0 H(σ(tm)) = (v1, · · · ,vn)
MP(H;S; tm1 = v1;σ) = (S,σ1) · · · MP(H;S; tmn = vn;σn−1) = (S,σn)

MP(H;S;Ps tm (tm1 · · · tmn);σ) = (S∪{σ(x), · · · ,σ(x)+n},σn)

ϒ(P) = (F ( P y) ∀i ∈ [1,k], MP(H;S;Fi[tm/y];σ) = no
MP(H;S;P tm;σ) = no

ϒ(P) = (F ( P y) ∃i ∈ [1,k], MP(H;S;Fi[tm/y];σ) = (Si,σi)
MP(H;S;P tm;σ) = (Si,σi)

MP(H;S;L;σ) = no
MP(H;S;(L,F);σ) = no

MP(H;S;L;σ) = (S′,σ′) MP(H;S′;F;σ′) = R
MP(H;S;(L,F);σ) = R

Figure 6.4: Pattern-matching algorithm
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Theorem 20 (Soundness of Logical Deduction)
Assume the user-defined axioms (ϒA) are sound with respect to the store semantics
defined by (ϒI), and ϒ = ϒI,ϒA and ·;ϒ;∆ =⇒ F, and σ is a grounding substitution for
free variables in the judgment, and H �ϒI σ(∆), then H �ϒI F.

Proof (sketch): By theorem 6, and theorem 7, and (ϒA) are sound with respect to the
store semantics defined by (ϒI). �

6.2.3 Simple Type Checking for Shape Signatures
A simple type checking algorithm is devised to ensure that the arguments of the predicates
have the correct types according to the type declarations in the shape signature. Since
the inductive definitions do not have type annotations, we need to infer the types of the
arguments during type checking. There are two typing judgments, one is for checking the
type of terms, the other for checking the types of formulas. We use the context Ω to map
variables to their types. The judgment Ω ` tm : (t,Ω′) means that the type of tm is t, and
the context Ω′ contains all type bindings for free variables in tm. Similarly, the judgment
Ξ;Ω ` F : (o,Ω′) type checks F to have type o, and infers the types of free variables in F
which are collected into Ω′. Here context Ξ contains all the predicate type declarations.

We list the inference rules in Figure 6.5. We use Ω1∪Ω2 to denote the union of the
two contexts if they agree on the types of the variables in the domains of both Ω1 and Ω2.
Otherwise Ω1∪Ω2 is not defined. We use pti to denote the type of the ith argument of a
predicate with type pt.

6.2.4 Mode Analysis
Similar to simple type checking, mode analysis is also a compile-time check. Our mode
analysis serves two important purposes: (1) it ensures that the pattern-matching procedure
knows the addresses of data structures it must traverse ( i.e., those addresses are ground
when they need be), and (2) it ensures these addresses are safe to dereference. In this
section, we explain our mode analysis through a set of selected and simplified rules for
the analysis. There are two judgments in our mode analysis. The first judgment checks
the body of a definition in a context Π that maps variables to their safety modes s. This
second judgment has the form Ξ;Π ` F : Π′ and affirms that F is well-moded provided
that the variables in the domain of Π are ground (i.e., will be instantiated and available
at run time) and satisfy their associated safety mode. The output context Π′ contains the
variables that will be ground after the execution of F. The second, Ξ ` P x o− FOK,
affirms that the inductive definition (P x o− F) is well-moded, satisfying both properties
(1) and (2) above. Both judgments are parameterized by a function mode that maps each
user-defined predicate P to its declared mode.
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Ω ` tm : (t,Ω′)

Ω(x) = t
Ω ` x : (t,Ω)

x /∈ dom(Ω)
Ω ` x : (t,(Ω,x:t))

Ω ` n : (int,Ω) Ω ` n : (ptr(P),Ω)

Ω ` tm : (int,Ω′)
Ω ` −tm : (int,Ω′)

Ω ` tm1 : (int,Ω1) Ω ` tm2 : (int,Ω2)
Ω ` tm1 + tm2 : (int,Ω1∪Ω2)

Ξ;Ω ` F : (o,Ω′)

Ω ` tm1 : (t,Ω1) Ω ` tm2 : (t,Ω2)
Ξ;Ω ` tm1 = tm2 : (o,Ω1∪Ω2)

Ξ(P) = pt ∀i ∈ [1,n] Ω ` tmi : (pti,Ωi)
Ξ;Ω ` P tm1 · · · tmn : (o,∪n

i=1Ωi)

Ξ;Ω ` L : (o,Ω′) Ξ;Ω′ ` F : (o,Ω′′)
Ξ;Ω ` L;F : (o,Ω′′)

Figure 6.5: Typing rules for shape signatures

The mode checking rules also use Π∪̄(x:s) to denote a Π′ such that Π′(y) = Π(y)
when y 6= x, and Π′(y) = s′ when y = x and s′ is the stronger of s and Π(x). The mode sf
is stronger than the mode unsf. We use Π′ < Π to mean that all the ground variables in Π

are ground in Π′, and that for any term tm in the domain of Π, Π′(tm) is stronger than or
equal to Π(tm).

Selected rules from both judgments appear in Figure 6.6. We only choose the rules for
predicates with a single argument. To understand the difference between predicates with
+ and − modes, compare the rules mode-1 and mode-2. In rule mode-1, predicate P has
+ mode and hence its argument must be in the input context Π, meaning the argument
will have been instantiated and available when execution of MP reaches this point. In
contrast, in rule mode-2, x need not be in the input context Π, but is added to the output
context. Now to understand propagation of safety constraints, compare rules mode-1 and
mode-3. In rule mode-3, x:s must be in Π since P still has groundness mode +, but since
P’s safety mode is unsf, s is unconstrained – it may either be of sf or unsf. A predicate
P that compared its argument to another value but did not dereference it might have the
mode shown in rule mode-3. Rule mode-5 shows how mode information is passed left-
to-right from one conjunct in a formula to the next.
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Ξ;Π ` F : Π′

mode(Ξ,P) = (+,sf)→ o
x:sf ∈Π

Ξ;Π ` P x : Π
mode-1

mode(Ξ,P) = (+,unsf)→ o
x:s ∈Π

Ξ;Π ` P x : Π
mode-3

mode(Ξ,P) = (−,sf)→ o
Ξ;Π ` P x : Π∪̄(x:sf) mode-2

mode(Ξ,P) = (−,unsf)→ o
Ξ;Π ` P x : Π∪̄(x:unsf) mode-4

Ξ;Π ` L : Π′ Ξ;Π′ ` F : Π′′

Ξ;Π ` L,F : Π′′ mode-5

Ξ ` P x o− FOK

mode(Ξ,P) = (+,sf)→ o
Ξ;x:sf ` F : (x:sf),Π

Ξ ` P x o- F : OK
mode-6

mode(Ξ,P) = (+,unsf)→ o
Ξ;x:unsf ` F : (x:s),Π

Ξ ` P x o- F : OK
mode-7

mode(Ξ,P) = (+,unsfsf)→ o Ξ;x:unsf ` F : (x:sf),Π
Ξ ` P x o- F : OK

mode-8

mode(Ξ,P) = (−,sf)→ o
Ξ; · ` F : (x:sf),Π

Ξ ` P x o- F : OK
mode-9

mode(Ξ,P) = (−,unsf)→ o
Ξ; · ` F : (x:s),Π

Ξ ` P x o- F : OK
mode-10

Figure 6.6: Selected and simplified mode analysis rules

To check that an inductive definition is well-moded, we need to check that the ar-
guments in the head of the definition have the desired modes for safely and efficiently
evaluating the body of the definition, and that the predicates in the body of the definition
provide arguments with the right modes after evaluation of the the body. For example,
in mode-9, the argument of P should be ground and safe after evaluation of the body.
Therefore, we check the body F with an empty Π context, and specify that after evaluation
of F, x should be safe in the Π′ context.

Other mode analysis rules including rules that check built-in predicates and predicates
with multiple arguments are shown in Figure 6.7. The first argument of the built-in
predicate x = y is always an output and the second argument is an input. The mode-eq1
rule is used when both of the arguments are integers. Since the second argument is an
input, we check that all the free variables in tm2 are in the Π context (tm2 is ground before
evaluation). The Π′ context contains the free variable of tm1, since tm1 is unified with
tm2 and is ground after execution.
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FV(tm2)⊂Π

Ξ;Π ` tm1 = tm2 : Π∪{FV(tm1)}
mode-eq1

Π(tm2) = s tm1 /∈ dom(Π)
Ξ;Π ` tm1 = tm2 : Π∪{(tm1,s)}

mode-eq2

Π(tm1) = s1 Π(tm2) = s2 s = max(s1,s2)
Ξ;Π ` tm1 = tm2 : (o,Π∪̄{(tm1,s)}∪̄{(tm2,s)})

mode-eq3

mode(Ξ,P) = pm
∀i ∈ [1,n] such that pmi = + FV(tmi)⊆ dom(Π)
∀i ∈ [1,n] such that pmi = (+,unsf) or (+unsfsf) Π(tmi) = s
∀i ∈ [1,n] such that pmi = (+,sf) Π(tmi) = sf
Π′ = Π∪{x |pmi =−, and x ∈ FV(tmi)}

∪{tmi:s |pmi = (−,s)}∪{tmi:sf |pmi = (+,unsfsf)}
Ξ;Π ` Ptm1 · · · tmn : Π′ mode-p

mode(Ξ,P) = pm
Π = {x j|pm j = +}∪{(x j,s)|pm j = (+,sin)}

∪{(x j,unsf)|pm j = (+,unsfsf)}
Ξ;Π ` P x : Π′ ∀i ∈ [1,n],Π ` Fi : Π′′ Π′′ < Π′

Ξ ` ((F1; · · · ;Fn) ( P x) OK
mode-I

Figure 6.7: General mode analysis rule for inductive definitions

When both of the arguments have pointer types, we need to consider the safety
properties of these arguments as well. The mode-eq2 rule is applied when tm1 is not
in the Π context. We check that tm2 is ground, and we add tm1 to have the same safety
property as tm2 into the Π′ context. The mode-eq3 rule is used when tm1 is already in the
Π context. In this case, the safety property of tm1 and tm2 should both be updated to the
stronger of the two.

The rule mode-p is the mode checking rule for a predicate that takes multiple argu-
ments. This rule first checks that the Π context maps each input argument to its proper
safety property. Secondly, the Π′ context collects the output arguments with their proper
safety properties.

The rule mode-I checks the well-modedness of inductive definitions. It is the gener-
alization of rules from mode-6 to mode-10.
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6.2.5 Requirements for Shape Signatures
In Section 6.1.5, we made three requirements that have to be satisfied by the user-defined
shapes signatures. We have informally discussed the importance of these requirements for
the type safety of our language. Now we give the formal definitions of these requirements,
so that we can refer to them in proving properties of the pattern-matching decision
procedure.

Closed Shape
P describes a closed shape, if for all H such that H � P(l), H = H1] ·· ·]Hk, and
for all i ∈ [1,k], there exists v, v1, · · ·, vn such that Hi � Ps v (v1, · · · ,vn), and ∀pti =
m ptr(P), vi = 0 or vi ∈ ¯dom(H), where Λ(P) = Ξ, Ξ(Ps) = pt, n = size(P,Ps)

Soundness of Axioms ϒA is sound with regard to ϒI if for all Ax ∈ ϒA, /0 �ϒI Ax.

Uniqueness of Shape Matching
If Ξ;Π ` L : Π′, ∀x ∈ dom(Π) implies x ∈ dom(σ), and H1 � σ1(L), H2 � σ2(L),
σ⊆ σ1, σ⊆ σ2, H1 ⊂ H, and H2 ⊂ H, then H1 = H2 and σ1 = σ2.

6.2.6 Correctness and Memory-safety of Matching Procedure
The run-time behavior of the pattern matching decision procedure plays an important
role in ensuring the termination and safety of the operational semantics of our pattern
language. In this section, we prove formally that the pattern matching algorithm will
always terminate, provide correct answers, and be memory-safe.

Termination. In order for MP to terminate, we require that some linear resources be
consumed when we evaluate the clause body so that the usable heap gets smaller when
we call MP on the user-defined predicates in the body. More specifically, in the inductive
definitions for predicate P, there has to be at least one clause body that contains only
arithmetic formulas and struct predicates. For clauses whose body contains user-defined
predicates, there has to be at least one struct predicate that precedes the first user-defined
predicate in the body. We statically check that these restrictions are met at compile time.

We proved the following theorem stating that MP terminates if the inductive defi-
nitions are well-formed. We now use the judgment ` I OK to mean that I is not only
well-moded, but also complies with the termination constraints.

Theorem 21 (Termination of MP)
If for all I ∈ ϒ, ` I OK, then MPϒ(H;S;F;σ) always terminates.

Proof (sketch): By induction on the size of F, and Lemma 49 in Appendix D. �
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Correctness. The following theorem states that the pattern-matching decision proce-
dure always returns the correct result. The proof of Theorem 22 can be found in Ap-
pendix D.

Theorem 22 (Correctness of MP)
If Ξ;Π ` F : Π′, ∀x ∈ dom(Π), x ∈ dom(σ), and S ⊆ dom(H) then

• either MP(H;S;F;σ) = (S′,σ′), S′ ⊆ dom(H), σ⊆ σ′, and H′ � σ′(F),
where dom(H′) = (S′−S), and ∀x ∈ dom(Π′), x ∈ dom(σ′),

• or MP(H;S;F;σ) = no, and there does not exist a heap H′ which is the subheap of
H minus the locations in the set S, or σ′ such that σ⊆ σ′, and H′ � σ′(F)

Proof (sketch): By induction on the depth of the derivation of the pattern matching
algorithm. �

Safety. Finally, we have proven that the MP procedure is memory safe.
We use the following definition in stating our safety theorem. We say a term tm is

well-moded with respect to contexts Π, σ, and heap H, if tm is in the domain of Π, then
all the free variables in tm are in the domain of σ, and if Π(tm) = sf then σ(tm) is a valid
pointer on the heap H.

Because the program heap often contains many data structures, in our safety theorem
(Theorem 23), we state that MP is memory safe on a larger heap than the one containing
exactly the one shape MP is matching. Intuitively, MP is memory safe because it only
follows pointers reachable from the root of a “closed shape”. The proof of Theorem 23
can be found in Appendix D.

Theorem 23 (Safety of MP)
If ∀I ∈ ϒ, ` I OK, P is a closed shape, H1 � P(l), Ξ;Π ` F : Π′, and ∀tm ∈ dom(Π), tm
is well-moded with respect to Π, σ and H1 then

• either MP(H1]H2;S;F;σ) = (S′,σ′), and MP is memory safe, and ∀tm∈ dom(Π′),
tm is well-moded with respect to Π′, σ′ and H1.

• or MP(H1]H2;S;F;σ) = no, and MP is memory safe.

Proof (sketch): By induction on the structure of the formula to be matched. �
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Basic Types t : := int | ptr(P)
Regular Types τ : := t | P
Fun Types τ f : := (τ1×·· ·× τn)→ P

Vars var : := $x | x
Exprs e : := var | n | e+ e | −e
Args arg : := e | $s
Shape Forms shp : := root v,F
Shape Patterns pat : := : [shp] | ?[shp]
Atoms a : := ©A | $s pat
Conj Clauses cc : := a | cc,cc

Branch b : := ( pat→ s)
Branches bs : := b | b ′|′ bs
Statements s : := skip | s1 ; s2 | $x := e

| if cc then s1 else s2 | while cc do s
| switch $s of bs | $s := {x} [shp]
| free v | $s := f ( arg )

Fun Bodies fb : := s1 ; fb | return $s

Local Decl ldecl : := t $x := v | P $s
Fun Decl fdecl : := P f (x1 : τ1, · · ·xn : τn) { ldecl; fb}

Program prog : := SS; fdecl

Values v : := x | n | $s

Figure 6.8: Syntax of the language constructs

6.3 The Programming Language
After defining various data structures in the shape signatures, programmers can use those
definitions to program operations on the data structures. In this section, we explain how
to embed the mode analysis and the proof system into the type system, and, likewise,
the pattern-matching algorithm into the operational semantics, and thereby integrate the
verification technique into the language.
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6.3.1 Syntax
A summary of the syntax of our pattern language is shown in Figure 6.8. The basic types
are the integer type and the pointer type. Functions take a tuple of arguments and always
return a shape type.

We use x to range over logical variables in formulas, $x to range over stack variables,
and $s to range over shape variables. Shape variables live on the stack and store the
starting address of data structures allocated on the heap. We use e to denote expressions
and arg to denote function arguments, which can be either expressions or shape variables.
Shape formulas shp are the multiplicative conjunction of a set of predicates. We use a
special root predicate to indicate the starting address of the shape. The first predicate
in a shape formula is always the root predicate. A shape pattern pat can be either a
query pattern (? [shp]) or a deconstructive pattern (:[shp]). The conditional expressions
in if statements and while loops make use of conjunctive clauses cc that describes the
shape patterns of one or more disjoint data structures. The conjunctive clause cc is the
multiplicative conjunction of atoms a, which can be either arithmetic formulas ©A or
shape patterns ($s pat).

The statements in our language include skip, statement sequences, expression assign-
ments, branching statements, shape assignments, deallocation, and function calls.

A function body is a statement followed by a return instruction. A program consists
of shape signatures and a list of function declarations. Lastly, the values in our language
are integers, variables, and shape variables.

6.3.2 Operational Semantics
In this section, we formally define the operational semantics of our pattern language.

Runtime Constructs. We define several run-time constructs to represent the machine
state during execution of a program. There are two run-time statements: fail and halt.
Statement fail signals the failure in matching any of the branches in a switch statement.
Statement halt signals the termination of the execution of the entire program. We de-
fine evaluation contexts to specify the evaluation order. The hole in the context is a
placeholder for the expression or statement currently being evaluated. The machine state
contains an environment E, which maps stack variables to their values, and a control
stack S, which is a stack of evaluation contexts waiting for the return of function calls.
We use context Φ to map function names to their definitions. We write E($x) to denote
the value E maps $x to. We write E(F) to denote the formula resulting from substituting
free stack variables in F with their values in E.
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Runtime stmt s : := fail | halt
Eval Ctxt Ce : := [ ]e | Ce + e | v+Ce | −Ce

Cstmt : := [ ]stmt | Cstmt ; s | $x := Ce
| $s := f ( v1, · · ·vk,Ce,ek+2, · · · )

Environment E : := · | E,$x 7→ n | E,$s 7→ n
Env Stack Es : := • | E .Es
Control Stack S : := • | (Cstmt ; fb)[$s := •].S
Code Environment Φ : := · |Φ, f 7→ [x1, · · · ,xn] ldecls fb

Operational Semantics for Expressions. The evaluation of expressions relies only on
the current environment E, so the small-step relationship of expressions has the form
(E;e) 7−→ e′. Below are the formal definitions.

(E;e) 7−→ E(e′)
var (E;$x) 7−→ E($x)
sum (E;v1 + v2) 7−→ v where v = v1 + v2
ctx (E;Ce[e]) 7−→ Ce[e′] if (E;e) 7−→ e′

A stack variable evaluates to its mapping in the environment, the sum of two integers
evaluates to their sum, and the rule ctx controls the evaluation order.

Operational Semantics for Statements The machine state for evaluating statements
other than the function call is a tuple (E;H;s). The environment E maps stack variables
to their values. H is the program heap, and s is the statement being evaluated. We write
(E;H;s) 7−→ (E ′;H′;s′) to denote the small-step operational semantics for statements. We
present all the rules in Figure 6.9. Most of the rules are straightforward and we explain a
few selected rules that use formulas to manipulate the heap.

To deallocate a tuple, programmers supply the free statement with the starting address
v of that tuple. The heaplet to be freed is easily identified, since the size of the tuple is
stored in v.

The shape assignment statements allow programmers to create data structures. During
the execution of a shape assignment statement, the heap is updated according to the shape
formulas in the statement. In the end, the root of the new shape is stored in $s. The core
procedure is CreateShape, which takes as its arguments the current heap, the shape name
P, and the shape formula. It returns the updated heap and the root of the new shape. In
order to define this procedure, we define function size(F,x) to extract the appropriate size
of the tuple x points to according to the shape formula F. For instance, if Ps x (3,0) is
a subformula of F, then size(F,x) = 2. The CreateShape procedure first allocates on the
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(E;H;s) 7−→ (E ′;H′;s′)
seq (E;H;(skip ; s)) 7−→ (E;H;s)

assign-exp (E;H;$x := v) 7−→ (E[$x := v];H;skip)
free (E;H; free v) 7−→ (E;H1;skip) where H = H1]H2

and H2(v) = n, dom(H2) = {v,v+1, · · · ,v+n}
assign-shape (E;H;$s:P := {x} [root (v),F]) 7−→ (E[$s := v′];H′;skip)

where (v′,H′) = CreateShape(H,P,{x} [root (v),F])
CreateShape(H,P,{x}(root n,F)) = (H′,n[l/x])
where
1. ki = size(F,xi)
2. (H1, l1) = alloc(H,k1), · · · ,(Hn, ln) = alloc(Hn−1,kn)
3. F′ = F[l1 · · · ln/x1 · · ·xn]
4. H′ = H[v+ i := vi] for all (Ps v (v1 · · ·vk)) ∈ F′

If-t (E;H; if cc then s1 else s2) 7−→ (E;H;σ(s1))
if JccKE = (F,σ′) and MP(H;F; /0;σ′) = (SL;σ)

If-f (E;H; if cc then s1 else s2) 7−→ (E;H;s2)
if JccKE = (F,σ) and MP(H;F; /0;σ) = no

while-t (E;H;while cc do s) 7−→ (E;H;(σ(s1) ; while {x} cc do s))
if JccKE = (F,σ′) and MP(H;F; /0;σ′) = (SL;σ)

while-f (E;H;while cc do s) 7−→ (E;H;skip)
if JccKE = (F,σ) and MP(H;F; /0;σ) = no

switch-t (E;H;switch $s of ([root (xi),F]→ sk)|bs )
7−→ (E;H;σ(sk)) if MP(H;E(F); /0;{E($s)/xi}) = (SL;σ)

switch-f (E;H;switch $s of ([root (xi),F]→ sk) | bs )
7−→ (E;H;switch x of bs ) if MP(H;E(F); /0;{E($s)/xi}) = no

fail (E;H;switch $s of ([root (xi),F]→ sk))
7−→ (E;H; fail) if MP(H;E(F); /0;{E($s)/xi}) = no

ctxt-e (E;H;Cstmt [e]) 7−→ (E ′;H′;Cstmt [e′]) if (E;e) 7−→ e′

ctxt-fail (E;H;Cstmt [s]) 7−→ (E ′;H′; fail) if (E;H;s) 7−→ (E ′;H′; fail)
ctxt-stmt (E;H;Cstmt [s]) 7−→ (E ′;H′;Cstmt [s′]) if (E;H;s) 7−→ (E ′;H′;s′)

Figure 6.9: Operational semantics for statements

heap a new tuple of the appropriate size for each variable in braces. The starting addresses
of these new tuples are bound to the variables. Lastly, we update the contents of the heap
according to the struct predicates in the formula.

When an if statement is evaluated, the pattern-matching procedure is called to check
if the conditional expression is true. If MP succeeds and returns a substitution σ for
the logical variables, we continue with the evaluation of the true branch with σ applied;
otherwise, the false branch is evaluated. Notice that the conditional expression cc is not
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in the form of a logical formula; therefore, we need to convert cc to its equivalent formula
Fcc before invoking the pattern-matching procedure MP. We define JccKE to extract Fcc
and a substitution σ for the logical variables from cc. Intuitively, Fcc is the conjunction
of all the shape formulas with run-time values substituted for the stack variables and the
root predicate dropped.

For example, if E($s) = 100 and cc is ($s : [root r, node r (d, next), list next]) then logic
variable r must be 100 as the clause specifies that r is the “root” the value of $s. Hence,
the substitution σ is {100/r}, and Fcc is (node r (d, next), list next). MP is called with the
current program heap, an empty set, the formula Fcc, and the substitution σ from JccKE .
Below is the formal definition of JccKE = (F,σ).

J©AKE = (E(©A), ·)
J$s?[root x,F]KE = (E(F),{E($s)/x})
J$s:[root x,F]KE = (E(F),{E($s)/x})
Jcc1,cc2 KE = ((F1,F2),σ1∪σ2) if Jcci KE = (Fi,σi)

The while loop is very similar to the if statement. If the conditional expression is true
then the loop body is evaluated and the loop will be re-entered; otherwise, the loop is
exited.

The switch statement branches on a shape variable against a list of shape patterns.
The shape patterns in switch statements are special cases of conditional expressions. The
shape variable being branched on is the only shape being considered. If matching on the
current shape pattern succeeds, the branch body is evaluated; otherwise the next branch
is considered. If the pattern of the last branch failed, then the switch statement evaluates
to fail.

Operational Semantics for Function Bodies. The machine state for evaluating func-
tion bodies makes use of a control stack S to remember the return point of each function
call. We present the operational semantics for function bodies in Figure 6.10. We
define env(ldecls,E) to denote the environment for local variables in ldecls. Declarations
in ldecls may initialize variables using variables in the environment E. For example,
env(t $x := $a,E) = $x 7→ E($a).

When a function call is evaluated, the current evaluation context is pushed onto
the control stack and the evaluation of the body of the callee starts. Upon return, the
evaluation context of the caller is popped off the control stack, and the return value is
plugged into the caller’s evaluation context.

6.3.3 Type System
Our type system is a linear type system. The contexts in the typing judgments not only
keep track of the types of the variables, but also describe the current status of program
state: what the valid shapes are, and what the structure of the accessible heap is. The
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(E;H;S; fb) 7−→ (E ′;H′;S′; fb′)
fun-call (E;H;S;(Cstmt ; fb)[$s := f ( v1 . . .vn )])

7−→ (E f .E;H;(Cstmt ; fb)[$s := •].S; fb f )
if Φ( f ) = ([x1 . . .xn]ldecls; fb f )
Ea = x1 7→ E(v1), · · · ,xn 7→ E(vn) E f = Ea,env(ldecls,Ea)

fun-ret (E .Es;H;(Cstmt ; fb)[$s := •].S; return $s1)
7−→ (Es[$s := E($s1)];H;S;(Cstmt ; fb)[skip])

halt (•;H;•; return v) 7−→ (•;H;•;halt)
fail (E;H;S;(fail ; fb)) 7−→ (•;H;•;halt)
skip (E;H;S;(skip ; fb)) 7−→ (E;H;S; fb)

context-stmt (E;H;S;(s ; fb)) 7−→ (E;H;S;(s′ ; fb)) if (E;H;s) 7−→ (E ′;H′;s′)

Figure 6.10: Operational semantics of function bodies

contexts used in the typing judgments are shown below.

Variable Ctx Ω : := · |Ω,var:t
Initialized Stack Variable Ctx Γ : := · | Γ,$s:P
Uninitialized Shape Variable Ctx Θ : := · |Θ,$s:P
Heap Ctx ∆ : := · | ∆,P tm1 · · · tmn | ∆,Ps tm (tm1, · · · , tmn)
Code Ctx Ψ : := · |Ψ, f : (τ1×·· ·× τn)→ P

The context Ω maps variables to their types. Both Γ and Θ map shape variables to
their types. During type checking, Γ specifies the initialized shape variables, while Θ

specifies the uninitialized shape variables. Variables in Θ may not contain valid heap
pointers, but may be initialized later in the program. Context ∆ is a set of formulas
that describes the accessible portions of the heap. Contexts Γ and ∆ describe the entire
program heap. For example, if Γ = $s:listshape and ∆ = node 400 (11, 0), and the
environment is E = $s 7→ 100, then the current heap must satisfy the formula (listshape
100, node 400 (11,0)). Context Ψ maps function names to their types.

The judgments in our type system are listed below.

Expression typing Ω `e e : t
Conjunctive clause typing Ω;Γ `cc cc : (Ω′;Γ′;Θ;∆)
Conjunctive clause modes checking Γ;Π ` cc : Π′

Statement typing Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` s : (Γ′;Θ′;∆′)
Function Body Typing Rules Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` fb : P

Each of these judgments is also implicitly indexed by the context for shape signatures
Λ, axioms ϒ, and function type bindings Ψ. We leave these contexts implicit as they are
invariant through the type checking process.
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Expression Typing. The typing rules for expressions are standard, and we shown them
below.

Ω `e var : Ω(var)
var

Ω `e n : int
n-int

Ω `e n : ptr(P)
n-ptr

Ω `e e : int
Ω `e −e : int

neg Ω `e e1 : int Ω `e e2 : int
Ω `e e1 + e2 : int

sum

Conjunctive Clause Typing. The typing judgment for conjunctive clauses, which is
used in type checking if statements and while loops, has the form Ω;Γ`cc cc : (Ω′;Γ′;Θ;∆).
Here, contexts Γ′, Θ, and ∆ describe accessible portions of the heap after the pattern
matching of cc succeeds. cc might contain free logical variables, so the type checking
process also involves type inference of these logical variables. Context Ω′ contains the
inferred type bindings for these logical variables. The typing rules for conjunctive clauses
are listed here.

Ω;Γ `cc ©A : (Ω;Γ; · ; ·) arith

Γ($s) = P ·;ϒ;F =⇒ P(y) Ξ = Λ(P) Ξ;Ω ` root y,F : (o,Ω′)
Ω;Γ ` $s?[root y,F] : (Ω′;Γ; /0; /0)

q-pat

Ξ = Λ(P) Ξ;Ω ` root y,FA,F : (o,Ω′)
Γ = Γ′,$s:P, ·;ϒ;FA,F =⇒ P(y) FV(F)∩Ω$s = /0

Ω;Γ ` $s : [root y,FA,F] : (Ω′;Γ′;$s:P;F)
d-pat

Ω;Γ1 ` cc1 : (Ω′
1;Γ′1;Θ′

1;∆′1) Ω;Γ2 ` cc2 : (Ω′
2;Γ′2;Θ′

2;∆′2)
Ω;Γ1,Γ2 ` cc1,cc2 : (Ω′

1∪Ω′
2;Γ′1,Γ

′
2;Θ′

1,Θ
′
2;∆′1,∆

′
2)

conjunction

In the d-pat rule, cc is a deconstructive shape pattern. The shape $s points to is
deconstructed by the shape pattern (root y,FA,F), where FA is the arithmetic formulas.
Therefore, in the postcondition, formula F appears in the ∆ context, which provides
formulas to describe the heaplet $s used to point to; shape variable $s becomes unini-
tialized; and the type binding of $s is moved to the Θ context. To type check this
conjunctive clause, we first check that the formulas in the shape pattern are well typed.
The condition that no stack variables appear free in formula F ensures that the formulas
are valid descriptions of the heap regardless of imperative variable assignments. Finally,
the logical derivation checks that the shape formulas entail the shape of $s. Using this
conclusion with the soundness of logical deduction and the uniqueness of shapes, we
know that any heaplet H matched by the shape formula is exactly the heaplet $s points to.
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Conjunctive Clause Mode Checking. At run time, the pattern matching decision pro-
cedure is called to check if the current heap can be described by the conjunctive clauses
cc. To ensure the memory safety of the pattern matching procedure, we apply mode
analysis on cc. The mode checking rules for cc use the mode checking rules for formulas
to check each shape pattern in cc in left-to-right order. We show the rules for mode
checking the conjunctive clauses below.

·;Π ` A : Π′

Γ;Π `©A : Π′ arith-m

Γ($s) = P Ξ = Λ(P) Ξ;Π∪{x:sf} ` F : Π′

Γ;Π ` $s?[root x,F] : Π′ q-pat-m

Γ($s) = P Ξ = Λ(P) Ξ;Π∪{x:sf} ` F : Π′

Γ;Π ` $s:[root x,F] : Π′ d-pat-m

Γ;Π ` cc1 : Π′ Γ;Π′ ` cc2 : Π′′

Γ;Π ` cc1,cc2 : Π′′ conjunction-m

In the d-pat-m rule, since $s points to a valid shape, its root pointer is a valid pointer.
Therefore, the argument x of the root predicate is a safe pointer argument. We mode check
the formula in the shape pattern under the context, which is the union of the context Π

and the context specifying x is a safe pointer.

Statement Type Checking. The typing judgment for statements has the form Ω;Γ;Θ;∆

` s : (Γ′;Θ′;∆′). The contexts to the left of the turnstile describe the program state before
executing s, and the contexts to the right of the turnstile describe the program state after
executing s. We present the typing rules for statements below.

Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` skip : (Γ;Θ;∆)
skip

Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` s : (Γ′;Θ′;∆′) Ω;Γ′;Θ′;∆′ ` s′ : (Γ′′;Θ′′;∆′′)
Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` s ; s′ : (Γ′′;Θ′′;∆′′)

seq

Ω;Γ ` cc : (Ω′,Γ′,Θ′,∆′) Π = ground(Ω) Γ;Π ` cc : Π′

Ω′;Γ′;Θ,Θ′;∆,∆′ ` s1 : (Γ′′;Θ′′;∆′′) Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` s2 : (Γ′′;Θ′′;∆′′)

Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` if cc then s1 else s2 : (Γ′′;Θ′′;∆′′)
if

Ω;Γ ` cc : (Ω′,Γ′,Θ′,∆′) Π = ground(Ω) Γ;Π ` cc : Π′

Ω′;Γ′;Θ,Θ′;∆,∆′ ` s : (Γ;Θ;∆)
Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` while cc do s : (Γ;Θ;∆) while
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Ω `e $x : t Ω `e e : t
Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` $x := e : (Γ;Θ;∆)

assign-exp

Ξ = Λ(P) Ξ;Ω ` root v,F : (o,Ω′) ·;ϒ;F =⇒ P(v)
∆x = {Ps xi e |Ps xi e ∈ F} ∆ = ∆′,∆′′ F = ∆x,∆F

∀P tm,P tm ∈ ∆′′ iff P tm ∈ ∆F ∀Ps tm e ∈ ∆′′ iff Ps tm e′ ∈ ∆F

Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` $s:P := {x}[root (v),F] : (Γ′,$s:P;(Θ\($s:P));∆′)
assign-shape

For all i,1≤ i≤ n, Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ `$s b i : (Γ′;Θ′;∆′)
Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` switch $s of bs : (Γ′;Θ′;∆′) switch

Γ($s) = P Ξ = Λ(P) Ξ;Ω ` root xi,F : (o,Ω′)
Ξ;ground(Ω)∪̄{xi:sf} ` F : Π ∀xi ∈ dom(Ω′),xi ∈ dom(Π)

·;ϒ;F =⇒ P(xi) Ω′;Γ;Θ;∆ ` s : (Γ′;Θ′;∆′)
Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ `$s ?[root (xi),F]→ s : (Γ′;Θ′;∆′)

pat-?

Γ = Γ′,$s:P Ξ = Λ(P) shp = root (xi),FA,F
Ξ;ground(Ω)∪̄{xi:sf} ` F : Π ∀xi ∈ dom(Ω′),xi ∈ dom(Π)

·;ϒ;FA,F =⇒ P(xi) Ξ;Ω ` root xi,F : (o,Ω′) FV(F)∩Ω$ = /0

Ω′;Γ′;Θ,$s:P;∆,F ` s : (Γ′′;Θ′;∆′)
Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ `$s :[shp]→ s : (Γ′′;Θ′;∆′)

pat-:

Ω(v) = ptr(Ps) ∆ = (Ps v (e1 · · ·ek)),∆′

Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` free (v) : (Γ;Θ;∆′)
free

Ψ( f ) = (τ1×·· ·× τn → P) Θn = Θ,$s:P
Ω;Γ;Θ `a a1 : (τ1;Γ1;Θ1) · · · Ω;Γn−1;Θn−1 `a an : (τn;Γn;Θn)

Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` $s := f ( a1, · · · ,an ) : ((Γn,$s:P;Θ;∆)
fun-call

The rule if first type checks the conjunctive clause cc. From type checking cc, we
infer the type bindings for the free logical variables. In addition, we also obtain the
formulas describing the heap if cc is valid. We then type check the two branches of the
if statement. The true branch is only taken when cc is proved to be true; hence, the true
branch is checked under the new contexts resulting from checking cc. On the other hand,
the false branch is type checked under the contexts under which the if statement is type
checked. The end of the if statement is a program merge point, so the true and the false
branch should lead to the same state.

Another important piece of type checking the if statement is the mode analysis of
cc. We need to make sure that the pattern-matching procedure will not access dangling
pointers while matching cc against the program heap at run time.
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In the mode analysis, the Π context contains the groundness and safety information
of the arguments before cc is evaluated. It depends on the variable context Ω. We write
ground(Ω) to denote the Π context derived from context Ω. It is defined as follows:

ground(Ω) = {var |Ω(var) = int}∪{(var:unsf) |Ω(var) = ptr(P)}

Before evaluating a statement, the run-time values should already have been substituted
for the logical variables in the statement. Therefore, all the variables in Ω are ground
before we evaluate cc. We have no information on the validity of pointer variables, so
they are considered unsafe.

A simple examination of the mode analysis rule tells us that since the only safe
pointers we assume before evaluating cc are the root pointers of valid shapes, the pattern-
matching procedure is guaranteed to be memory safe. We sketch the proof of this in
Appendix E, Lemma 57.

Type checking while loops is similar to checking the if statements. The contexts
under which the while loop is type checked are in effect loop invariants. The rule while
first type check the conjunctive clause. The loop body is checked against the contexts
resulting from checking the conjunctive clauses. The contexts resulting from checking
the loop body should be the same as the contexts under which the while loop is type
checked so that the loop can be re-entered.

The rule assign-shape first checks that the shape variable $s is uninitialized – this
check prevents memory leaks. It does so by checking that $s belongs to Θ (not Γ). The
third premise in the assignment rule checks that the shape formula entails the shape of
the variable $s. The rest of the premises ensure that every piece of heap used during the
shape assignment is accounted for. To be more precise, the union of the formulas used to
construct this shape and the leftover formulas in ∆′ should be the same as the formulas in
∆ plus the new heaplets allocated. The typing rule looks complicated because we allow
multiple updates to the heap during assignment. For example, if Ps l (5,0) is available,
then we allow Ps l (10, 0) to be used in the shape assignment. This means that after the
shape assignment, the heap cell that used to contain 5 now contains 10.

The typing rule for the switch statement, switch, requires that each branch results in
the same program state. Each branch in the switch statement can be viewed as a simplified
if statement with only a true branch, and the conditional expression only considers the
shape pattern for one data structure.

To ensure the memory safety of deallocation, the typing rule for the free statement
checks that the location to be freed is in the accessible portion of the heap. The typing
rule also makes sure that the formula describing the heaplet to be freed is removed from
the linear context of the postcondition of the free statement. The postcondition guarantees
that this heaplet can never be accessed again after the free statement is executed, and
prevents double freeing.

The rule fun-call first looks up the function type in the Ψ context. It then checks
the arguments against the specified argument types. When a shape variable is used as a
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function argument, the callee is granted full access to the data structure that this argument
points to. The typing rules for function arguments not only check that the arguments have
the correct type, but also calculate the resources left for the caller.

The typing judgment for arguments has the form Ω;Γ;Θ `a arg : (t;Γ′;Θ′). It checks
that the argument arg has type t, and returns a new Γ′ and Θ′ context. The typing rules
for function arguments are shown below:

Ω;Γ;Θ `e e : t
Ω;Γ;Θ `a e : (t;Γ;Θ)

arg-e Γ = Γ′,$s:P
Ω;Γ;Θ `a $s : (P;Γ′;Θ,$s:P)

arg-s

In the arg-s rule, the argument $s is moved from the Γ context to the Θ context, which
signals that the of ownership of the data structure $s points to is transfered from the caller
to the callee.

After checking the arguments, the context Γn describes valid data structures on the
heap that the callee can not modify. Upon return, the callee passes the caller the heaplet
containing data structures described by the callee’s return type. Accordingly, the post-
condition of the function call augments Γn with the shape described by the callee’s return
type.

Function Body Type Checking. The typing rules for function body are straightfor-
ward. The rule for the return instruction requires that the ∆ context is empty so that
there is no memory leak, and the shape variable $s to be returned is the only valid shape
variable in Γ.

Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` s : (Γ′;Θ′;∆′) Ω;Γ′;Θ′;∆′ ` fb : P
Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` s ; fb : P

seq

Ω;$s:P;Θ; · ` return $s : P
return

Function Declaration Type Checking. To type check a function declaration, we first
type check the local variable declarations, then we type check the function body.

The typing judgment for local stack variable declarations has the form Ω ` ldecl :
(Ω′;Θ). It collects the typing information of the local variables into the Ω′ and Θ

contexts. Note that shape variables $s are not initialized in a local declaration, so they are
put into the Θ context during the declaration type checking. The typing rules for local
declarations are shown below.

Ω `e e : int

Ω ` int $x := e : (Ω,$x:int; ·) var-decl
Ω ` P $s : (Ω;$s:P)

shape-var-decl

Ω ` ldecl : (Ω1;Θ1) Ω1 ` ldecl : (Ω2;Θ2) dom(Θ1)∩dom(Θ2) = /0

Ω ` ldecl ldecl : (Ω2;(Θ1,Θ2))
ldecls
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` (•;H;•;halt)OK
halt

` E : Ω H � JΓKE ⊗∆ Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` fb : τ

` (E .•;H;•; fb)OK
empty− stack

` E : Ω H = H1]H2 H1 � JΓKE ⊗∆ Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` fb : P
∀H′ such that H′ � P(l) and H′#H2 ` (Es[$s := l];H′]H2;S;Ccall[skip])OK

` (E .Es;H;(C ; fb)[$s := •].S; fb)OK
stack

Figure 6.11: Typing judgments for program states

The function declarations are checked against the Ψ context, which maps each func-
tion to its type. The typing judgment for function declarations has the form Ψ ` fdecl :
(τ1×·· ·× τn)→ P. We use Γx to denote the typing context of f ’s arguments x1, · · · ,xn
that have shape types. We use Ωx to denote the typing context of f ’s other arguments.
We show the typing rule below.

Ωx ` ldecl : (Ω;Θ) Ω;Γx;Θ; · ` fb : τs

Ψ ` P f (x1 : τ1, · · ·xn : τn) { ldecl; fb} : ((τ1×·· ·τn)→ P)
fun-decl

Finally, the judgment ` fdecl : Ψ means that the function declarations has type Ψ.

for all fdecli ∈ fdecl,Ψ ` fdecl : Ψ( f )
` fdecl : Ψ

fun-decls

6.3.4 Type Safety
We have proved that a well-typed program in our pattern language will never get stuck.
Before presenting the type-safety theorem, we define the typing judgments for a machine
state. We use ` (Es;H;S; fb)OK to denote that the machine state (Es;H;S; fb) is well-
typed. We write ` E : Ω to denote that E is well-typed under context Ω, which means
that E maps $x to a value of type Ω($x). We use JΓKE to denote the formula describing
all the data structures on the program heap according to Γ and E. Each shape variable
$s in context Γ points to a data structure that can be described by Γ($s)(E($s)), where
E($s) is the run-time value of $s. We formally define JΓKE as follows:

J ·KE = 1 JΓ,$s:PKE = JΓKE ,P(E($s))

The typing rules for program states are shown in Figure 6.11. The halt rule states that
the halted state is a safe state. The empty-stack rule type checks the machine state that
has an empty control stack. When the control stack is empty, we only need to check that
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the environment E is well typed; that the function block is well typed with regard to some
contexts Ω, Γ, Θ, and ∆; and that the heap can be described by the above contexts.

The stack rule type checks a machine state with a nonempty control stack. This
typing rule not only ensures the safety of the current function, but also ensures the safety
of the subsequent executions after the function returns. There are four requirements
for a machine state with a nonempty control stack to be well types. First, the current
environment E must be well-typed under context Ω. Second, the function body being
evaluated must be well-typed with regard to some Ω, Γ, Θ, and ∆. Third, the current heap
contains two heaplets: one can be described by contexts Γ and ∆, which is accessed by
the current function; the other is the invariant part, and must not be affected by the current
function. Fourth, when the current function returns with any heap H′ that is described by
the return type, the machine state after the function returns contains a program heap that is
the union of the invariant heaplet and H′, and this machine state must still be well-typed.

We have proved the following type safety theorems for our language. The detailed
proofs can be found in the Appendix E.

Theorem 24 (Type Safety)
If ` (E;H;S; fb)OK then either (E;H;S; fb) = (•;H;•;halt)
or exist E ′, H′, S′, fb′ such that (E;H;S; fb) 7−→ (E ′;H′;S′; fb′) and ` (E ′;H′;S′; fb′)OK

6.4 A Further Example
To demonstrate the expressiveness of our language, we coded the shapes and operations
of various commonly-used data structures such as singly/doubly linked cyclic/acyclic
lists, binary trees, and graphs represented as adjacency lists. In this section, we will
explain how to define operations on adjacency lists, one of the most interesting and
complex of the data structures we have studied.

The Shape Signature. We used the adjacency list representation of graphs as an ex-
ample in Section 5.1.2, and we have provided a logical definition of the data structure in
Figure 5.2. There, we focus on using the logical definition for checking the invariants
of data structures at run time. Here, the shape signature for the adjacency lists uses the
same inductive definitions as in Figure 5.2, with minor changes in the name of the struct
predicates. The shape signature also includes the type and mode declarations for each
predicate, definitions for related shapes, and axioms. The complete shape signature of
the adjacency list is in Figure 6.12.

The tuples representing nodes have a different size than the tuples representing edges;
hence, we need two struct predicates: graphnode to store node information, and adjnode
to store edge information (lines 2 – 7). We define a new predicate nodelistseg x y A B,
which is very similar to the list segment predicate. Predicate nodelistseg x y A B describes
a segment of a node list starting from x and ending in y. The argument A is the set of graph
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1 graph{
2 struct graphnode: (+, sf) ptr(graphnode)
3 –> (–int, (–, sf) ptr(graphnode), (–,sf ) ptr(adjnode))
4 –> o.
5 struct adjnode: (+, sf) ptr(adjnode)
6 –> ((–, sf) ptr(graphnode), (–,sf) ptr(adjnode))
7 –> o.
8 graph : (+, sf) ptr(graphnode) –> o.
9 nodelist : (+, sf) ptr(graphnode)
10 –> (–, sf) ptr(graphnode) set
11 –> (–, sf) ptr(graphnode) set
12 –> o.
13 nodelistseg : (+, sf) ptr(graphnode)
14 –> (+, unsf sf) ptr(graphnode)
15 –> (–, sf) ptr(graphnode) set
16 –> (–, sf) ptr(graphnode) set
17 –> o.
18 adjlist : (+, sf) ptr(adjnode) –> (–, sf) ptr(graphnode) set –> o.
19 graph X o– nodelist X A B, O(B <= A).
20 nodelist X A B o– O(X = 0), O(A = [ ]), O(B = [ ]);
21 graphnode X ¡d, next, adjl> , adjlist adjl G, nodelist next A1 B1,
22 O(A = [X] U A1), O(B = B1 U G).
23 nodelistseg X Y A B o– O(X = Y), O(A = [ ]), O(B = [ ]);
24 graphnode X (d, next, adjl), adjlist adjl G,
25 nodelistseg next Y A1 B1, O(A = [X] U A1), O(B = B1 U G).
26 adjlist X B o– O(X = 0), O(B = [ ]);
27 adjnode X (n, next), adjlist next B1, O(B = [n] U B1).
28 with
29 nodelist X A B o– nodelistseg X Y A1 B1, nodelist Y A2 B2,
30 O(A = A1 U A2), O(B = B1 U B2).
31 }

Figure 6.12: Shape signature for graphs

nodes in this segment, and the argument B is the set of graph nodes that have at least one
incoming edge from the set of graph nodes in A. Lastly, we define an axiom to describe
the relationship between a node list and a node list segment (line 29 – 30).

Graph Operations. We have coded and verified the most important operations on
graphs, including insertion and deletion of both nodes and edges. The most interesting
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1 graph delnode(graph $g, ptr(graphnode) $n){
· · ·

20 $g := delEdgeNode($g, $n);
21 switch $g of :[root x, O(ppre = $pre), O(pn = $n),
22 nodelistseg x ppre A1 B1,
23 graphnode ppre (dpre, pn, adjpre),
24 adjlist adjpre G1,
25 graphnode pn (dp, nextp, adjp),
26 adjlist adjp G2,
27 nodelist nextp A2 B2,
28 O(A = A1 U [ppre] U A2),
29 O(B = B1 U G1 U G2 U B2),
30 O(B <= A)] –> {

· · ·
45 free pn;
46 $g:graph := [root x, nodelistseg x ppre A1 B1,
47 graphnode ppre (dpre, nextp, adjpre),
48 adjlist adjpre G1,
49 nodelist nextp A2 B2]}

· · ·
65 return $g;
66 }

Figure 6.13: Code snippet of the node deletion function

operation is node deletion. Each node may be pointed to by arbitrarily many edges, so
properly deleting a node requires that all edges pointing to it are deleted. We present part
of the delnode function in Figure 6.13.

The first argument, $g, is the adjacency list and the second argument, $n, is a pointer
to the node in $g to be deleted. Before we can safety remove $n from $g, we have to
delete all the pointers to $n from the adjacency lists of all the other nodes in the graph.
On line 20, function delEdgeNode does precisely that.

Next, we use a switch statement (lines 21 – 49) to examine the shape of $g and delete
$n from $g. In the code snippet, we only present one case of the switch statement. Now
we explain how we check that the graph invariants are maintained. The shape pattern
(lines 21 – 30) describes the shape of $g before deleting node $n, which is illustrated in
Figure 6.14. In this case, we assume that stack variable $pre points to the predecessor
of $n in the node list. On line 45, we free node $n. Then we reassemble $g using the
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ppre

pn

adjlist adjpre G1

adjlist adjp G2

nodelist  nextp A2 B2

nodelistseg x ppre A1 B1

adjpnextpdp

adjprepndpre($pre)

($n)

Figure 6.14: Graph before deleting node $n

ppre adjlist adjpre G1

nodelist  nextp A2 B2

nodelistseg x ppre A1 B1

adjprenextpdpre($pre)

Figure 6.15: Graph after deleting node $n

remainder of the graph (lines 46 – 49). We illustrate the shape of $g after deleting $n in
Figure 6.15.

The shape assignment is valid because when no edges remain, the node $n to be
deleted appears in set A but not set B of a valid (nodelist X A B) predicate. We obtain this
crucial fact from the shape pattern between lines 21 and 30, which contains the constrain
B< = A. Notice that B is the set of graph nodes with at least one incoming edge, and
A is the set of all graph nodes except node $n. This fact provides sufficient information
that one can then delete the node and reform the graph, confident it contains no dangling
pointers.

If programmers attempt to delete a node while edges remain pointing to it, in other
words if they forget to call the delEdgeNode function or the delEdgeNode function is
incorrectly written, a run-time error will occur when pattern matching the constraint B
<= A on line 30. On the other hand, if the programmer did not write the constraint B
<= A in the shape pattern of the switch statement, the shape assignment between lines 46
and 49 will not type check, because it is impossible to convince the type system that the
remaining data structure satisfies the definition of a graph. In particular, the set constraint
on line 11 of Figure 6.12 (B <= A) will fail.

6.5 Implementation
We implemented a prototype interpreter and type checker for our pattern language in
SML/NJ. The interpreter contains a pattern-matching decision procedure module, which
is built on the rules in Figure 6.4. As part of the type checker, we implemented a simple
theorem prover that check the validity of the shape patterns. We also implemented a
module for mode analysis, which is invoked during type checking to verify the well-
modedness of the logical definitions and the shape patterns. Finally, with the help of
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our prototype interpreter and type checker, we coded the definitions and operations for
commonly-used data structures such as linked lists, binary trees, and adjacency list rep-
resentation of graphs.

For the rest of this section, we present a summary of our experience of coding and
debugging in our pattern language.

It is an interesting experience to debug ill-typed programs written in pattern language.
The type checker for operations on data structures is partly generated from the shape
signatures. When a type-checking error occurs, both the shape signatures and the code
could be at fault. It often takes many rounds of fixing both the specification and the
program before it finally passes type checking.

Getting the shape signatures right is definitely the hardest part of programming in
our pattern language. Programming operations on data structures can serve as a sanity
check for the shape signatures. For instance, one cannot write a while loop over a list if
one forgets to define the listseg predicate in the shape signature; the invariant of the loop
needs to specify that the data structure from the beginning of the list to the traversing
pointer is a list segment. It is ideal for the specifications to be so simple that it is fairly
easy to get them right. However, there is always a trade-off between expressiveness and
simplicity of the specifications. Here we chose expressiveness over simplicity. It is left
for future work to develop a cleaner specification language that is easy for programmers
to use.

Once the program type checks, the type system guarantees the operations to be memory-
safe. The most common run-time error is caused by non-exhaustive pattern-matching of
switch statements. This suggests that a coverage check for switch statements could be
very useful in elimination run-time errors.

Finally, in Figure 6.16, we present a chart of the number of lines of code for basic
operations such as insertion and deletion on four data structures in both our pattern
language and in C. The C programs are written in a similar style in terms of comments
and white spaces to the programs written in the pattern languages. The row named
“Specification” shows the number of lines of code of the shape signature. The number of
lines of code written in the pattern language is comparable to that written in C for singly-
linked lists and binary search trees and for all functions but the node deletion function for
adjacency lists. The functions for doubly-linked cyclic list and the node deletion function
written in pattern language is substantially longer than that written in C. This is because
the shape patterns that are used to construct and deconstruct data structures occupy many
lines of code. For instance, in the code snippet in Figure 6.13, the shape pattern of the
switch statements is quite long. In comparison, the C code simply update the pointer
values without spelling out the details of the shape.

Limitations. Currently, our pattern language only supports very basic data types: we
do not have data types such as bits, enums, unions, and arrays. The view of the program
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Data structures Operations/Specifications Pattern language C
Singly linked acyclic list Specification 12 -

Insertion 16 16
Deletion 15 15

Doubly linked cyclic list Specification 13 -
Insertion 40 26
Deletion 43 24

Binary search tree Specification 10 -
Insertion 18 24
Deletion 74 60

Adjacency list Specification 40 -
representation Edge insertion 9 3
of graphs Edge deletion 14 13

Node insertion 5 4
Node deletion 90 66

Figure 6.16: Comparison of lines of code.

memory is quite simple as well: we assume every object takes up one word. We leave
extending our language to include other data types for future work.

The biggest limitation of our system is the high run-time cost of examining each data
structure when a shape pattern is matched against the heap. These checks are needed to
make sure that the heap have the desired shape. This means that for each while loop, the
data structures that are examined in the conditional expression will have to be traversed
once per loop execution. For future work, we plan to look into how to eliminate part
of or all of the dynamic checks either by memorizing previous results at run time or by
applying even more powerful static analysis.



Chapter 7

Related Work

In this chapter, we survey related work. The overall goal of this thesis is to develop
logics and tools to prove formal properties of programs that manipulate and deallocate
heap-allocated data structures. There are three main technical components in this thesis:
a new substructural logic, ILC, for describing program memory; a static and a dynamic
verification system for imperative programs using ILC as specification language; and a
new imperative language using ILC formulas as language constructs to ensure memory
safety. Many projects verify similar program properties as the systems presented in this
thesis. These projects took a variety of approaches, ranging from model checking to data
flow analysis to type systems. Some use formal logics to describe the program invariants,
others do not. Almost all the verification systems check simple memory-safety conditions
(no null-pointer differencing, no dangling pointer dereferencing, and no buffer overrun).
Some systems (including ours) check more complex invariants of the heap-allocated data
structures, such as the shapes of the data structures. In this chapter, we compare our work
with projects that are most closely related to ours. We focus on systems that took similar
approaches to check the same program properties as ours. We organize our related work
into three main categories: logics describing program memory, verification systems for
imperative programs, and new safe imperative languages.

7.1 Logics Describing Program Heaps
The first step of formally reasoning about the behavior of programs that manipulate heap-
allocated data structures is to represent (model) the invariants of those data structures
in formal logics. In developing techniques for proving the correctness of imperative
programs and analyzing the shape properties of data structures, researchers have come
up with logics of different flavors to describe the invariants of data structures allocated
on the heap. In this section, we discuss three such logics: monadic second-order logic,
Kleene’s three-valued logic with transitive closure, and separation logic. These logics
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have already been put to use in verification systems to describe and reason about the
shapes of data structures.

Graph Types developed by Klarlund et al. describe the shape of a data structure
by its tree-shaped backbone and extra pointers to the nodes on the backbone [43]. The
invariants of graph type structures can be expressed in a decidable fragment of monadic
second-order logic. One limitation is that only data structures with tree-shaped backbones
can be described by graph types. We do not have such restriction on the shapes of the
data structures that can be described in our logic. However, for all practical purposes,
most commonly used data structures such as lists and trees are expressible as graph
types. Initially, graph types focus on describing the shape invariants of data structures
and ignore constraints on data. In their later work, the authors of graph types showed
how to express the ordering of keys on data structures such as binary search tree in a
decidable fashion [53]. It is not obvious, if more general constraints were added, how
the decidability result would be affected. On the other hand, our logic separates the
substructural reasoning from the constraint-based reasoning. We identified a fragment of
our logic that is decidable modulo the constraint-based reasoning. More precisely, this
decidable fragment of ILC has a substructural reasoning component and a constraint-
based reasoning component. We can plug in different constraint domains depending on
the invariants we would like to express. As long as the constraint domain of concern is
decidable, we obtain a decidable logic. There have been questions as to whether sub-
structural logics can be encoded in monadic second-order logic so that MONA [42, 30]
tool can be used for theorem proving. As Berdine et al. pointed out, it is not obvious how
to give a compositional interpretation of the multiplicative conjunction of substructural
logic in second-order monadic logic [6].

Sagiv et al. have used Kleene’s three-valued logic with transitive closure [68] to
describe the shapes of linked data structures in their work on shape analysis [67]. The
abstractions of the stores are represented by “three-valued structures”. The structure of
the heap is captured by a set of unary predicates that describe the point-to relationship
between stack variables and heap locations, and a set of binary predicates that describe
the point-to relationship between heap locations. The logical structure also includes
“summary” nodes, each of which represents multiple heap locations. In a three-valued
structure, a predicate is evaluated to 1, if the predicate is true; 0, if the predicate is false;
and 1

2 , if it is unknown. The additional value 1
2 allows one three-valued structure to

describe a set of concrete stores. The three-valued structures are further refined by user
supplied “instrumental predicates” which describes the reachability, acyclic properties,
and sharing properties that are specific to the shapes of individual data structures. In
comparison, we do not need to express the reachability properties explicitly when describ-
ing the shapes of data structures using substructural logics; instead, we use inductively
defined predicates. When used in verification, the instrumental predicates have to be
updated globally when the data structures are modified. In comparison, in verification
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systems using substructural logic, the effect of the operation on one heap-cell is local,
and does not have global effects on the entire formula describing the heap.

After all, the basic reasoning principles of monadic second-order logic and Kleene’s
three-valued predicate logic with transitive closure are fundamentally different from that
of the substructural logics where each assumption has to be used exactly once. The spatial
(multiplicative) conjunction in substructural logics allows us to talk about the disjointness
of two heaplets concisely, and provide us with the ability to describe each individual
piece of the heap in isolation. Consequently, we are able to reason about the effect of an
update to the data structures locally, which gives us an edge in reasoning about programs
that alter heap-allocated data structures. Interestingly, both graph types and three-valued
logic representations of the store require some sort of separation of the program heap.
Graph types require the store (exclude the extra pointers) to be disjoint acyclic backbones
spanning the heap. The heap locations are unique in three-valued logical abstraction of
the store. It is evident that isolating the data structures (heap chunks) being operated on
from the rest of the program heap is key to reasoning about complex heap-allocated data
structures in any case.

Most closely related to our logic is separation logic [35, 58, 66]. Separation logic
extends a fragment of the logic of bunched implication (BI) [57] with recursively defined
predicates and axioms about lists and trees. The multiplicative fragment of ILC has the
same no-weakening and no-contraction properties as the multiplicative fragment of BI.
BI and separation logic have an additive implication and an additive conjunction, which
do not appear in our logic. Due to the special additive conjunction and implication,
the logical contexts of BI are tree-shaped. To reduce the complexity of theorem proving,
researchers have chosen to modify the proof theory of separation logic slightly by placing
all the “pure formulas” in one zone and the formulas related to the heap in another. This
arrangement is quite similar to what we have in ILC. We have developed and analyzed
this aspect of the logic from a formal proof-theoretic perspective. So far separation
logic has been focusing on verifying the shapes of data structures, therefore most of the
pure formulas are limited to equality and inequality on integers. Reasoning about these
simple arithmetic constraints has been hard coded into the proof system. More complex
constraints will have to be considered when the reasoning goes beyond the shapes of
data structures, for instance, the ordering of keys which requires reasoning about partial
order on integers. In order to verify more general invariants of data structures, the logic
that is used to describe program properties should be flexible enough to incorporate
any first-order theory that may be used to describe the program invariants. Our main
goal of developing ILC is precisely to address this issue. ILC allows general constraint
domains to be used in describing the program invariants. ILC’s proof theory modularly
combines substructural reasoning with general constraint-based reasoning in a principled
way so that we can use existing linear logic theorem provers and off-the-shelf decision
procedures to construct a theorem prover for our logic. Aside from the linear context
which corresponds to the context containing heap states in separation logic, ILC has
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an extra context that contains “heap-free” formulas, which can be used any number of
times in the proof construction. For instance, axioms about lists and trees are “heap-free”
formulas. Separation logic has hard coded those axioms into its proof system as well.
One final note, separation logic with lists and tree axioms is complete with regard to the
store model, while ours is not. As we have discussed in Section 3.5, for the purpose
of program verification, incompleteness should not prevent us from using ILC to verify
imperative programs.

7.2 Verification Systems for Imperative Languages
Over the past twenty years, there have been several successful verification systems for
pointer programs (e.g. [28, 37, 53, 17, 29, 79, 11, 7, 36]). Researchers have explored
using different methods of checking properties of imperative programs. For instances,
Blast [7] and F-Soft [36] are model checkers for C programs. Prefix [11] uses a path-
sensitive data-flow analysis on C programs. Currently, these systems only check memory
safety, and do not check invariants of heap-allocated data structures such as the shapes of
the data structures. Incidentally, systems that check the invariants of data structures use
logics we discussed in the previous section as the underlying specification languages for
describing and reasoning about those invariants. Since our verification systems also use
a logic (ILC) as the specification language and verify the invariants of data structures,
those systems are most closely related to our work. In this section, we survey these
verification systems, discuss different verification techniques used in these systems and
compare them with our verification systems.

PALE [53] can automatically verify programs that manipulate data structures express-
ible as graph types. Similar to our static verification system, PALE requires programs to
be annotated with pre- and post-conditions and loop invariants. The specifications and
the program are translated into monadic second-order logical formulas. These formulas
are then processed by the MONA tool to check validity and to extract counterexamples
if the verification fails. Our verification system does not have the ability to extract
counterexamples. PALE uses forward reasoning technique which means that at each
function call site, the formula describing the current store need to be separated into two
parts: the precondition for the callee, and an invariant part describing the part of the store
that will not be modified by the callee. In order for the system to be sound, these two
parts should describe two disjoint pieces of the program heap. PALE does not check the
disjointness property automatically. However, the authors gave heuristics for checking the
sufficient conditions for this disjointness property. We use a backward reasoning scheme,
where the disjointness of the invariant part and the callee’s precondition is embodied in
the verification condition of the function call command.

TVLA [45] uses the shape analysis based on three-valued logic to verify that the
invariants of the data structures are preserved by the programs. It takes as input, a
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description of the store before the execution of the program and the description of the
data structures. The precondition describing the store is symbolically executed against
the programs and produces the abstractions of the store at each program point. One
advantage of TVLA is that it does not need annotations for loop invariant. TVLA uses
shape analysis algorithm to synthesize a least fixed point for the loop invariants. However,
users have to provide “instrumental predicates” for each data structures and the update
operational semantics for these “instrumental predicates”. The precision of the analysis
may be compromised as a result of imprecise instrumental predicates. Being able to infer
loop invariants is a great advantage over our verification system where loop invariants
have to be provided. Ideally, we would like to combine the work on shape analysis
with our verification system, and use the shape analysis techniques such at the ones
presented in Sagiv [67] and Guo’s recent work [27], to infer loop invariants for us. It
would definitely be one more step forward towards automated verification.

More recently, Berdine etc. have developed Smallfoot [6], a static verification tool
for imperative programs using separation logic. Programs are annotated with pre-, post-
conditions and loop invariants, which are separation logic formulas. What sets Smallfoot
and our static verification system apart from other verification systems such as PALE and
TVLA is that the underlying substructural logics allow local reasoning about the heap,
and we do not need to keep track of any global parameters to deal with aliasing. The
verification rules in our system are almost identical to those backward reasoning rules
using Separation Logic [35, 58, 66]. Smallfoot uses a forward reasoning technique, and
symbolically executes logical formulas [41]. This means that similar to PALE, Smallfoot
has to split a formula into two disjoint parts at a function call, which they call “inference
of the frame rule”. While our system has no need to do so, because our system uses
backward reasoning. Symbolically executing the program on logical formulas allows
Smallfoot to operate on a quantifier-free fragment of separation logic. Our verification
rules need both universal and existential quantification. From theorem proving point of
view, the theorem proving is much simpler for a quantifier-free fragment. The proof
rules in Smallfoot have hard-coded all the axioms for lists and trees. We hard-coded
the unrolling of the recursive data structures into the verification generation rules. Other
axioms such as rolling the data structures back are axioms in the unrestricted context in
the proof system. It is important for researchers developing both systems to discover
necessary axioms about the shapes of data structures. So far, development of necessary
axioms has been a limiting factor for programmers attempting to use these verification
system effectively. Finally, in addition to verify sequential programs, Smallfoot also
verify the data-race free condition for concurrent programs.

One important new aspect of our work is that in addition to developing a static
verification system, we also created a dynamic verification system that uses the same
underlying logic. We can easily join the static and dynamic verification systems into
one. In this combined system, users have the flexibility to choose between static and
dynamic verification of programs. This flexibility allows them to achieve the desired
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balance between the overall cost of verification, the desired safety guarantees and the
run-time overhead. PALE, TVLA and Smallfoot are all strictly static verification tools.

7.3 Safe Imperative Languages
Aside from verification systems for existing imperative languages, many projects aim
at developing novel type systems and new language features to ensure the memory-
safety of imperative programs. In this section, we examine some of the safe imperative
languages, and compare their features with our pattern language, which uses high-level
logical formulas to perform safe operations on data structures.

CCured [55], a C program transformation and analysis system, gives a strong type
system for C to ensure memory-safety. CCured categorized pointers into two kinds:
safe pointers that are strongly typed; and wild pointers that are untyped. Operations on
safe pointers can be proven memory-safe statically by the type system, whereas run-time
checks have to be added before operations on wild pointers. CCured prevents errors due
to dereferencing dangling pointers by making the free instruction do nothing and using a
Boehm-Demers-Weiser garbage collector [9]. Cyclone [40, 26] is a type-safe dialect of
C. Cyclone provides a variety of safe memory management including statically scoped
regions, dynamic regions, and unique pointers. Programmers can deallocate dynamic
regions and free objects pointed to by unique pointers explicitly. For ordinary heap
pointers Cyclone took a similar approach as CCured. Cyclone makes free a no-op and
relies on a garbage collector to reclaim memory. The type system of our pattern language
and other safe imperative languages that support explicit deallocation [14, 19, 69, 77, 13,
54, 80] including Cyclone share the same principle of using linear capabilities to track
accessible portion of the heap. CCured and Cyclone are general-purpose languages, while
our pattern language is a special purpose language for developing libraries for complex
recursive data structures. Our type system not only ensures memory-safety, but also
ensures that data structures conform to the specification of their shapes.

Walker’s alias types for recursive data structures [77] can encode the shapes of lists
and trees in a pseudo-linear type system. The fundamental idea for expressing the shape
invariants of recursive data structures is quite similar to ours. Since their type system
targets intermediate language for certifying compilation, they can rely on compilers to
generate the coercion instructions to explicitly roll and unroll recursive types. Their type
system does not need to use a theorem prover, and also much less expressive than ours.
Our language use logical formulas to construct and deconstruct recursive data structures,
so our type system use a theorem prover to prove the soundness of the construction
and deconstruction of data structures. Being able to use logical formulas to define data
structures also allows us to express data constraints of the data structures, for instances
the constraints of key ordering in binary search trees, and the constraint of heights on
balanced trees, which alias types can not express.
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Several researchers have used declarative specifications of complex data structures to
generate code and implement pattern-matching operations. For example, Fradet and Le
Métayer developed shape types [22] by using context-free graph grammars to define re-
cursive data structures. They then developed an imperative language, called Shape-C. In
Shape-C, operations on data structures are edge rewriting rules on the graph grammar. An
algorithm is given to prove each rewriting transformation maintains the shape invariants
defined by the graph grammar. They also gave an algorithm to translate programs written
in Shape-C to equivalent C programs. One limitation of shape types is that the operations
on data structures require the invariants of the data structures to hold at all times. In
practice, the invariants of data structures are often temporarily violated, and restored later
in the program. Our type system allow a data structure to be deconstructed as long as the
shape invariants are restored when the data structure is re-assembled. Another limitation
of shape types is that it did not come with a facility for expressing relations between
different shapes similar to our axioms, and consequently it appears that they cannot be
used effectively inside while loops or other looping constructs.

What is unique to our language is that logic formulas are used directly as language
constructs to manipulate data structures. We aim to replace low-level pointer manipula-
tion with higher-level data structure specification and adopt the “correct by construction”
approach. Most importantly, our language has the promise of synergy with new verifica-
tion techniques based on substructural logics and with modern type systems for resource
control, including those in Vault [14] and Cyclone [25, 31].



Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis, we have defined a new substructural logic, ILC, that modularly combines
substructural reasoning with general constraint-based reasoning to reason about the mem-
ory safety and shape invariants of pointer programs. In this section, we summarize the
contributions of this thesis and propose future research directions.

8.1 Contributions
This thesis makes the following contributions.

• We developed ILC as a foundation for reasoning about the program heap. The
proof theory of ILC modularly combines linear logic reasoning with constraint-
based reasoning, and therefore enables us to develop automated theorem provers
for ILC by using existing linear logic theorem provers and off-the-shelf decision
procedures.

• We developed a sound decision procedure for an expressive fragments of ILC,
which we later use in various verification systems. The decidable nature of the
logical reasoning is crucial to the development of termination verification systems
using ILC.

• We developed a static verification system for pointer programs that is decidable if
the logical annotations of the programs’ pre- and post-conditions and loop invari-
ants fall into the decidable fragment of ILC.

• We proposed to use ILC as a language of contracts for specifying heap-shape
properties. Unlike the ad hoc, unstructured heap-shape contracts one might write in
native code, these contracts serve as clear, compact and semantically well-defined
documentation of heap-shape properties.
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• We showed how to combine our static and the dynamic verification techniques,
both of which use ILC as the specification language. In such a combined system,
the users have great flexibility in choosing different combinations of techniques to
obtain the balance between the strength of safety guarantees, the cost of verifica-
tion, and run-time overhead.

• We proposed a new programming language in which logical specifications, rather
than low-level pointer operations, drive safe construction and manipulation of so-
phisticated heap-allocated data structures. We incorporate the verification tech-
niques into the type systems of this language and ensure that well-typed programs
are memory safe, and that the shape invariants of the data structures are preserved
during the execution of the program.

8.2 Future work
While trying to develop tools and techniques for verifying pointer programs, researchers
have advanced the state of the art in logic and type systems. The verification of pointer
programs continues to pose challenges to programming language researchers. In this
section, we survey some of the directions for future research.

Automatic Generation of Axioms for Recursive Data Structures. In reasoning about
recursively defined data structures, researchers need to identify the set of useful axioms
about these data structures. For instance, to reason about a program that operates on lists,
in addition to the list definition, we need an axiom to state that two joint list segments can
be rolled into one list segment. Currently, no one has studied how to define a complete
set of axioms for any given recursive data structure in a principled manner. It requires a
lot of special knowledge to write down all the axioms for any given data structure. If we
could automatically generate axioms for data structures, the verification system would be
more available to the average programmers who have less special knowledge about logic.

Separation and Inequality. One of the key reasons why substructural logic can de-
scribe the program heap so elegantly is that by using the separating conjunction, we do
not need to specify the inequality of distinct heap locations. However, in verifying pointer
programs, we need to define axioms to derive the inequality between heap locations from
the disjointness of two parts of the heap. These axioms look less than elegant and they
depend on the specific definitions of data structures. It would be interesting to investigate
how to bridge this mismatch of specifying inequality between the substructural logic and
the programming languages in which the programs are written.
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Scalability. Substructural logics have shown to be able to describe and reason about
program memory elegantly. However, recent research in using substructural logics to de-
velop verification techniques and tools for pointer programs has had only limited success:
the languages in which the programs can be verified are overly simple. These verification
systems have not been put to test in face of a real sized program. The symbolic execution
methods using substructural logic, such as the one used in Smallfoot, face state explosion
problems as the size of the program grows. The backward verification generation methods
will generate a huge formula when the program size increases. In order for the verification
techniques that use substructural logics to have a real impact on improving the reliability
of software, one important future direction is to develop a verification system for real
imperative languages like C. We need to address issues such as how to capture the
memory-safety invariants of programs that contain pointer arithmetic and type casting
of pointers, and how to make the system scalable.



Appendix A

Proofs in Logic Section

A.1 Proofs of Cut-Elimination of ILC
Lemma 25
If for all i ∈ [1,3], Aeqi ∈Θ, Θ # t = s and Θ # Pa(t) then Θ # Pa(s).

Proof

By assumption,
D1 :: Θ # t = s (1)
D2 :: Θ # Pa(t) (2)

D1
Θ,¬(t = s) # t = s,Pa(s)

Weakening

Θ,¬(t = s) # Pa(s) ¬T (3)
D2

Θ,¬Pa(t) # Pa(t),Pa(s)
Weakening

Θ,¬Pa(t) # Pa(s) ¬T (4)
Θ,Pa(s) # Pa(s) (5)

By ∨T, (3), (4), (5),
Θ,¬(t = s)∨¬Pa(t)∨Pa(s) # Pa(s) (6)

By ∀T,
Θ,Aeq3 # Pa(s) (7)

By contraction,
Θ # Pa(s) (8)

�

Lemma 26 (Reflexivity)
If for all i ∈ [1,3], Aeqi ∈Θ, then Θ # t = t.
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Proof
contra

Θ,∀x.x = x, t = t # t = t
∀T

Θ,∀x.x = x # t = t
�

Lemma 27 (Symmetry)
If Θ # t = s then Θ # s = t.

Proof

By assumption,
Θ # t = s (1)

By Lemma 26,
Θ # t = t (2)

By Lemma 25 (1), and (2),
Θ # s = t (3)

�

Lemma 28 (Transitivity)
If Θ # t = s and then Θ # s = u then Θ # t = u.

Proof

By assumption,
Θ # t = s (1)
Θ # s = u (2)

By Lemma Symmetry and (1),
Θ # s = t (3)

By Lemma 25, (3), and (2),
Θ # t = u (4)

�

Theorem 1 (Law of Excluded Middle)
If E :: Θ,A # Θ′ and D :: Θ # A,Θ′ then Θ # Θ′.
Proof By induction on the structure of A, and derivation D and E . There are four
categories of cases: (1) Either D or E is the contra rule (2) The cut formula is the
principal formula in the last rule of both D and E (3) The cut formula is unchanged
in D , and (4) The cut formula is unchanged in E .

case: D ends in contra
By assumption,

D = Γ′,A # A,∆ (1)
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E = Γ′,A,A # ∆ (2)
By (2), and contraction,

Γ′,A # ∆ (3)

case: D ends in ∧T1 rule, and E ends in ∧F rule
By assumption,

D =

D ′

Θ,A,A∧B # Θ′

Θ,A∧B # Θ′ (1)

E =

E ′

Θ # A,A∧B,Θ′ Θ # B,A∧B,Θ′

Θ # A∧B,Θ′ (2)
By I.H. on D ′ and E ,

Θ,A # Θ′ (3)
By I.H. on D and E ′,

Θ # A,Θ′ (4)
By I.H. on A and (3), (4),

Θ # Θ′ (5)

�

Theorem 2 (Cut Elimination 1)
If D :: Θ # A and E :: Θ,A;Γ;∆ =⇒ F then Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F.
Proof By induction on the structure of E . For most cases, the cut formula A remain
unchanged in the last rule in E . We can apply induction hypothesis on the premises, then
apply the same rule that E ends in to reach the conclusion. In other cases, we need to use
Theorem 1. We show the cases when E ends in ©R rule, the absurdity rule.

case: E ends in ©R rule.
By assumption,

D = Θ # A (1)

E =

E ′

Θ,A # B
Θ,A;Γ; ·=⇒©B (2)

By Law of Excluded Middle on D , E ′,
Θ # B (3)

By ©R on (3),
Θ;Γ; ·=⇒©B (4)

case: E ends in absurdity rule.
By assumption,

D = Θ # A (1)
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E =

E ′

Θ,A # ·
Θ,A;Γ;∆ =⇒ F (2)

By Law of Excluded Middle on D , E ′,
Θ # · (3)

By absurdity rule on (3),
Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F (4)

�

Lemma 29
If D :: Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ Pb and Θ # Pb = Pb′ then Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ Pb′.

Proof By induction on the structure of D . For most cases we can apply the induction
hypothesis directly.

case: D is the init rule.
By assumption,

D =
D ′ :: Θ # Pb′′ = Pb
Θ;Γ;Pb′′ =⇒ Pb (1)

Θ # Pb = Pb′ (2)
By the properties of equality, D ′, (2),

Θ # Pb′′ = Pb′ (3)
By init rule, (3),

Θ;Γ;Pb′′ =⇒ Pb′ (4)

�

Lemma 30
If Θ # Pb = Pb′, E :: Θ;Γ;∆,Pb =⇒ F, and then Θ;Γ;∆,Pb′ =⇒ F.

Proof By induction on the structure of E . For most cases we can apply the induction
hypothesis directly.

case: E is the init rule.
By assumption,

E =
E ′ :: Θ # Pb = Pb′′

Θ;Γ;Pb =⇒ Pb′′ (1)
Θ # Pb = Pb′ (2)

By the properties of equality, E ′, (2),
Θ # Pb′ = Pb′′ (3)
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By init rule on (3),
Θ;Γ;Pb′ =⇒ Pb′′ (4)

�

Theorem 3 (Cut Elimination 2)

1. If D :: Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F and E :: Θ;Γ;∆′,F =⇒ F′ then Θ;Γ;∆,∆′ =⇒ F′.

2. If D :: Θ;Γ; ·=⇒ F and E :: Θ;Γ,F;∆ =⇒ F′ then Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F′.

Proof
1. By induction on the structure of A, and derivation D and E . There are four categories
of cases: (1) Either D or E is the init rule (2) The cut formula is the principal formula
in the last rule of both D and E (3) The cut formula is unchanged in D , and (4) The cut
formula is unchanged in E . We only apply 2 when the cut formula is strictly smaller.

case: D ends in init rule.
By assumption,

D =
D ′ :: Θ # Pb′ = Pb
Θ;Γ;Pb′ =⇒ Pb (1)

E = Θ;Γ;∆,Pb =⇒ F (2)
By Lemma 30, D ′, (2),

Θ;Γ;∆,Pb′ =⇒ F (3)

case: E ends in init rule.
By assumption,

E =
E ′ :: Θ # Pb′ = Pb
Θ;Γ;Pb′ =⇒ Pb (1)

D = Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ Pb′ (2)
By Lemma 29, E ′, (2),

Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ Pb (3)

case: ©A is the principal cut formula
By assumption,

D =

D ′

Θ # A
Θ;Γ; ·=⇒©A (1)

E =

E ′

Θ,A;Γ;∆ =⇒ F
Θ;Γ;∆,©A =⇒ F (2)

By Theorem 2 on D ′ and E ′,
Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F (3)
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2. By induction on the structure of E . For most cases, the principal cut formula is
unchanged in the last rule in E . We can apply induction hypothesis on the premises, then
apply the same rule that E ends in to reach the conclusion. We show the case when E
ends in copy rule.

case: E ends in copy rule.
By assumption,

D = Θ;Γ; ·=⇒ F (1)

E =

E ′

Θ;Γ,F;∆,F =⇒ F′

Θ;Γ,F;∆ =⇒ F′ (2)
By I.H. on D and E ′,

Θ;Γ;∆,F =⇒ F′ (3)
By Theorem 3.1 on (3), (1),

Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F′ (4)

�

A.2 Proof for the soundness of logical deduction
Theorem 6 If Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F and σ is a ground substitution for all the free variables in
the judgment, and M is a model such that M � σ(Θ), and M;H � σ(

N
!Γ⊗

N
∆) then

M;H � σ(F).
Proof By induction on the structure of the deviation D :: Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F

case: D =

D ′

Θ;Γ;∆,F1 =⇒ F2
Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F1 ( F2

By assumption,
σ is a grounding substitution (1)
M � σ(Θ) (2)
M;H � σ(

N
(!Γ)⊗ (

N
∆)) (3)

given heap H1 such that M;H1 � σ(F1) (4)
By semantics of ⊗,

M;H]H1 � σ(
N

(!Γ)⊗ (
N

∆)⊗F1) (5)
By I.H. on D ′ and (1), (2), (5),

M;H]H1 � σ(F2) (6)
By semantics of (, (4), (6),

M;H � σ(F1 ( F2) (7)
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case: D =

D ′

Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F[t/x]
Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒∃x.F

By assumption,
σ is a grounding substitution (1)
M � σ(Θ) (2)
M;H � σ(

N
(!Γ)⊗ (

N
∆)) (3)

By I.H. on D ′ and (2), (3),
M;H � σ(F[t/x]) (4)
M;H � σ(F)[σ(t)/x] (5)

By semantics of ∃,
M;H � ∃x.(σ(F)) (6)
M;H � σ(∃x.(F)) (7)

case: D =

D ′

Θ;Γ;∆,F[a/x] =⇒ F′

Θ;Γ;∆,∃x:ST .F =⇒ F′

By assumption,
σ is a grounding substitution (1)
M � σ(Θ) (2)
M;H � σ(

N
(!Γ)⊗ (

N
∆)⊗∃x:ST .F) (3)

By semantics of ⊗,
H = H1]H2 st M;H1 � σ(

N
(!Γ)⊗ (

N
∆)),

and M;H2 � σ(∃x:ST .F) (4)
By semantics of ∃,

there exists some integer t (if ST = Si), or some finite set t (if ST = Ss)
such that M;H2 � (σ, t/x)(F) (5)
M;H2 � (σ, t/a)(F[a/x]) (6)

By (4) and (6), and a is fresh in the judgment,
M;H1]H2 � (σ, t/a)(

N
(!Γ)⊗ (

N
∆)⊗F[a/x]) (7)

By I.H on D ′, (1),(7),
M;H1]H2 � (σ, t/a)(F′) (8)

By (4),(8), and a does not appear in F′,
M;H � σ(F′) (9)

case: D =

D ′

Θ # A
Θ;Γ; ·=⇒©A

By assumption,
σ is a grounding substitution (1)
M � σ(Θ) (2)
M;H � σ(

N
(!Γ)) (3)
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By the semantics of ! and (3),
H = /0 (4)

By the soundness of first order logic and D ′, (2),
M � σ(A) (5)

By the semantics of ©, (4), (5),
M;H � σ(©A) (6)

case: D =

D ′

Θ # ·
Θ;Γ;∆ =⇒ F

By assumption,
σ is a grounding substitution (1)
M � σ(Θ) (2)

By the soundness of first order logic and D ′, (2),
M � false (3)
M does not exists therefore any conclusion from M exists follows. (4)

�

Lemma 31
If M;H � B then ∃n≥ 0, such that M;H �n B.

Proof (sketch): By induction on the structure of B. �
Theorem 7 For all I ∈ ϒ, M; /0 �ϒ I.
Proof

By assumption,
I = ∀x1. · · ·∀xn.(B1⊕·· ·⊕Bm) ( P (1)
given any grounding substitution σ,dom(σ) = {x1 · · ·xn} (2)
given any heap H, such that M;H � σ(B1⊕·· ·⊕Bm) (3)

By the semantics of ⊕,
there exists an integer i such that M;H � σ(Bi) (4)

By Lemma 31,
∃n≥ 0 such that M;H �n Bi

By the semantics of user defined predicates,
M;H �n+1 σ(P) (5)
M;H � σ(P) (6)

By the semantics of ∀, and (,
M; /0 � ∀x1. · · ·∀xn.(B1⊕·· ·⊕Bm) ( P (7)

�
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A.3 Proofs Related to ILCa−

Lemma 32
If D :: Θ;∆

a−=⇒ Pb and Θ # Pb = Pb′ then Θ;∆
a−=⇒ Pb′.

Proof By induction on the structure of derivation D . For most cases, we just apply
induction hypothesis on the premises. Here are a few key cases:

case: D is the init rule.
By assumption,

D =
D ′ :: Θ # Pb′′ = Pb

Θ;Pb′′ a−=⇒ Pb (1)
Θ # Pb = Pb′ (2)

By the properties of equality, D ′, (2),
Θ # Pb′′ = Pb′ (3)

By init rule, (3),
Θ;Pb′′ a−=⇒ Pb′ (4)

case: D is empty-R rule
By assumption,

D ′

Θ # t = s
Θ; · a−=⇒ listseg t s (1)
Θ # t = w (2)

By The axioms of equality and D ′, (2),
Θ # w = s (3)

By empty-R rule,
Θ; · a−=⇒ listseg w s (4)

case: D ends in list rule
By assumption,

D1 :: Θ # ¬(t = s)
D2 :: Θ;∆1

a−=⇒ struct t (d,n)
D3 :: Θ;∆2

a−=⇒ listseg n s

Θ;∆1,∆2
a−=⇒ listseg t s (1)

Θ # t = w (2)
Θ # s = v (3)

By The axioms of equality, (2), (3), D1,
Θ # ¬(w = v) (4)

By I.H. on D2,
Θ;∆1

a−=⇒ struct w (d,n) (5)
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By I.H. on D3,
Θ;∆2

a−=⇒ listseg n v (6)
By the list rule on (4), (5), (6), D1,

Θ;∆1,∆2
a−=⇒ listseg w v (7)

�

Lemma 33
If Θ # Pb = Pb′, E :: Θ;∆,Pb a−=⇒ D, and then Θ;∆,Pb′ a−=⇒ D.

Proof By induction on the structure of E . For most cases, Pb remain unchanged in E .
We can apply induction hypothesis on the premises, then apply the same rule that E ends
in to reach the conclusion. �

Theorem 9 (Cut Elimination 2)
If Θ;∆

a−=⇒ D and Θ;∆′,D a−=⇒ D′ then Θ;∆,∆′
a−=⇒ D′.

Proof
It is very similar to the proof of Cut Elimination Theorem of ILC. Here we list the

cases when D or E ends in the two new rules concerning lists.

case: D ends in init rule.
By assumption,

D =
D ′ :: Θ # Pb′ = Pb

Θ;Pb′ a−=⇒ Pb (1)
E = Θ;∆,Pb a−=⇒ D (2)

By Lemma 33, D ′, (2),
Θ;∆,Pb′ a−=⇒ D (3)

case: E ends in init rule.
By assumption,

E =
E ′ :: Θ # Pb′ = Pb

Θ;Pb′ a−=⇒ Pb (1)
D = Θ;∆

a−=⇒ Pb′ (2)
By Lemma 32, E ′, (2),

Θ;∆
a−=⇒ Pb (3)

case:E ends in list rule. We show the case when the cut formula is in the second premise,
the other case when the cut formula is in the third premise is similar.
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E =

E1 :: Θ # ¬(t = s)
E2 :: Θ;∆1,D

a−=⇒ struct t (d,n)
E3 :: Θ;∆2

a−=⇒ listseg n s

Θ;∆1,∆2,D
a−=⇒ listseg t s (1)

D = Θ;∆3
a−=⇒ D (2)

By I.H. on D , E2,
Θ;∆1,∆3

a−=⇒ struct t (d,n) (3)
By list rule on E1, (3), E3,

Θ;∆1,∆2,D
a−=⇒ listseg t s (4)

case: D ends in empty-R rule or list rule.
In these cases, the cut formula is either unchanged in E
or E ends in init rule, which has been proven.

�

Theorem 10 (Soundness of ILCa−)
If D :: Θ;∆

a−=⇒ D then Θ;A1,A2;∆ =⇒ D.
Proof By induction on the structure of the derivation D :: Θ;∆

a−=⇒ D. It is trivial when
D ends in rules other than the empty-R and list rule, because ILC have the same rules.
Here we show the cases when D ends in the empty-R rule.

case: D ends in empty-R rule.
By assumption,

D ′ :: Θ # t = s
Θ; · a−=⇒ listseg t s (1)

By using D ′, we can build the following derivation in ILC,
D ′

©R
Θ;A1,A2; ·=⇒©(t = s) init

Θ;A1,A2;listseg t s =⇒ listseg t s
( L

Θ;A1,A2;©(t = s) ( listseg t s =⇒ listseg t s
∀L

Θ;A1,A2;A1 =⇒ listseg t s copy
Θ;A1,A2; ·=⇒ listseg t s

�

Lemma 34
Θ; · a−=⇒ Ai where i = 1 or i = 2.

Proof We show the case of A2, the other case is similar.
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D1 D2 D3 empty-R
Θ,¬(a = b);struct a (d,c),listseg c b a−=⇒ listseg a b

©L
Θ;©(¬(a = b)),struct a (d,c),listseg c b a−=⇒ listseg a b

⊗L
Θ;©(¬(a = b))⊗struct a (d,c)⊗listseg c b a−=⇒ listseg a b

( R
Θ; · a−=⇒ ©(¬(a = b))⊗struct a (d,c)⊗listseg c b ( listseg a b

∀R
Θ; · a−=⇒ ∀x.∀y.∀d.∀z.© (¬(x = y))⊗struct x (d,z)⊗listseg z y ( listseg x y

where

D1 =Θ,¬(a = b) # Θ,¬(a = b)
contra

D2 = Θ;struct a (d,c) a−=⇒ struct a (d,c)
init

D3 = Θ;listseg c b a−=⇒ listseg c b
init

�

Theorem 11 (Completeness of ILCa−) If E :: Θ;A1,A2;∆ =⇒D and all the formulas in
∆ are D, then Θ;∆

a−=⇒ D.
Proof By induction on the structure of E :: Θ;A1,A2;∆ =⇒ D and the structure of D.
Most cases invoke the induction hypothesis directly. In the case of copy rule, we use
Lemma 34.

case: E ends in the copy rule.
By assumption,

E ′ :: Θ;A1,A2;∆,Ai =⇒ D′

Θ;A1,A2;∆ =⇒ D′ where i = 1 or 2 (1)
By I.H. on E ′,

Θ;∆,Ai
a−=⇒ D′ (2)

By Lemma 34,
Θ; · a−=⇒ Ai (3)

By Cut Elimination on (2), and (3),
Θ;∆

a−=⇒ D′ (4)

�

A.4 Proof of the Soundness of Residuation Calculus
In this section, we present the proofs for the soundness of the residuation calculus.
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Θ,A #s A Contra

Θ #s A Θ #s B
Θ #s A∧B ∧F

Θ,A #s A′

Θ,A∧B #s A′
∧T1

Θ,B #s A′

Θ,A∧B #s A′
∧T2

Θ #s true
trueF

Θ #s A
Θ #s A∨B ∨F1 Θ #s B

Θ #s A∨B ∨F2
Θ,A #s A′ Θ,B #s A′

Θ,A∨B #s A′
∨T

Θ,false #s A falseT

Θ,A #s ·
Θ #s ¬A ¬F Θ #s A

Θ,¬A #s B ¬T

Θ #s A[t/x] t ∈ ST
Θ #s ∃x:ST .A ∃F

Θ,A[a/x] #s B a is fresh
Θ,∃x:ST .A #s B ∃T

Θ #s A[a/x] a is fresh
Θ #s ∀x:ST .A ∀F

Θ,A[t/x] #s B t ∈ ST
Θ,∀x:ST .A #s B ∀T

Θ,A∨¬A #s B
Θ #s B excluded-middle

Figure A.1: Sequent rules for classical first-order logic

A.4.1 An Alternative Sequent Calculus for Constraint Reasoning
Notice that when the constraint-based reasoning interacts with the linear reasoning in
ILCa−, such as the ©R rule, we always use a derivation of a single conclusion. How-
ever, the sequent calculus for constraint-based reasoning has multiple conclusions. This
presents some challenge in finding a suitable inductive hypothesis in our proofs. There-
fore, in this section, we define an alternative sequent calculus for constraint-based rea-
soning in Figure A.1. To be able to still derive the law of excluded middle, we include an
excluded-middle rule.

We prove the formal properties of the single conclusion calculus. Most importantly,
we prove that this new calculus is sound and complete with regard to the original calculus.

Lemma 35
If Θ #s A and Θ,A #s B, then Θ #s B.

Proof
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Θ,A #s B
Θ #s A ¬T

Θ,¬A #s B
∨T

Θ,A∨¬A #s B
excluded-middle

Θ #s B

�

Lemma 36 (Contraction)
If Θ,A,A #s B, then Θ,A #s B

Lemma 37
Θ # A∨¬A.

Proof

contra
Θ,A # A,¬A,A∨¬A

¬F
Θ # A,¬A,A∨¬A

∨F2
Θ # A,A∨¬A

∨F1
Θ # A∨¬A

�

Lemma 38
If D :: Θ #s A then Θ # A.

Proof By induction on the structure of D . For most cases, we apply I.H., and use the
weakening property. When D ends in the excluded-middle rule, we use lemma 37 and
the cut elimination theorem.

case: D ends in ¬T rule.
By assumption,

D =
D ′ :: Θ #s A
Θ,¬A #s B (1)

By I.H. on D ′,
Θ # A (2)

By weakening,
Θ,¬A # A,B (3)

By ¬T rule,
Θ,¬A # B (4)

case: D ends in excluded-middle rule.
By assumption,

D =
D ′ :: Θ,A∨¬A #s B

Θ #s B (1)
By I.H. on D ′,

Θ,A∨¬A # B (2)
By Lemma 37,
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Θ # A∨¬A (3)
By Cut Elimination on (2), (3),

Θ # B (4)

�

Lemma 39
If D :: Θ #s A[a/x]∨ (∀x.A)∨B and a /∈ FV(Θ,∀x.A,B), then Θ #s (∀x.A)∨B.

Proof By induction on the structure of the derivation D . For most cases, we apply I.H.
directly.

case: D ends in ∨F1 rule.
By assumption,

D =
D ′ :: Θ #s A[a/x] a /∈ FV(Θ,∀x.A,B)

Θ #s A[a/x]∨∀x.A∨B (1)
By ∀T rule on D ′, and a /∈ FV(Θ),

Θ #s ∀x.A (2)
By ∨T1,

Θ #s (∀x.A)∨B (3)

case: D ends in ¬T rule.
By assumption,

D =
D ′ :: Θ #s A

Θ,¬A #s A[a/x]∨ (∀x.A)∨B (1)
By ¬T rule on D ′,

Θ,¬A #s (∀x.A)∨B (2)

�

Lemma 40
If D :: Θ # Θ′ then Θ #s W

Θ′, where
W

Θ′ is the disjunction of all the formulas in Θ′.

Proof By induction on the structure of the derivation D .

case: D ends in ∧F rule.
By assumption,

D =
D1 :: Θ # A,A∧B,Θ′ D2 :: Θ # B,A∧B,Θ′

Θ # A∧B,Θ′ (1)
By I.H. on D1,

Θ #s A∨ (A∧B)∨ (
W

Θ′) (2)
By I.H. on D2,
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Θ #s B∨ (A∧B)∨ (
W

Θ′) (3)
By ∧F rule,

Θ,A,B #s (A∧B) (4)
By ∨F1 rule, (4),

Θ,A,B #s (A∧B)∨ (
W

Θ′) (5)
By contra rule,

Θ,A,(A∧B)∨ (
W

Θ′) #s (A∧B)∨ (
W

Θ′) (6)
By ∨T, (5), (6),

Θ,A,B∨ (A∧B)∨ (
W

Θ′) #s (A∧B)∨ (
W

Θ′) (7)
By contra rule,

Θ,(A∧B)∨ (
W

Θ′),B∨ (A∧B)∨ (
W

Θ′) #s (A∧B)∨ (
W

Θ′) (8)
By ∨T rule,(7), (8) ,

Θ,A∨ (A∧B)∨ (
W

Θ′),B∨ (A∧B)∨ (
W

Θ′) #s (A∧B)∨ (
W

Θ′) (9)
By Cut Elimination on (2), (3), (9),

Θ #s (A∧B)∨ (
W

Θ′) (10)

case: D ends in ¬F rule.
By assumption,

D =
D ′ :: Θ,A # ¬A,Θ′

Θ # ¬A,Θ′ (1)
By I.H. on D ′,

Θ,A #s ¬A∨ (
W

Θ′) (2)
By contra rule,

Θ,¬A #s ¬A (3)
By ∨F1 rule,

Θ,¬A #s ¬A∨ (
W

Θ′) (4)
By ∨T rule, (4), (2),

Θ,A∨¬A #s ¬A∨ (
W

Θ′) (5)
By excluded-middle, (5),

Θ #s ¬A∨ (
W

Θ′) (6)

case: D ends in ¬T rule.
By assumption,

D =
D ′ :: Θ,¬A # A,Θ′

Θ,¬A # Θ′ (1)
By I.H. on D ′,

Θ,¬A #s A∨ (
W

Θ′) (2)
By contra rule,

Θ,A #s A (3)
By ¬T rule, (3),

Θ,A,¬A #s W
Θ′ (4)

By contra rule,
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Θ,¬A,
W

Θ′ #s W
Θ′ (5)

By ∨T rule, (4), (5),
Θ,¬A,A∨ (

W
Θ′) #s W

Θ′ (6)
By Cut Elimination on (2), (6),

Θ,¬A #s W
Θ′ (7)

case: D ends in ∀F rule.
By assumption,

D =
D ′ :: Θ # A[a/x],∀x.A,Θ′

Θ # ∀x.A,Θ′ (1)
By I.H. on D ′,

Θ #s A[a/x]∨ (∀x.A)∨ (
W

Θ′) (2)
By Lemma 39,

Θ #s (∀x.A)∨ (
W

Θ′) (3)

�

A.4.2 Soundness Proof
The residuation calculus avoids picking witnesses for the existentially quantified vari-
ables in the conclusion, or the universally quantified variables in the context by generating
fresh variables and replying on the decision procedure for solving the constraints in
the residuation formulas to find such witnesses. In order to prove the soundness of
the residuation calculus, we need to find a way to use the witnesses in the proofs of
the residuation formulas as the witnesses in the ILCa− calculus. Therefore, the most
interesting case in the soundness proof are the case of the ∃R rule, and the ∀L rule. Most
auxiliary lemmas in this section are set up to prove those two cases.

The main soundness theorem (Theorem 12) is at the end of this section. Readers can
proceed to read the proofs of the main theorem and understand all the cases except the
∃R rule without reading the lemmas. The explanation of the lemmas make more sense if
the readers backtrack from the case of ∃R rule. However, we will try to explain all the
auxiliary lemmas in order of their dependency.

When D :: Θ #s ∃x.A, we would like to identify the witness for the existentially
quantified variable x from the derivation D . However, such single witness may not exist.
For instance, in the derivation of P(5)∨P(6) #s ∃x.P(x), x is either 5 or 6 depending
on which part of the disjunction is true. Therefore, we should instead try to identify
witnesses for x in the sub-derivations of D .

We define a form of restricted constraint formulas that contain no conjunction, dis-
junction, or existential quantifies.

Restricted Constraint Formulas B : := true | false | Pa | ¬A | ∀x:ST .A
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We define two kinds of transformation of a context to a set of contexts: Θ 7−→ S,
Θ 7−→† S. The definitions are as follows.

Θ,A1∧A2 7−→ {(Θ,A1,A2)}
Θ,A1∨A2 7−→ {(Θ,A1),(Θ,A2)}
Θ,∃x:ST .A 7−→ {(Θ,A[a/x]) a is fresh}
Θ,∀x:ST .A 7−→† {(Θ,A[t/x])}
Θ 7−→† {(Θ,A),(Θ,¬A)}

Intuitively, a context transforms to the set of contexts that are the contexts in the
premises of the left rule of the connective being decomposed.

We define the transformation of the set of contexts based on the transformation of
individual context in the set.

Θ 7−→ S1
S∪{Θ} 7−→ S∪S1

Θ 7−→ S1 or Θ 7−→† S1

S∪{Θ} 7−→† S∪S1

Lemma 41
If Θ #s ∀x.A then Θ #s A[a/x] and a /∈ FV(Θ).

The following two lemmas state that the transformation 7−→ preserves provability.

Lemma 42
If Θ #s A and Θ 7−→ S then for all Θi ∈ S, Θi #s A

Proof By examine the definition of Θ 7−→ S, we need to prove the following:

1. If D :: Θ,A1∧A2 #s B then Θ,A1,A2 #s B.

2. If D :: Θ,A1∨A2 #s B then Θ,A1 #s B, and Θ,A2 #s B.

3. If D :: Θ,∃x.A #s B then Θ,A[a/x] #s B.

1. By induction on the structure of D .

case: D ends in contra rule.
By assumption,

Θ,A1∧A2 #s A1∧A2 (1)
By contra rule,

Θ,A1 #s A1 (2)
Θ,A2 #s A2 (3)

By ∧F rule,
Θ,A1,A2 #s A1∧A2 (4)
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case: D ends in ∧T1 rule.
By assumption,

D =
D ′ :: Θ,A1 #s B
Θ,A1∧A2 #s B (1)

By weakening on D ′,
Θ,A1,A2 #s B (2)

2. By induction on the structure of D .

case: D ends in contra rule.
By assumption,

Θ,A1∨A2 #s A1∨A2 (1)
By contra rule,

Θ,A1 #s A1 (2)
By ∨F1 rule,

Θ,A1 #s A1∨A2 (3)
By contra rule,

Θ,A2 #s A2 (4)
By ∨F2 rule,

Θ,A2 #s A1∨A2 (5)

case: D ends in ∨T rule.
By assumption,

D =
D1 :: Θ,A1 #s B D2 :: Θ,A2 #s B

Θ,A1∨A2 #s B (1)

3. By induction on the structure of D .

case: D ends in contra rule.
By assumption,

Θ,∃x.A #s ∃x.A (1)
By contra rule,

Θ,A[a/x] #s A[a/x] (2)
By ∃F rule,

Θ,A[a/x] #s ∃x.A (3)

case: D ends in ∃T rule.
By assumption,

Θ,A[a/x] #s B
Θ,∃x.A #s B (1)

�
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Lemma 43
If for all Θ ∈ S, Θ #s A and S 7−→∗ S′ then for all Θi ∈ S′, Θi #s A.

Proof By induction on the number of steps n in {Θ} 7−→n S.

case: n = 0 trivial

case: Assume when n = k (k ≥ 0) the conclusion holds,now we consider n = k +1

By assumption,
S 7−→ S1 7−→k Sk+1 (1)
∀Θ ∈ S,Θ #s A (2)

By definition of S 7−→ S1,
S = S′∪{Θ} 7−→ S′∪S2 where Θ 7−→ S2 (3)
and S′∪S2 = S1 (4)

By Lemma 42, (3),
∀Θi ∈ S2,Θi #s A (5)

By (5), (2), (3),
∀Θn ∈ S′∪S2,Θn #s A (6)

By I.H. on k (4), (1),
∀Θi ∈ Sk+1,Θi #s A (7)

�

Now we prove that when Θ #s ∃x.A, Θ can be transformed into a set of contexts S,
and there exists some ti for each context Θi in S such that Θi entails A[ti/x].

Lemma 44
1. If Θ #s ∃x.A, then exists S, S′ such that {Θ} 7−→∗ S 7−→† ∗ S′, all the formulas in S

have the restricted form, and ∀Θi ∈ S′, there exists a term ti such that Θi #s A[ti/x].

2. If Θ #s ∃x.A, and all the formulas in Θ have the restricted form, then exists S such
that {Θ} 7−→† ∗ S, and ∀Θi ∈ S, there exists a term ti such that Θi #s A[ti/x].

Proof 1. Use 2 directly.

By assumption,
Θ #s ∃x.A (1)

By examine the definition of Θ 7−→ S, and S 7−→ S′,
there exists a S such that {Θ} 7−→∗ S (2)
and ∀Θi ∈ S, all the formulas in Θi have the restricted form (3)

By Lemma 43, (1), (2),
∀Θi ∈ S,Θi #s ∃x.A (4)

By Apply 2 on (3), (4),
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∀Θi ∈ S,{Θi} 7−→† ∗ Si (5)
such that ∀Θ j ∈ Si, there exists a term t j and Θ j #s A[t j/x] (6)

By The definition of S 7−→† S′, and (6),
{Θ} 7−→† ∗ S

S j,
and ∀Θk ∈ (

S
S j), there exists a term tk such that Θk #s A[tk/x] (7)

2. By induction on the derivation D :: Θ #s ∃x.A. We apply 1 when D is strictly smaller.

case: D ends in falseT rule.
By assumption,

D = Θ,false #s ∃x.A (1)
By falseT rule,

Θ,false #s A[t/x] (2)

case: D ends in ∃F rule.
By assumption,

D =
D ′ :: Θ #s A[t/x]

Θ #s ∃x.A (1)
By D ′,

Θ #s A[t/x] (2)

case: D ends in ¬T rule.
By assumption,

D =
D ′ :: Θ #s B

Θ,¬B #s ∃x.A (1)
By ¬T rule, D ′,

Θ,¬B #s A[t/x] (2)

case: D ends in ∀T rule.
By assumption,

D =
D ′ :: Θ,B[t/x] #s ∃x.A

Θ,∀x.B #s ∃x.A (1)
By apply 1 on D ′,

there exists an S such that {Θ,B[t/x]} 7−→† ∗ S (2)
and ∀Θi ∈ S,∃ti such that Θi #s A[ti/x] (3)

By definition of S 7−→† S′,
{Θ,∀x.B} 7−→† {Θ,B[t/x]} 7−→† ∗ S (4)

case: D ends in excluded-middle rule.
By assumption,

D =
D ′ :: Θ,B∨¬B #s ∃x.A

Θ #s ∃x.A (1)
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By apply 1 on D ′,
there exists an S such that {Θ,B∨¬B} 7−→ {(Θ,B),(Θ,¬B)} 7−→† ∗ S (2)
and ∀Θi ∈ S,∃ti such that Θi #s A[ti/x] (3)

By definition of S 7−→† S′,
{Θ} 7−→† {(Θ,B),(Θ,¬B)} 7−→† ∗ S (4)

�

The next two lemmas state that when there are enough rules in ILCa− to reverse the
transformation on a context Θ.

Lemma 45
If Θ 7−→ S or Θ 7−→† S, and for all Θi ∈ S, Θi;∆

a−=⇒ D, then Θ;∆
a−=⇒ D.

Proof By examine the definition of Θ 7−→ S and Θ 7−→† S.

case: Θ,A1∧A2 7−→ {(Θ,A1,A2)}.
By assumption,

Θ,A1,A2;∆
a−=⇒ D (1)

By ∧F1 rule,
A1∧A2 # A1 (2)

By ∧F2 rule,
A1∧A2 # A2 (3)

By Cut Elimination on (2), (1),
Θ,A1∧A2,A2;∆

a−=⇒ D (4)
By Cut Elimination on (3), (4),

Θ,A1∧A2;∆
a−=⇒ D (5)

case: Θ,A1∨A2 7−→ {(Θ,A1),(Θ,A2)}
By assumption,

Θ,A1;∆
a−=⇒ D (1)

Θ,A2;∆
a−=⇒ D (2)

By contra rule,
Θ,A1∨A2 # A1∨A2 (3)

By case-split rule,(1),(2),(3),
Θ,A1∨A2;∆

a−=⇒ D (4)

case: Θ,∃x:ST .A 7−→ {(Θ,A[a/x]) a is fresh}
By assumption,

Θ,A[a/x];∆
a−=⇒ D (1)

By contra rule,
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Θ,∃x.A # ∃x.A (2)
By ∃T rule, (1), (2),

Θ,∃x.A;∆
a−=⇒ D (3)

case: Θ,∀x:ST .A 7−→† {(Θ,A[t/x])}
By assumption,

Θ,A[t/x];∆
a−=⇒ D (1)

By contra rule,
Θ,A[t/x] # A[t/x] (2)

By ∀F rule,
Θ,∀x.A # A[t/x] (3)

By Cut Elimination on (1), (3),
Θ,∀x.A;∆

a−=⇒ D (4)

case: Θ 7−→† {(Θ,A),(Θ,¬A)}
By assumption,

Θ,A;∆
a−=⇒ D (1)

Θ,¬A;∆
a−=⇒ D (2)

By contra rule,
Θ,A∨¬A # A∨¬A (3)

By Lemma 37,
Θ # A∨¬A (4)

By case-split rule, (1). (2), (4),
Θ;∆

a−=⇒ D (5)

�

Lemma 46
If {Θ} 7−→† ∗ S, and ∀Θi ∈ S, Θi;∆

a−=⇒ D, then Θ;∆
a−=⇒ D.

Proof By induction on the number of steps n in {Θ} 7−→n S.

case: n = 0 trivial

case: Assume when n = k (k ≥ 0) the conclusion holds, now we consider n = k +1
By assumption,

{Θ} 7−→† k Sk 7−→† Sk+1 (1)
∀Θ j ∈ Sk+1,Θ j;∆

a−=⇒ D (2)
By definition of S 7−→† S′,

Sk = S′k∪{Θ1} 7−→ S′k∪S1 where Θ1 7−→ S1 or Θ1 7−→† S1 (3)
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and S′k∪S1 = Sk+1 (4)
By (4), (2),

∀Θm ∈ S1,Θm;∆
a−=⇒ D (5)

By Lemma 45, (5), (3),
Θ1;∆

a−=⇒ D (6)
By (6), (2), (4),

∀Θn ∈ S′k∪{Θ1},Θn;∆
a−=⇒ D (7)

By I.H. on k (1), (3), (7),
Θ;∆

a−=⇒ D (8)

�

Theorem 12 (Soundness of Residuation Calculus)
If D :: ∆

r=⇒ D\R then given any Θ such that Θ # R, then Θ;∆
a−=⇒ D.

Proof By induction on the structure of derivation D .

case: D ends in init rule.
By assumption,

Pb r=⇒ Pb′\Pb .= Pb′ (1)
Θ # Pb .= Pb′ (2)

By init rule on (2),
Θ;Pb a−=⇒ Pb′ (3)

case: D ends in ∃R rule.
By assumption,

D ′ :: ∆
r=⇒ D[a/x]\R[a/x] a is fresh

∆
r=⇒ ∃x.D\∃x.R (1)

Θ # ∃x.R (2)
By Lemma 40, (2),

Θ #s ∃x.R (3)
By Lemma 44,

{Θ} 7−→† ∗ S, and ∀Θi ∈ S,∃ti such that Θi #s R[ti/x] (4)
By Lemma 38,

Θi # R[ti/x] (5)
By substituting ti for a in D ′,

∆
r=⇒ D[ti/x]\R[ti/x] (6)

By I.H. on (6), (4), (5),
Θi;∆

a−=⇒ D[ti/x] (7)
By ∃R rule,

Θi;∆
a−=⇒ ∃x.D (8)
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By Lemma 46, (8), (4),
Θ;∆

a−=⇒ ∃x.D (9)

case: D ends in ∀R rule.
By assumption,

D ′ :: ∆
r=⇒ D[a/x]\R[a/x] a is fresh

∆
r=⇒ ∀x.D\∀x.R (1)

Θ # ∀x.R (2)
By Lemma 40, (2),

Θ #s ∀x.R (3)
By Lemma 41,

Θ #s R[a/x] (4)
By Lemma 38, (4),

Θ # R[a/x] (5)
By I.H. on D ′, (4),

Θ;∆
a−=⇒ D[a/x] (6)

By ∀R rule,
Θ;∆

a−=⇒ ∀x.D (7)

case: D ends in ©R rule.
By assumption,

· r=⇒ ©A\A (1)
Θ # A (2)

By ©R rule on (2),
Θ; · a−=⇒ ©A (3)

case: D ends in ©L rule.
By assumption,

D ′ :: ∆
r=⇒ D\R

∆,©A r=⇒ D\¬A∨R (1)
Θ # ¬A∨R (2)

Θ,A # A
Θ,A,¬A # R Θ,A,R # R

Θ,A,¬A∨R # R (3)
By Cut Elimination on (2), (3),

Θ,A # R (4)
By I.H. on D ′, (4),

Θ,A;∆
a−=⇒ D (5)

By ©L rule on (5),
Θ;∆,©A a−=⇒ D (6)
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case: D ends in list rule.
By assumption,

D1 :: ∆1
r=⇒ struct t (d,next)\R1 R1 6= false

D2 :: ∆2
r=⇒ listseg next s\R2

∆1,∆2
r=⇒ listseg t s\R1∧R2∧¬(t = s) (1)

Θ # R1∧R2∧¬(t = s) (2)
Θ # R1 (3)
Θ # R2 (4)
Θ # ¬(t = s) (5)

By I.H. D1, (3),
Θ;∆1

a−=⇒ struct t (d,next) (6)
By I.H. D2, (4),

Θ;∆2
a−=⇒ listseg next s (7)

By list rule, (7), (6), (5),
∆1,∆2

a−=⇒ listseg t s (8)

�



Appendix B

Summary of Verification Generation
Rules

E `Ψ;T {P} s {Q}

E ` e : τ E,x:τ ` {P} ι {Q} x /∈ FV(Q)
E ` {P[e/x]} let x = e in ι {Q} bind

sizeof(T,τ) = n E,x:ptr(τ) ` {P} ι {Q} x /∈ FV(Q)
E ` {∀y.struct y (0, · · · ,0) ( P[y/x]}

let x = new(sizeof(τ)) in ι

{Q}

new

E ` v : ptr(τ) sizeof(T,τ) = n
E ` {∃x1. · · ·∃xn.struct v (x1, · · · ,xn)⊗Q} freev {Q} free

E ` v : ptr(τ) sizeof(T,τ) = m τn = T(τ,n)
E,x:τn ` {P} ι {Q} x /∈ FV(Q)

E ` {∃v1. · · ·∃vm.(struct v (v1, · · · ,vm)⊗©(0 < n≤ m)⊗>)
&P[vn/x]}

let x = v.n in ι {Q}

deref-1

137
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E ` v : list τi = T(node,n) E,x:τi ` {P} ι {Q} x /∈ FV(Q)
E ` {∃y.∀v1.∀v2.listseg v y⊗©(¬(v = y))⊗©(0 < n≤ 2)

⊗((struct v (v1,v2)⊗listseg v2 y) ( P[vn/x])}
let x = v.n in ι {Q}

deref-2

E ` v : ptr(τ) sizeof(T,τ) = m
E ` {∃v1. · · ·∃vm.struct v (v1, · · · ,vm)⊗©(0 < n≤ m)

⊗ (struct v (v1, · · · ,vn−1,e1,vn+1, · · ·vm) ( Q)}
v.n := e1 {Q}

assignment-1

E ` v : list
{

v′1 = e1,v′2 = v2 i f n = 1
v′1 = v1,v′2 = e1 i f n = 2

E ` {c∃y.∀v1.∀v2.listseg v y⊗©(¬(v = y))⊗©(0 < n≤ 2)
⊗ ((struct v (v′1,v

′
2)⊗listseg v′2 y) ( Q)}

v.n := e1 {Q}

assignment-2

E ` {P} s {P′ } E ` {P′ } ι {Q}
E ` {P} s ; ι {Q} Seq

E ` {P1 } s1 {Q} E ` {P2 } s2 {Q}
E ` {(©B ( P1)&(©¬B ( P2)} if B then s1 else s2 {Q} if

E′ = var typing(R) dom(E′)∩FV(I) = /0 dom(E′)∩FV(Q) = /0

E,E′ ` {P} s { I } E ` {Fρ } R

E ` { F[ρ((©¬B ( Q)&(©B ( P))]
⊗!(I ( F[ρ((©¬B ( Q)&(©B ( P))]) } while[I] R do s {Q}

while

E,x:τ f ` {P} s {Q} x /∈ FV(Q)
Ψ( f ) = (a:τa ):τ f fb [E f ]{Pre}{∀ret.Post} ∆ = dom(E f )

E ` {∃∆.Pre[e/a]⊗ (∀ret.Post[e/a] ( P[ret/x])}
let x = f (e) in s {Q}

fun call

E ` {Q[e/ret]} returne {∀ret.Q} return



Appendix C

Proofs for the Soundness of VCGen

Lemma 17 If ` ΨOK, E `Ψ,T {P} s {Q} then for all substitution σ for variables in
dom(E), for all n≥ 0, �n {σ(P)} σ(s) {σ(Q)} with regard to Ψ.
Proof By induction on n, call upon Lemma 47, Lemma 18.

case: n = 0, the conclusion holds.

case: assume for all n, 0≤ n≤ m the conclusion holds,
now examine the case where n = m+1. We do induction on the structure of s.

subcase: s = let x = e in s′

By assumption,
E ` e : τ E,x:τ ` {P} s′ {Q} x /∈ FV(Q)

E ` {P[e/x]} let x = e in s′ {Q} (1)
σ is a substitution for all the variables in dom(E) (2)
H � σ(P[e/x]) (3)
H � σ′(P) where σ′ = (σ,Jσ(e)K/x) (4)

By Operational semantics,
(K;H]H1;σ(let x = e in s′ )) 7−→ (K;H]H1;σ(s′)[Jσ(e)K/x]) (5)

By I.H. on n−1, s′, and x /∈ FV(Q),
�n−1 {σ′(P)} σ′(s′) {σ(Q)} (6)

By (5), (6), and the definition of �k {P} s {Q},
�n {σ(P)} σ(s) {σ(Q)} (7)

subcase: s = let x = new(sizeof(τ)) in s′

By assumption,
sizeof(T,τ) = n E,x:ptrτ ` {P} s′ {Q}

x /∈ FV(Q) where es = (0, · · ·0)

E ` {∀y.struct y es ( P[y/x]}
let x = new(sizeof(τ)) in s′ {Q} (1)

139
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σ is a substitution for all the variables in dom(E) (2)
H � σ(∀y.struct y es ( P[y/x]) (3)

By Operational semantics,
(K;H]H1;σ(let xx = new(sizeof(τ)) in s′ ))
7−→ (K;H]H′]H1;σ(s′)[`/x])
H′ = ` 7→ n, `+1 7→ 0 · · · , `+n 7→ 0 where n = sizeof(T,τ) (4)

By (3), (4), and the semantics of ∀, and (,
H]H′ � σ′(P) where σ′ = σ, `/x (5)

By I.H. on s′, and x /∈ FV(Q),
�n−1 {σ′(P)} σ′(s′) {σ(Q)} (6)

By (5), (6), and the definition of �k {P} s {Q},
�n {σ(∀y.struct y es ( P[y/x])} σ(s) {σ(Q)} (7)

subcase: s = freev
By assumption,

E ` v : ptr(τ) sizeof(T,τ) = n
E ` {∃x1. · · ·∃xn.struct v (x1, · · · ,xn)⊗Q} freev {Q} (1)
σ is a substitution for all the variables in dom(E) (2)
H � σ(∃x1. · · ·∃xn.struct v (x1, · · · ,xn)⊗Q) (3)

By (3), and the semantics of ∃, and ⊗,
H = H′]H′′ such that H′ � (σ,v1/x1, · · ·vk/xk)(struct v (x1, · · · ,xn))
H′′ � σ(Q) (4)

By Operational semantics,
(K;H′]H′′]H1;σ(freev)) 7−→ (K;H′′]H1;skip) (5)

subcase: s = let x = v.n in s′

By assumption,
E ` v : τ sizeof(T,τ) = m τn = T(τ,n)
E,x:τn ` {P} s′ {Q} x /∈ FV(Q)

E ` {∃x1. · · ·∃xm.(struct v (x1, · · · ,xm)⊗©(0 < n≤ m)⊗>)
&P[xn/x]}

let x = v.n in s′ {Q}
(1)

σ is a substitution for all variables in dom(E) (2)
H � σ(∃x1 · · ·xm.(struct v (x1, · · · ,xm)⊗©(0 < n≤ m)⊗>)&P[xn/x]) (3)

By the semantics of ∃,
exists integers v1, · · ·vn such that
H � (σ,v1/x1, · · ·vn/xn)(struct v (x1, · · · ,xm)⊗©(0 < n≤ m)⊗>)
H � (σ,vn/x)(P) (4)

By (4), and the semantics of struct,
σ(v) ∈ dom(H), and H(σ(v)) = (v1, · · · ,vm) (5)

By Operational semantics,
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(K;H]H1;σ(let x = v.n in s′ )) 7−→ (K;H]H1;σ(s′)[vn/x]) (6)
By I.H. on s′,

�n−1 {(σ,vn/x)(P)} (σ,vn/x)(s′) {σ(Q)} (7)
By (6), (7), and the definition of �k {P} s {Q},

�n {σ(∃x1 · · ·xm.(struct v (x1, · · · ,xm)⊗©(0 < n≤ m)⊗>)&P[xn/x])}
σ(s) {σ(Q)} (8)

subcase: s = let x = v.n in s′

By assumption,
E ` v : list τi = T(list ,n) E,x:τi ` {P} s′ {Q} x /∈ FV(Q)

E ` {∃y.∀x1.∀x2.listseg v y⊗©(¬(v = y))⊗©(0 < n≤ 2)
⊗ ((struct v (x1,x2)⊗listseg x2 y) ( P[xn/x])}

let x = v.n in s {Q}
(1)

σ is a substitution all variables in dom(E) (2)
H � σ(∃y.∀x1.∀x2.listseg v y⊗©(¬(v = y))⊗©(0 < n≤ 2)

⊗ ((struct v (x1,x2)⊗listseg x2 y) ( P[xn/x])) (3)

By the semantics of ∃, and ⊗,
H = H1]H2,and exists an integer vy such that
H1 � (σ,vy/y)(listseg v y⊗©(¬(v = y))⊗©(0 < n≤ 2)) (4)
H2 � (σ,vy/y)(∀x1.∀x2(struct v (x1,x2)⊗listseg x2 y) ( P[xn/x]) (5)

By (4), and the semantics of listseg,
H1 � ∃z.∃d.struct ((σ,vy/y)(v)) (d,z)⊗listseg z ((σ,vy/y)(y)) (6)

By the semantics of ∃,
there exists integer v1, v2 such that
H1 � (v2/z,v1/d)(struct (σ,vy/y)(v) (d,z)⊗listseg z (σ,vy/y)(y)) (7)

By the semantics of ∀, (, and (4), (5),
H1]H2 � (σ,vy/y,v1/x1,v2/x2)(P[xn/x]) (8)

By (7), and the semantics of struct,
σ′(v) ∈ dom(H), and H(σ′(v)) = (v1,v2) (9)

By Operational semantics,
(K;H]H′;σ(let x = v.n in s′ )) 7−→ (K;H]H′;σ(s′)[vi/x]) (10)

By I.H. on s′,
�n−1 {(σ,vi/x)(P)} (σ,vi/x)(s′) {σ(Q)} (11)

By (10), (11), and the definition of �k {P} s {Q},
� {σ(∃y.∀x1.∀x2.listseg v y⊗©(¬(v = y))⊗©(0 < n≤ 2)

⊗ ((struct v (x1,x2)⊗listseg x2 y) ( P[xn/x]))}
σ(let x = v.n in s ) {σ(Q)}

(12)

subcase: s = if B then s1 else s2
By assumption,

E ` {P1 } s1 {Q} E ` {P2 } s2 {Q}
E ` {(©B ( P1)&(©¬B ( P2)} if B then s1 else s2 {Q} (1)
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σ is a substitution for E (2)
H � σ((©B ( P1)&(©¬B ( P2)) (3)

By Assuming M � σ(B) (the case where M 2 σ(B) is similar),
Jσ(B)K = true (4)

By Operational semantics,
(K;H]H1;σ(if B then s1 else s2)) 7−→ (K;H]H1;σ(s1)) (5)

By I.H. on s1,
�n−1 {σ(P1)} σ(s1) {σ(Q)} (6)

By (3), and the semantics of (,
H � σ(P1) (7)

By (5), (6), (7) and the definition of �k {P} s {Q},
�n {σ((©B ( P1)&(©¬B ( P2))} σ(s) {σ(Q)} (8)

subcase: s = while[I] R do s′

By assumption,
E′ = var typing(R) dom(E′)∩FV(I) = /0

dom(E′)∩FV(Q) = /0

E,E′ ` {P} s { I } E ` {Fρ } R

E `
{F[ρ((©¬B ( Q)&(©B ( P))]
⊗(1&(I ( F[ρ((©¬B ( Q)&(©B ( P))]))}
while[I] R do s′ {Q}

(1)

σ is a substitution for all the variables in dom(E) (2)
H � σ(F[ρ((©¬B ( Q)&(©B ( P))]) (3)
/0 � σ(I ( F[ρ((©¬B ( Q)&(©B ( P))]) (4)

By operational semantics,
(K;H]H1;σ(while[I] R do s′)) 7−→ (K,H]H1,σ(while2if(R)[s′′])) (5)
where s′′ = if B then s′ ; while[I] R do s′ else skip

By Lemma 47,

(K,H]H1,σ(while2if(R)[s′′]))
Ψ,T n17−→ (K,H]H1,(σ′,σ)(s′′)) (6)

and H � (σ′,σ)(©¬B ( Q)&(©B ( P) (7)
By assuming M 2 (σ′,σ)(B),

(K,H]H1,(σ′,σ)(s′′)) 7−→ (K,H]H1,skip)
and H � σ(Q) (8)

By assuming M � (σ′,σ)(B),
H � (σ′,σ)(P) (9)
(K,H]H1,(σ′,σ)(s′′)) 7−→ (K,H]H1,(σ′,σ)(s′ ; while[I] R do s′)) (10)

By I.H. on m = n-1, and s′,
�n−1 {(σ′,σ)(P)} (σ′,σ)(s′) {σ(I)} (11)
either there exists k,0≤ k ≤ n−1 such that
(K,H]H1,(σ′,σ)(s′ ; while[I] R do s′))
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Ψ,T k7−→ (K,H′]H1,skip ; σ(while[I] R do s′)), (12)
and H′ � σ(I) (13)
or there exists K′,H′,and ι,

and (K,H]H1,(σ′,σ)(s′ ; while[I] R do s′))
Ψ,T n−17−→ (K′,H′, ι) (14)

By operational Semantics,
(K,H′]H1,skip ; σ(while[I] R do s′))
7−→ (K,H′]H1,σ(while[I] R do s′)) (15)

By semantics of formula, and (13), (4),
H′ � (σ(F[ρ((©¬B ( Q)&(©B ( P))])) (16)

By semantics of formula, and (4), (16),
H′ � σ(F[ρ((©¬B ( Q)&(©B ( P))])

⊗1&(I ( F[ρ((©¬B ( Q)&(©B ( P))]) (17)
By I.H. on n-k-1,

�n−k−1 {Pw } σ(while[I] R do s′) {σ(Q)} (18)
where Pw = σ(F[ρ((©¬B ( Q)&(©B ( P))])

⊗1&(I ( F[ρ((©¬B ( Q)&(©B ( P))])
By (8) (10) (14) (12) (15) (18),

�n {Pw } σ(s) {σ(Q)} (19)

subcase: s = let x = f (e) in s′

By assumption,
E,x:τ f ` {P} s′ {Q} x /∈ FV(Q)
Ψ( f ) = (a:τa ):τ f fb [E f ]{Pre}{∀ret.Post} ∆ = dom(E f )

E ` {∃E f .Pre[e/a]⊗ (∀ret.Post[e/a] ( P[ret/x])}
let x = f (e) in s′ {Q} (1)

H � σ(∃E f .Pre[e/a]⊗ (∀ret.Post[e/a] ( P[ret/x])) (2)
By the semantics of formulas,

exists substitution σ f for variables in dom(E f ) such that
H = Hp]Hq (3)
Hp � (σ,σ f )(Pre[e/a]) (4)
Hq � (σ,σ f )(∀ret.Post[e/a] ( P[ret/x]) (5)

By operational semantics,
(K,H]H1,σ(let x = f (e) in s′ ))
7−→ (let x = [ ] in σ(s′) .K,H]H1, fb[Jσ(e)K/a]) (6)

By the definition of `ΨOK,
E f ,a `Ψ {Pre} fb {∀ret.Post } (7)

By Lemma 18, (7), (4),
either there exists k,0≤ k ≤ n such that
(let x = [ ] in σ(s′) .K,Hp]Hq]H1,(σ,J(σ(e))K/a)fb)
Ψ,T k7−→ (let x = [ ] in σ(s′) .K,H′

p]Hq]H1, returne1) (8)
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and H′
p � (σ,σ f ,σ(e)/a)(Post)[Je1 K/ret] (9)

or there exists K′,H′, and ι,

and (let x = [ ] in . K,Hp]Hq]H1, fb)
Ψ,T n7−→ (K′,H′, ι) (10)

By (5), (9),and the semantics of formulas,
H′

p]Hq � σ(P)[Je1 K/x] (11)
By operational semantics,

(let x = [ ] in σ(s′) .K,H′
p]Hq]H1, returne1)

7−→ (K,H′
p]Hq]H1,σ(s′)[Je1 K/x]) (12)

By I.H. on n− k−1 and s′,
�n−k−1 {(σ,Je1 K/x)(P)} σ(s′) {σ(Q)} (13)

By (10), (8), (12), (13) ,
�n {σ(∃E f .Pre[e/a]⊗ (∀ret.Post[e/a] ( P[ret/x])} σ(s) {σ(Q)} (14)

�

Lemma 47
if E ` {Fρ } R, and while2if(R) = sB, σ is a substitution for variables in dom(E), and

H � σ(F[ρ(P)]), then (K,H]H1,σ(sB[s′]))
Ψ,T n7−→ (K,H′]H1,(σ′,σ)(s′))), such that H′ �

(σ′,σ)(P)).

Proof By induction on the structure of R.

case: R = B
By assumption,

· ` { [ ]· } B (1)
while2if(R) = [ ]B (2)
H � P (3)
the conclusion holds for n = 0 (4)

case: R = let x = y.k in R′

By assumption,
E,x:τk ` {Fρ } R′ E ` y : ptrτ sizeof(T,τ) = n T (τ,k) = τk

E ` {∃x1. · · ·∃xn.(struct y (x1, · · · ,xn)⊗©(0 < k ≤ n)⊗>)
&Fρ[xk/x]}

let x = y.k in R′
(1)

while2if(R′) = sB

while2if(let x = y.k in R′ ) = let x = y.k in sB (2)
H � σ(∃x1. · · ·∃xn.(struct y (x1, · · · ,xn)⊗©(0 < n≤ n)⊗>)

&F[ρ(P)][xk/x]) (3)
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By the semantics of formulas, there exists values v1, and v2 such that,
H � struct σ(y) (v1,v2)⊗©(0 < k ≤ 2)⊗> (4)
H � (vk/x,σ)(F[ρ(P)]) (5)

By (4), and the semantics of formulas,
σ(y) ∈ dom(H),H(σ(y)) = (v1, · · · ,vn) (6)

By operational semantics,
(K;H]H1;σ(let x = y.k in sB[s′] )) 7−→ (K;H]H1;(vk/x,σ)(sB[s′])) (7)

By I.H. on sB, (5),

(K;H]H1;(vk/x,σ)(sB[s′]))
Ψ,T m7−→ (K;H]H1;(σ′,vk/x,σ)s′) (8)

H � (σ′,vk/x,σ)(P) (9)

�



Appendix D

Proofs About the Shape Pattern
Matching

Lemma 48 (Termination of MP on Bodies of Inductive Definitions)
If for all I ∈ ϒ, ` I OK, then MPϒ(H;S;F;σ) always terminates.

Proof By induction on the size of dom(H)−S. �

Lemma 49 (Termination of MP on Literals)
If for all I ∈ ϒ, ` I OK, then MPϒ(H;S;L;σ) always terminates.

Proof Examining the rules for pattern matching decision procedure and Lemma 48. �

Lemma 50 (Substitution)
If Ξ;Π ` F : Π′ then Ξ;Π[tm/var] ` F[tm/var] : Π1 and Π1 < Π′[tm/var]

Proof

case: F = (x = y)
By assumption,

Π(x) = s1 Π(y) = s2 s = max(s1,s2)
Ξ;Π ` x = y : Π∪̄{(x,s)}∪̄{(y,s)} (1)

Π(tm) = sf (2)
Ξ;Π[tm/x] ` tm = y : Π[tm/x]∪̄{y,sf} (3)
Π[tm/x]∪̄{y,sf}< Π∪̄{(x,s)}∪̄{(y,s)}[tm/x] (4)

case: F = L,F′

By assumption,
Ξ;Π ` L : Π′ Π′ ` F′ : Π′′

Ξ;Π ` L,F′ : Π′′ (1)

146
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By I.H. on L,
Ξ;Π[tm/var] ` L[tm/var] : Π′

1, (2)
and Π′

1 < Π′[tm/var] (3)
By I.H. on F′,

Ξ;Π′[tm/var] ` F′[tm/var] : Π′′
1 (4)

and Π′′
1 < Π′′[tm/var] (5)

By Lemma 51, (3), (4),
Ξ;Π′

1 ` F′ : Π′
2, and Π′

2 < Π′′
1 (6)

By (2), (6),
Ξ;Π[tm/var] ` (L,F′)[tm/var] : Π′

2 (7)
By (5),(6),

Π′
2 < Π′′[tm/var] (8)

�

Lemma 51 (Weakening)
If Ξ;Π ` F : Π′ and Π1 < Π then Ξ;Π1 ` F : Π′

1, and Π′
1 < Π′

Proof By examining each mode checking rule.

case: F = L,F′

By assumption,
Ξ;Π ` L : Π′ Ξ;Π′ ` F′ : Π′′

Ξ;Π ` L,F′ : Π′′ (1)
Π1 < Π (2)

By I.H. on L,
Ξ;Π1 ` L : Π′

1, and Π′
1 < Π′ (3)

By I.H. on F′,
Ξ;Π′

1 ` F′ : Π′′
1, and Π′′

1 < Π′′ (4)

�

Theorem 22 If Ξ;Π ` F : Π′, and ∀x ∈ dom(Π). x ∈ dom(σ), and S ⊆ dom(H) then

• either MP(H;S;F;σ) = (S′,σ′) and S′ ⊆ dom(H), σ ⊆ σ′, and H′ � σ′(F), where
dom(H′) = (S′−S), and ∀x ∈ dom(Π′), x ∈ dom(σ′),

• or MP(H;S;F;σ) = no, and there does not exist a heap H′ which is the subheap of
H minus the locations in the set S, or σ′ such that σ⊆ σ′, and H′ � σ′(F)

Proof By induction on the depth of the derivation of the pattern matching algorithm.
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case: the formula to match is L,F, and the matching for L fails.
By assumption,

MP(H;S;(L,F);σ) = no (1)
MP(H;S;L;σ) = no (2)

By I.H. on (2),
There does not exist H′ where dom(H′)⊆ (dom(H)−S′)
and σ′, where σ⊆ σ′ such that H′ � σ′(L) (3)

Assume,
There exist H1,σ1 such that dom(H1)⊆ dom(H)−S, and σ⊆ σ1
and H1 � σ1(L,F) (4)

By semantics of ⊗, and (4),
H1 = H′

1]H′
2 such that H′

1 � σ1(L) (5)
(5) contradicts with (3) (6)
There do not exist H1,σ1 such that dom(H1)⊆ dom(H)−S, and σ⊆ σ1
and H1 � σ1(L,F) (7)

case: the formula to match is L,F, and the matching for F fails.
By assumption,

MP(H;S;(L,F);σ) = no (1)
MP(H;S;L;σ) = (S′,σ′) (2)
MP(H;S′;F;σ′) = no (3)

By I.H. on (2),
H′ � σ′(L), where dom(H′) = S′−S, and σ⊆ σ′ (4)

By I.H. on (3),
There does not exist H′′ where dom(H′′)⊆ (dom(H)−S′)
and σ′′, where σ′ ⊆ σ′′ such that H′′ � σ′′(F) (5)

Assume,
There exist H1,σ1 such that dom(H1)⊆ (dom(H)−S), and σ1 ⊆ σ

and H1 � σ1(L,F) (6)
By semantics of ⊗, and (6),

H1 = H′
1]H′

2 such that H′
1 � σ1(L) (7)

H′
2 � σ1(F) (8)

By Uniqueness of shapes, and (4), (7),
H′ = H′

1, and σ′ ⊆ σ1 (9)
By (9), (4), (7),

dom(H′
2)⊆ (dom(H)−S′) (10)

(5) contradicts with (8),(10) (11)
There do not exist H1,σ1 such that dom(H1)⊆ dom(H), and σ1 ⊆ σ

and H1 � σ1(L,F) (12)

�
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Theorem 23
If ∀I ∈ ϒ, ` I OK, P is a closed shape, and H1 � P(l), Ξ;Π ` F : Π′, and ∀tm ∈

dom(Π). tm is well-moded with respect to Π, σ and H1 then

• either MP(H1]H2;S;F;σ) = (S′,σ′), and MP is memory safe, and ∀tm∈ dom(Π′),
tm is well-moded with respect to Π′, σ′ and H1.

• or MP(H1]H2;S;F;σ) = no, and MP is memory safe.

Proof By induction on the structure of the formula to be matched.

case: F = Ps tm (tm1, · · · , tmn)
By assumption,

Ξ;Π ` Ps tm (tm1, · · · , tmn) : Π′ (1)
mode(Ξ,Ps) = (+,sf)→ (m1, · · · ,mn)→ o (2)
Π(tm) = sf (3)
Π′ = Π∪{x |x ∈ FV(tmi),mi =−} ∪ {tmi:s |mi = (−,s)}

∪ {tmi:sf |mi = (+,unsfsf)} (4)
MP(H1]H2;S;Ps tm (tm1, · · · , tmn);σ)
= (S∪{σ(tm), · · · ,σ(tm)+n},σ′) and σ′(tmi) = H1(σ(tm)+ i) (5)

By assumption,
H1 � P(l) and P is closed (6)

By (2), (3), and the definition of closed shape,
∀tm,Π′(tm) = sf,σ′(tm) is a valid pointer on H1 (7)

By (7), (5),
∀tm ∈ dom(Π′), tm is well-moded with respect to Π′,σ′, and H1 (8)

case: F = P tm1 · · · tmn
By assumption,

Ξ;Π ` P tm1 · · · tmn : Π′ (1)
and ∀tm ∈ dom(Π). tm, is well-moded with respect to Π,σ,H1 (2)

By All inductive definitions are well-moded,
Ξ;Πx ` P x1 · · · xn : Π′

x (3)
where pm = mode(P)
and Πx = {xi|pmi = +} ∪ {(x j:s)|pm j = (+,s)}

∪ {(x j:unsf)|pm j = (+,unsfsf)} (4)
and Π′

x = Πx∪{xi|pmi =−} ∪ {(x j:s)|pm j = (−,s)}
∪̄ {(xk:sf)|pmk = (+,unsf,sf)} (5)

Πx ` Fi : ΠF where Fi is the ith body of P (6)
and ΠF < Π′

x (7)
By (1),

Π < Πx[(tm1, · · · , tmn)/(x1, · · · ,xn)] (8)
By Lemma 50, Lemma 51, (6), and (8),
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Π ` Fi : Π′
F , and Π′

F < Π′
x[(tm1, · · · , tmn)/(x1, · · · ,xn)] (9)

By I.H. on Fi and (2),
MP(H1]H2,S,Fi,σ) = (S′,σ′)
and for all tm ∈ dom(Π′

F), tm is well moded with regard to Π′
F ,σ′,andH1 (10)

By mode checking rules,
For each x ∈ dom(Π′) and x /∈ dom(Π)
x ∈ FV(tm j) such that pm j =−, x j ∈Π′

x
By (9),

FV(tm j)⊆Π′
F (11)

For each tm,Π′(tm j) = sf and Π(tm j) 6= sf
such that pm j = (−,sf), (x j:sf) ∈Π′

x
By (9),

(tm j:sf) ∈Π′
F (12)

For each tm,Π′(tm j) = sf and Π(tm j) 6= sf
such that pm j = (+,unsf,sf), (x j:sf) ∈Π′

x
By (9),

(tm j:sf) ∈Π′
F (13)

By (11), (12), (13), (10),
for all tm ∈ dom(Π′), tm is well moded with regard to Π′,H1, and σ′ (14)

�



Appendix E

Type-safety of the Shape Patterns
Language

Lemma 52 (Substitution)
• If ϒ;∆ =⇒ F, then ϒ;∆[v/x] =⇒ F[v/x]

• If Ω,x:t ` e : t, and ` v : t, then Ω ` e[v/x] : t

• If Ω,x:t;Γ;Θ;∆ ` s : (Γ′;Θ′;∆′), and ` v : t,
then Ω;Γ;Θ;∆[v/x] ` s[v/x] : (Γ′;Θ;∆′[v/x]),

Proof By induction on the structure of the derivation where x is being substituted. �

Lemma 53 (Unique Decomposition)
1. If Ω ` e : t then either e is a value or e = Ce[redex] where redex : := $x | v+ v

2. If Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` s : (Γ′;Θ′;∆′)
then either s = skip or fail or s = Cstmt [redex]
where redex : := skip ; s | $x := v | free v | $s := {x}shp

| if cc then s1 else s2 | while cc do s
| switch $s of bs | $x | v+ v

or s = C [$s := f ( v1, · · · ,vn )]

Proof By induction on the structure of the syntactic construct to be decomposed. �

Lemma 54
1. If Ω ` e : t1 and Ω ` Ce[e] : t2 then for all e′ such that Ω ` e′ : t1, Ω ` Ce[e′] : t2

2. If Ω` e : t1 and Ω;Γ;Θ;∆` Cstmt [e] : (Γ′;Θ′;∆′) then for all e′ such that Ω` e′ : t1,
Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` Cstmt [e′] : (Γ′;Θ′;∆′)
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3. If Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` s : (Γ1;Θ1;∆1) and Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` Cstmt [s] : (Γ2;Θ2;∆2) then for all s′

such that Ω;Γ′;Θ′;∆′ ` s′ : (Γ1;Θ1;∆1), Ω;Γ′;Θ′;∆′ ` Cstmt [s′] : (Γ2;Θ2;∆2)

4. if Ω ` Ce[e] : t then there exists t1 such that Ω ` e : t1.

5. if Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` Cstmt [e] : (Γ′;Θ′;∆′) then there exists t1 such that Ω ` e : t1.

6. if Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` Cstmt [s] : (Γ2;Θ2;∆2) then exists Γ1, Θ1, ∆1 such that Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` s :
(Γ1;Θ1;∆1).

Proof By induction on the structure of the evaluation contexts. Here we show two cases
in the proof of 3.

case: Cstmt = [ ]stmt
By Assumption,

Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` s : (Γ1;Θ1;∆1) (1)
Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` Cstmt [s] : (Γ1;Θ1;∆1) (2)
Ω;Γ′;Θ′;∆′ ` s′ : (Γ1;Θ1;∆1) (3)
Ω;Γ′;Θ′;∆′ ` Cstmt [s′] : (Γ1;Θ1;∆1) (4)

case: Cstmt = C ′
stmt ;s1

By Assumption,
Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` s : (Γ1;Θ1;∆1) (1)
Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` Cstmt [s] : (Γ2;Θ2;∆2) (2)
Ω;Γ′;Θ′;∆′ ` s′ : (Γ1;Θ1;∆1) (3)

By inversion of typing rule of (2),
Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` C ′

stmt [s] : (Γ′1;Θ′
1;∆′1) (4)

Ω;Γ′1;Θ′
1;∆′1 ` s1 : (Γ2;Θ2;∆2) (5)

By I.H. on (1),(3),(4),
Ω;Γ′;Θ′;∆′ ` C ′

stmt [s
′] : (Γ′1;Θ′

1;∆′1) (6)
By (5), (6),

Ω;Γ′;Θ′;∆′ ` Cstmt [s′] : (Γ2;Θ2;∆2) (7)

�

shape(cc,E,Γ) = F
shape(A,E,Γ) = 1
shape(s?[shp],E,Γ) = P(l) if Γ(s) = P, and E(s) = l
shape(s:[shp],E,Γ) = P(l) if Γ(s) = P, and E(s) = l
shape((cc1,cc2),E,Γ) = (F1,F2) if shape(cci,E,Γ) = Fi

ctx(cc,Γ) = Γ′
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ctx(A,E,Γ) = ·
ctx(s?[shp],Γ) = s:Γ(s)
ctx(s:[shp],Γ) = s:Γ(s)
ctx((cc1,cc2),Γ) = (Γ1,Γ2) if ctx(cci,Γ) = Γi

Lemma 55 (Conjunctive Clauses)
1. If Ω;Γ ` cc : (Γ′;Θ;∆) and ctx(cc,Γ) = Γcc, then Γ = Γe,Γcc, and Γcc = Γcc1,Γcc2

such that Γ′ = Γe,Γcc1.

2. If Ω;Γ` cc : (Γ′;Θ;∆), and JccKE = (Fcc,σ
′) and ctx(cc,Γ) = Γcc, and Γ = Γe,Γcc

such that Γ′ = Γcc1,Γe, and H � σ(Fcc), and σ′ ⊆ σ,then H = H1 ]H2 such that
H1 � JΓcc1 KE , and H2 � σ(∆).

Proof By induction on the structure of cc

1. case:cc = cc1,cc2
By assumption,

ctx(cc,Γ) = Γcc (1)
Ω;Γ ` cc : (Γ′;Θ;∆) (2)

By definition of ctx(cc),
Γcc = Γcc1,Γcc2 (3)
such that ctx(cc1) = Γcc1, and ctx(cc2) = Γcc2 (4)

By (2) and the typing rules of cc,
Γ = Γ1,Γ2 such that (5)
Ω;Γ1 ` cc1 : (Γ′1;Θ′

1;∆1) (6)
Ω;Γ2 ` cc2 : (Γ′2;Θ′

2;∆2) (7)
Γ′ = Γ′1,Γ

′
2, and ∆ = ∆1,∆2 (8)

By I.H. on cc1,
Γ1 = Γe1,Γcc1 and Γcc1 = Γcc11,Γcc12 (9)
such that Γ′1 = Γe1,Γcc11 (10)

By I.H. on cc2,
Γ2 = Γe2,Γcc2 and Γcc2 = Γcc21,Γcc22 (11)
such that Γ′2 = Γe2,Γcc21 (12)

By (3), (5),(8),(9),(10),(11),(12),
Γ = Γe,Γcc where Γe = Γe1,Γe2
such that Γ′ = Γe,Γ

′
cc where Γ′cc = Γcc11,Γcc21 (13)

2. case: cc = $s:[root x,FA,F]
By assumption,

Ω;Γ ` cc : (Γ′;$s:P;F) where Γ = Γ′,$s:P (1)
By (1),

FV(F)∩Ω$ = /0 (2)
By definition of JccKE ,
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JccKE = (E(F),{E($s)/x}) (3)
Γcc = $s:P (4)
Γcc1 = · (5)
Γcc2 = $s:P (6)

By assumption,
H � ({(E($s)/x),σ)}(E(FA,F)) (7)

By (7), and the semantics of ⊗ ,
H � ({(E($s)/x),σ)}(E(F)) (8)

By (8), and (2),
H � ({(E($s)/x),σ)}(F) (9)

�

Lemma 56
If Γ;Π ` cc : Π′, ∀tm ∈ E(Π) is well moded with regard to Hcc, σ′, and E(Π), H′ and H′′

are both subheaps of H, H′ � Jctx(Γ,cc)KE , H′′ � σ(JccKE), σ′ ⊆ σ, then H′ = H′′.

Proof By induction on the structure of cc, and the Uniqueness of shapes. �

Lemma 57 (Safety of CC)
If Γ;Π1 ` cc : Π2, shape(cc,E,Γ) = F, H1 � F, JccKE = (Fcc,σ), σ⊆ σ′, S⊆ dom(H1),
and for all tm such that tm ∈ dom(E(Π1)), tm is well moded with regard to σ, E(Π1) and
H1

• either MP(H1 ]H2;S;F;σ′) = (S′,σ′′), and MP will not access location l if l /∈
dom(H1), and ∀tm∈ dom(E(Π2)). tm is well moded with regard to σ′′, E(Π2), and
H1.

• Or MP(H1]H2;S;F;σ′) = no, and MP will not access location l if l /∈ dom(H1).

Proof By induction on the structure of cc, and using the Safety of MP (Theorem 23).

case: cc = $s?[root x,F]
By assumption,

Γ;Π1 ` cc : Π2 (1)
By the typing rule of cc and (1),

Ξ;Π1∪{x:sf} ` F : Π2 where Γ($s) = P,and Ξ = Λ(P) (2)
shape(cc,E,Γ) = P(`) where E($s) = ` (3)

By assumption,
for all tm such that tm ∈ dom(E(Π1)),
tm is well moded with regard to σ,E(Π1) and H1 (4)
H1 � P(`) (5)
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JccKE = (E(F),{`/x}) (6)
{`/x} ⊆ σ′ (7)

By Lemma 50 and (2),
Ξ;E(Π1∪{x:sf}) ` E(F) : Π′

2 (8)
and Π′

2 < E(Π2) (9)
By The safety of MP, and (4), (5), (8),

either MP(H1]H2;S;E(F);σ′) = (S′,σ′′),
and MP will not access location ` if ` /∈ dom(H1),
and ∀tm ∈ dom(Π′

2), tm is well moded with regard to σ′′,Π′
2 and H1. (10)

Or MP(H1]H2;S;F;σ′) = no,
and MP will not access location ` if ` /∈ dom(H1). (11)

By (9), (10),
∀tm ∈ dom(E(Π2)), tm is well moded with regard to σ′′ and E(Π2) (12)

�

Theorem 58 (Progress and Preservation)
1. if Ω$ ` e : t and ` E : Ω then either e = n or exists e′ such that (E;e) 7−→ e′, and

Ω ` e′ : t

2. if Ω$;Γ;Θ;∆ ` s : (Γ′;Θ′;∆′), ` E : Ω, H � JΓKE ⊗∆ then either

• s = skip or fail or

• s = C [x := f ( v1, · · · ,vn )] or

• exists s′, E ′, H′ such that (E;H;s) 7−→ (E ′;H′;s′), and exists Γ′′, Θ′′, ∆′′ such
that Ω$;Γ′′;Θ′′;∆′′ ` s′ : (Γ′;Θ′;∆′), and ` E ′ : Ω, H′ � (JΓK′′E ′)⊗∆′′

3. if ` (E;H;S; fb)OK then either (E;H;S; fb) = (•;H;•;halt)
or exists E ′, H′, S′, fb′ such that (E;H;S; fb) 7−→ (E ′;H′;S′; fb′) and ` (E ′;H′;S′; fb′)OK

Proof

1. By induction on the typing judgment Ω$ ` e : t.

2. By examine each case of the unique context decomposition of s.

case: s = C [s′] where s′ = $s:P := {x}[root (v),F]
By assumption,

Ω$;Γ;Θ;∆ ` s : (Γ′;Θ′;∆′) (1)
` E : Ω (2)
H � JΓKE ⊗∆ (3)

By Lemma 54(6) and (1),
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Ω$;Γ;Θ;∆ ` s′ : (Γ1;Θ1;∆1) (4)
By inversion of assign-shape rule of (4),

Γ1 = Γ,($s : P) and Θ = Θ1,($s : P) (5)
ϒ;F =⇒ P(v) (6)
Λ(P);Ω ` root v,F : (o,Ω′) (7)
∆ = ∆1,∆

′′ (8)
F = ∆x,∆F where ∆x = {Ps xi e |Ps xi e ∈ F} (9)
∀P tm,P tm ∈ ∆′′ iff P tm ∈ ∆F (10)
∀Ps tm e ∈ ∆′′ iff Ps tm e′ ∈ ∆F (11)

By the operational semantics rule assign-shape,
(E;H;$s:P := {x} [root (v),F]) 7−→ (E[$s := v′];H′;skip)
where (H′,v′) = CreateShape(H,P,{x}(root n,F))
CreateShape(H,P,{x}(root n,F)) = (H′,n[l/x]) (12)
1. ki = size(F,xi)
2. (H1, l1) = alloc(H,k1), · · · ,

(Hn, ln) = alloc(Hn−1,kn)
3. F′ = F[l1 · · · ln/x1 · · ·xn]
4. H′ = H[v+ i := vi] for all (Ps v (v1 · · ·vk)) ∈ F′

(13)

By (3), (8), (11),(7),
The updates of heap cells are safe (14)
H′ � JΓKE ⊗∆1⊗F[l/x] (15)

By (6), and the soundness of logical deduction,
H′ � JΓKE ⊗∆1⊗P(v′) (16)
H′ � JΓ,$s:PKE[$s :=v′ ]⊗∆1 (17)

By (12), and ctxt-stmt,
(E;H;C [$s := {x} [root (v),F]])
7−→ (E[$s := v′];H′;C [skip]) (18)

By Lemma 54(3) and (1),(4),
Ω$;Γ1;Θ1;∆1 ` C [skip] : (Γ′;Θ′;∆′) (19)

By (5), (17),
H′ � JΓ1 KE[$s :=v′ ]⊗∆1 (20)

case: s = C [s′] where s′ = if cc then s1 else s2
By assumption,

Ω$;Γ;Θ;∆ ` s : (Γ′;Θ′;∆′) (1)
` E : Ω (2)
H � JΓKE ⊗∆ (3)

By Lemma 54(6) and (1),
Ω$;Γ;Θ;∆ ` s′ : (Γ′′;Θ′′;∆′′) (4)

By inversion of if rule of (4),
Ω;Γ ` cc : (Ω′,Γ1,Θ1,∆1) (5)
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Ω′;Γ1;Θ,Θ1;∆,∆1 ` s1 : (Γ′′;Θ′′;∆′′) (6)
Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` s2 : (Γ′′;Θ′′;∆′′) (7)
Γ;Π ` cc : Π′ where Π = ground(Ω) (8)
(E;H; if cc then s1 else s2) 7−→ (E;H;σ(s1))
where JccKE = (F,σ′) and MP(H;F; /0;σ′) = (SL;σ) (9)

By Definition of shape(cc,E,Γ),
shape(cc,E,Γ) = JΓcc KE where Γcc = ctx(cc,Γ) (10)

By Lemma 55(1),
and Γ = Γcc,Γe (11)
Γcc = Γcc1,Γcc2, and Γ1 = Γe,Γcc1 (12)

By (3),
H = Hcc]He]H∆ (13)
such that Hcc � JΓcc KE ,He � JΓe KE ,H∆ � ∆ (14)

By (2), and the definition of ground(Ω),
∀tm ∈ dom(E(Π)),
tm is well moded with regard to E(Π),σ′,andHcc (15)

By Lemma 57,(8) and (14), (15),
MP is memory safe (16)

By The correctness of MP,
H′

cc � σ(F) (17)
By Lemma 56, (8), (14), (15), (17),

H′
cc = Hcc (18)

Hcc � σ(F) (19)
By Lemma 55(2),

Hcc = Hcc1]Hcc2 and Hcc1 � JΓcc1 KE (20)
and Hcc2 � σ(∆1) (21)

By Lemma 52 Substitution and (6),
Ω;Γ1;Θ,Θ1;∆,σ(∆1) ` σ(s1) : (Γ′′;Θ′′;∆′′) (22)

By Op semantics rule ctxt-stmt, and (9) ,
(E;H;C [if cc then s1 else s2]) 7−→ (E;H;C [σ(s1)]) (23)

By Lemma 54(3) and (1), (22),
Ω;Γ1;Θ,Θ1;∆,σ(∆1) ` C [σ(s1)] : (Γ′;Θ′;∆′) (24)

By (13), (14), (19),(20), (21),
H � JΓ1 KE ⊗∆⊗σ(∆1) (25)

3. By examine the typing rules of ` (E;H;S; fb)OK.

case: the control stack S is empty.
By assumption,

` E : Ω H � JΓKE ⊗∆ Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` fb : τ

` (E .•;H;•; fb)OK (1)
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subase: fb = s ; fb′

Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` s : (Γ′;Θ′;∆′) (2)
Ω;Γ′;Θ′;∆′ ` fb′ : τ (3)

By 2, (1), (2),
s = skip or fail or
s = C [x := f ( v1, · · · ,vn )] or
exists s′,E ′,H′ such that (E;H;s) 7−→ (E ′;H′;s′),
and exists Γ′′,Θ′′,∆′′ such that Ω;Γ′′;Θ′′;∆′′ ` s′ : (Γ′;Θ′;∆′),
and ` E ′ : Ω,H′ � (JΓ′′ K)⊗∆′′ (4)

now we look at the last case of (4)
By ctxt-stmt rule,

(E .•;H;•;(s ; fb′)) 7−→ (E .•;H;•;(s′ ; fb′)) (5)
By (3),(4),

Ω;Γ′′;Θ′′;∆′′ ` s′ ; fb′ : τ (6)
By (6),(4),

` (E .•;H;•;(s′ ; fb′))OK (7)

case: ` (E .Es;H;C [$s := •].S; fb)OK ends in stack rule
By assumption,

` E : Ω (1)
H = H1]H2 (2)
H1 � JΓKE ⊗∆ (3)
Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` fb : P (4)
∀H′ such that H′ � P(l), ` (Es[$s := l];H′]H2;S;C [skip])OK (5)

subase: fb = s ; fb′

Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` s : (Γ′;Θ′;∆′) (6)
Ω;Γ′;Θ′;∆′ ` fb′ : τ (7)

By 2, (2), (3),(6),
s = skip or fail or
s = C f [$s f := f ( v1, · · · ,vn )] or
exists s′,E ′,H′ such that (E;H;s) 7−→ (E ′;H′;s′),
and exists Γ′′,Θ′′,∆′′ such that Ω;Γ′′;Θ′′;∆′′ ` s′ : (Γ′;Θ′;∆′),
and ` E ′ : Ω,H′ � (JΓ′′ K)⊗∆′′ (8)

now we look at the case where s = C f [$s f := f ( v1, · · · ,vn )]
By fun-call rule,

(E .Es;H;C [$s := •].S; fb) 7−→
(E f .E .Es;H;C f [$s f := •].C [$s := •].S; fb f ) (9)
where Ea = x1 7→ Jv1 KE , · · ·xn 7→ Jvn KE ,E f = Ea,env(ldecls,Ea) (10)

By (6) and Lemma 54(6),
Ω;Γ;Θ;∆ ` $s f := f (v1, · · · ,vn) : Γn,$s f :Pf ;Θn;∆ (11)
where Γ = Γn,Γarg,and Ψ( f ) = (τ1×·· ·τn → Pf ) (12)
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By `Φ : Ψ,
Ωarg;Γarg f ; ·; · ` ldecls : (Ω f ;Θ f ) (13)
and Ω f ;Γarg f ;Θ f ; · ` fb f : Pf , andΓarg f = Γarg[x1, · · ·xn/v1, · · ·vn] (14)

By (10), (12),
` E f : Ω f (15)

By (1), (3), (12), (13),
H1 = H1a]H1b such that (16)
H1a � JΓn KE ⊗∆ (17)
H1b � JΓarg KE (18)

By (10), (14), (18),
H1b � JΓarg KE f (19)

By (11) and Lemma 54(3),
Ω;Γn,$s f :Pf ;Θn;∆ ` (C f ; fb′[skip]) : P (20)

Giving any H f � Pf (` f ),
By (17),

H f ]H1a � JΓn,$s f :Pf KE[$s f :=` f ]⊗∆ (21)
By (1),

` E[$s f := ` f ] : Ω (22)
By (5), (22), (21),

` (E[$s f := ` f ].Es;H f ]H1a]H2;C [$s := •].S;
(C f ; fb′)[skip])OK (23)

By (14),(15),(16),(18) ,(23),
` (E f .E .Es;H;C f [$s f := •].C [$s := •].S; fb f )OK (24)

�



Appendix F

Code for the Node Deletion Function

/*The freelist function frees all the nodes in a list. */
listshape freelist (listshape $t){

while $t:[root x, adjnode x (d, next), adjlist next A] do {
free x;
$t:listshape := [root next, adjlist next A]};

return $t;
}

/*The del function delete the node with key k from list t*/
listshape del (listshape $t, ptr(graphnode) $k){
switch $t of

:[root x, adjnode x (d, next), adjlist next A] –>
if d = $k
then {

free x;
$t :listshape := [root next, adjlist next A]}

else {
$t:listshape := [root next, adjlist next A];
$t := del($t, $k);
switch $t of

:[root t, adjlist t B] –>
$t:listshape := [root x, adjnode x (d, t), adjlist t B]}

| ?[root x, x = 0] –> print ”empty list”;
return $t;
}

/*The deledge function delete an edge from p to q in graph g. */
graphshape deledge(graphshape $g, ptr(graphnode) $p, ptr(graphnode) $q){

160
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listshape $t;
switch $g of

:[root x, O(pp = $p), O(qp = $q), nodelistseg x pp A1 G1,
graphnode pp (dp, nextp, adjp), adjlist adjp G3,
nodelist nextp A2 G2, O(A = A1 U [pp] U A2),
O(qp in A), O(G = G1 U G2 U G3), O(G <= A)] –> {

$t:listshape := [root adjp, adjlist adjp G3];
$t := del($t, $q);

switch $t of
:[root rt, adjlist rt G4, O(G3 = G4 U [qp])] –>

$g:graphshape := [root x, nodelistseg x pp A1 G1,
graphnode pp (dp, nextp, rt), adjlist rt G4,
nodelist nextp A2 G2]};

return $g;
}

/*The delEdgeNode function delete all the edges to n from g. */
graphshape delEdgeNode(graphshape $g, ptr(graphnode) $n){

ptr(graphnode) $p := 0;
switch $g of ?[root r, graph r] –> $p := r;
while $g?[root x, nodelistseg x $p A1 B1, graphnode $p (d, next, adjx),

adjlist adjx G, nodelist next A2 B2,
O(A = A1 U [$p] U A2), O(B = B1 U G U B2), O(B <= A)] do {

$g := deledge($g, $p, $n);
$p := next};

return $g;
}

/*The delnode function delete node n from graph g. */
graphshape delnode(graphshape $g, ptr(graphnode) $n){

ptr(graphnode) $pre:=0;
int $found := 0;
listshape $tmp ;
switch $g of ?[root x, graph x] –> {

$pre := x;
if x = $n then $found := 1 else skip};

/*The while loop looks for the predecessor of n. */
while $g ?[root x, O($found = 0), nodelistseg x $pre A1 B1,

graphnode $pre (d, next, adjp), adjlist adjp G,
nodelist next A2 B2, A = A1 U [$pre] U A2,
O(B = B1 U G U B2), O(B <= A), O(not (next = $n))] do {
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$pre := next};
$g := delEdgeNode($g, $n);
switch $g of

:[root x, ppre = $pre, pp = $n,
nodelistseg x ppre A1 B1, graphnode ppre (dpre, pp, adjpre),
adjlist adjpre G1, graphnode pp (dp, nextp, adjp),
adjlist adjp G2, nodelist nextp A2 B2,
O(A = A1 U [ppre] U A2), O(B = B1 U G1 U G2 U B2), O(B <= A)] –> {

$tmp:listshape := [root adjp, adjlist adjp G2];
$tmp := freelist($tmp);
switch $tmp of

:[root rt, rt = 0] –> {
free pp;
$g:graphshape := [root x, nodelistseg x ppre A1 B1,

graphnode ppre (dpre, nextp, adjpre),
adjlist adjpre G1,
nodelist nextp A2 B2]}

/*Node n is the root node */
| :[root x, O($n = x), graphnode x (dx, nextx, adjx), adjlist adjx G1,

nodelist nextx A2 B2, B = G1 U B2, B <= A2] –> {
$tmp:listshape := [root adjx, adjlist adjx G1];
$tmp := freelist($tmp);
switch $tmp of

:[root rt, rt = 0] –> {
free x;
$g:graphshape := [root nextx, nodelist nextx A2 B2] }}};

return $g;
}
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